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Basic Technology

Chapter 1

Bioprocess Engineering of Pichia pastoris, an Exciting
Host Eukaryotic Cell Expression System
Francisco Valero
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/56407

1. Introduction
Yeasts are the favorite alternative hosts for the expression of heterologous proteins for research,
industrial or medical use [1]. As unicellulars microorganism have the advantages of bacteria
as ease of manipulation and growth rate. But comparing with bacterial system, they are capable
of many of the post-translational modifications performed by higher eukaryotic cells, such as
proteolytic processing, folding, disulfide bond formation and glycosylation [2].
Historically Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been the most used yeast host due to the large amount
of knowledge on genetics, molecular biology and physiology accumulated for this microor‐
ganism [3-5]. However, it was rapidly found to have certain limitations: low product yields,
poor plasmid stability, hyperglycosylation and low secretion capacities. These limitations are
now relieved by a battery of alternative yeast as cell factories to produce recombinant proteins.
Some of these alternative yeast cell factories are fission yeast as Schizosaccharomyces pombe [6],
Kluyveromyces lactis [7], methylotrophic species as Pichia pastoris [8], Candida boidinii [9], Pichia
methanolica [10], Hansenula polymorpha [11], and the dimorphic species Yarrowia lipolytica [12],
and Arxula adeninivorans [13]. It is very usual that the performance of these alternative hosts
frequently surpass those of S. cerevisiae in terms of product yield, reduced hyperglycosylation
and secretion efficiency, especially for high molecular weight proteins [14].
Several reviews compare advantages and limitations of expression systems for foreign
genes [15-20]. Between them Pichia pastoris has emerged in the last decade as the favorite
yeast cell factory for the production of heterologous proteins. A search in ISI Web of
knowledge (web of science) with the keywords microorganism+ heterologous protein P.
pastoris is the preferred host (667 entrances) followed by Candida and Schizosaccharomyces
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(161 and 124 entrances respectively). Specifically for heterologous lipase production P.
pastoris is the most used host [21].
Why P. pastoris emerged as an excellent host system to produce recombinant products?. The
story started one decade after oil crisis in the 70’s when Phillips Petroleum and the Salk Institute
Biotechnology/Industrial Associates Inc. (SIBIA, La Jolla, Ca, USA) used Pichia as a host system
for heterologous protein expression [22-24]. Nowadays, more than 500 proteins have been
expressed using this system [25] and it also has been selected by several protein production
platforms for structural genomics programs [26]. P. pastoris combines the ability of growing
on minimal medium at very high cell densities (higher than 100 g DCW/L), secreting the
heterologous protein simplifying their recovery. Also, it performs many of the higher eukary‐
otic post-translational modifications such as protein folding, proteolytic processing, disulfide
bond and glycosylation [24]. However, it has been shown that both, N- and O-linked oligo‐
saccharide structures, are quite different from mammalian cells, for example, they are of a
heterogeneous high-mannose type. The consequence is that high mannose type N-glycans
attached to recombinant glycoproteins can be cleared rapidly from the human bloodstream,
and they can cause immunogenic reactions in humans [27]. Nevertheless GlycoFi’s glycoengineering technology allows the generation of yeast stains capable of replicating the most
essential steps of the N-glycosylation pathway found in mammals [28].
But, probably the most important characteristic of P. pastoris is the existence of a strong and
tightly regulated promoter from alcohol oxidase 1 gene, PAOX1. Thus, methanol was used as
carbon source and inducer of heterologous protein production in this system [29].
Daly and Hearn [30] reviewed various aspects of the P. pastoris expression system and also
consider the factors that need to be taken into account to achieve successful recombinant
protein expression, particular when more complex systems are contemplated, such as those
used in tandem gene or multiple gene copy experiments. Between them, several genetic and
physiological factors such as the codon usage of the expression gene, the gene copy number,
efficient transcription by using strong promoters, translation signals, translocation determined
by the secretion signal peptide, processing and folding in the endoplasmatic reticulum and
Golgy and, finally, secretion out of the cell, as well as protein turnovers by proteolysis, but
also of the optimization of fermentation strategy [31].
The objective of this chapter is to review the classic and alternative operational strategies to
maximize yield and/or productivity from an industrial point of view and also how to obtain
a repetitive product from batch to batch applying process analytical technology (BioPAT)

2. Host strains and PAOX1 promoter
Host strains and vectors are available as commercial kits from Invitrogen Corporation
(Carlsbad, CA) [32]. PAOX1 is the preferred promoter. Previous to design operational
strategies is necessary to know the machinery to inducer this promoter and how Pichia
metabolizes methanol.
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PAOX1 is strongly repressed in presence of carbon sources as glucose, glycerol, ethanol and
most of other carbon sources, being strongly induced by the presence of methanol [33]. Alcohol
oxidase is the first enzyme of methanol assimilation pathway, which catalyzes its oxidation to
formaldehyde [34]. The genome of Pichia contains two genes of this functional enzyme AOX1
and AOX2. Around the 85% of alcohol oxidase activity is regulated by AOX1 gene, whereas
AOX2 gene regulates the other 15% [35]. AOX concentration can reach 30% of the total cell
protein when is growing on methanol, which compensates for the low affinity of the enzyme
for methanol [22].
There are three types of P. pastoris host strains available which vary with regards to their ability
to utilize methanol. The wild-type or methanol utilization plus phenotype (Mut+), and the
strains resulting from deletions in the AOX1 gene, methanol utilization slow (Muts), or both
AOX genes, methanol utilization minus (Mut-) [36].
Although AOX1 is the promoter most commonly used, it presents a serie of limitations. Oxygen
supply becomes a major concern in P. pastoris in methanol non-limited fed-batch cultures when
high cell densities are desired for the production process using Mut+ phenotype, since the
bioreactor oxygen transfer capacity unable to sustain the oxygen metabolic demand [24].
Another important disadvantage of PAOX1, especially in Mut+ phenotype in large scale
productions, is the necessity to storage huge amount of methanol which constitutes a potential
industrial risk. On the other hand, methanol presents a high heat of combustion (-727 kJ Cmol-1) [37]. Thus, considerable heat is generated during the bioprocess growing on this carbon
source. It requires rapid and efficient cooling systems, particularly at large scale where heat
losses through the bioreactor walls may be limiting due to the small surface area to volume
ratio. Failure to remove this heat may result in reactor temperature increase affecting the
productivity and quality of the recombinant protein [38]. Furthermore since methanol is
mainly derived from petrochemical sources, may require purifications steps for the production
of certain foods and additives products [39].

3. Pichia Process Analytical Technology (PAT)
It is necessary to develop bioprocess optimization and control tools in order to implement a
Process Analytical Technology (PAT), BIOPAT when it is applied to bioprocesses [40]. This
initiative has been promoted by regulatory agencies such as FDA and EMEA [41]. PAT is a
multidisciplinary platform for designing, analyzing and controlling manufacturing through
timely measurements of critical quality and performance attributes of raw and in-process
materials and processes with the goal of ensuring final product quality [42].The final goal is
guarantee consistent product quality at the end of the process, ease the regulatory review
bioprocess and increase flexibility with respect to post-approval manufacturing changes [43]
[Figure 1].
Applied to Pichia cell factory, on-line monitoring of biomass, methanol and product are the
dream of all researchers involved in the production of heterologous protein in this host.
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Figure 1. Scheme of a process analytical technology (PAT).

Different approaches have been applied for the on-line determination of biomass in Pichia’s
fermentation. Multi-wavelength fluorescence coupling with PARAFAC-PLS chemometric
methodology resulting in important qualitative and quantitative bioprocess information
[Figure 2; Figure 3]. Biomass and substrate (glycerol or methanol) were determined success‐
fully. The recombinant lipase, the heterologous product, could also be on-line determined in
the exponential phase. However in the stationary Phase, where proteolytic problems appears,
the estimation of the product could not be estimated accurately [44-46].
Multi-wavelength fluorescence is not standard equipment used in bioprocesses. Thus, when
direct biomass quantification methods are not available, biomass can be determined from
indirect on-line measurements using software sensors. The estimation of biomass, substrate
and specific growth rate by two non-linear observers, nonlinear observed-based estimator
(NLOBE) and second-order dynamic tuning (AO-SODE) and a linear estimator, recursive least
squares with variable forgetting factor (RLS-VFF) have been applied to Pichia bioprocess using
different indirect measurements, carbon dioxide transfer rate (CTR), oxygen uptake rate (OUR)
from conventional infrared and paramagnetic gas analysis, and sorbitol. The AO-SODE
algorithm using OUR on-line measurement was the most efficient approach demonstrating
the robustness of this methodology [47]. A comparison of the performance of the different
observers is presented in table 1.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the calibration and prediction processes for PARAFAC combined with PLS regression for state
variables determination.

Methanol concentration, the inducer substrate, is the most important variable for on-line
monitoring because the productivity of the bioprocess is quite related to this parameter.
Concentrations between 2-3.5 g/L are referenced as optimal concentrations to maximize
protein production [48,49], higher concentrations present inhibition problems and in some
cases lower concentration stops recombinant protein production [50].
Although chromatographic methods such as GC and HPLC are common methods for the offline analysis, their on-line implementation is not usual due to the low sampling frequency [49].
On-line methods are generally based on liquid-gas equilibrium by analyzing the fermenter
exhaust gas [51]. Nowadays, commercial equipments based in this principle are available from
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Figure 3. Summary of the application of on-line PARAFAC approach (NOC = Normal Operating Conditions).

Raven Biotec, Figaro Biotech, PTI Instruments [52]. These equipments are quite robust and
with minimum maintenance although some precautions should be taking into account to
obtain a precise measurement [53].
Other alternatives are sequential injection analysis [54] Fourier transform mid-infrared
spectroscopy [49] and flame ionization [55].
Process optimization only can conclude with effective measurement of heterologous protein
production. Classical methods as ELISA, SDS-PAGE and Western blots or bioactivity assay
are time-consuming, labour-intensive, and not applicable for the determination of the product
in real time [51]. Methods including perfusion chromatography, specific biosensors and
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Methods

Advantages

Disadvantages

NLOBE

Easy tuning, 1 tuning parameter.

Strong dependence of initial values
and kinetic yields.

AO-SODE

Rapid and stable response. Easy tuning,Accurate knowledge of reaction
2 tuning parameters.

scheme and stoichiometric coefficients
are necessary.

RLS-VFF

Minimal knowledge of the system.

Sensible to rapid changes of μ.

Table 1. Comparison of three different observers for the estimation of biomass, substrate and specific growth rate.

immunonephelometric assays are limited to proteins secreted in the extracellular culture broth,
but not intracellular protein production [56,57]. To circumvent this problem fusing a GFP
signal marker to the recombinant protein could be detected by fluorescence [58]. However the
co-expression of this protein fusion could provoke a lost in the production of the recombinant
product. When the recombinant protein has an associated colorimetric reaction, for instance
enzymes, analytical approaches using flow injection analysis (FIA) or sequential injection
analysis (SIA) are widely used [59].One of the most fully automated Pichia bioprocess has been
developed by the group of professor Luttmann [60]. An example of on-line monitoring and
control of Pichia bioprocess producing Rhizopus oryzae lipase is presented in Figure 4. The real
time evolution of the main parameters, variables and specific rates of this bioprocess are
presented in Figure 5a and 5b.

4. Operational strategies using PAOX1 Mut+ phenotype
Some of the operational strategies using the phenotype Mut+ are focused in order to circumvent
operational problems previously commented. Invitrogen Co., only provides an operational
manual for the fed-batch growth on Pichia (Manual Invitrogen) [61] mainly derived from the
protocols of Brierley and coworkers [62]. Fed-batch fermentation protocols include three
different phases. A glycerol batch phase (GBP), a transient phase (TP) and finally, a methanol
induction phase (MIP). Normally GBP and TP are similar for both phenotypes (Mut+ and
Muts). The objective of the GBP is the fast generation of biomass previous to the induction of
methanol. The specific growth rate and yield of Pichia growing on glycerol are from 0.18 h-1
and 0.5 g DCW per gram of glycerol [63] to 0.26 h -1 and 0.7 g DCW per gram of glycerol [67].
Brierley and coworkers recommended a maximum glycerol concentration of 6% [62]. Higher
concentration inhibits growth [68]. The specific growth rate and yield is higher than growing
on methanol (0.12 h-1) and 0.27 g DCW per gram of methanol) [62]. When higher initial biomass
concentration is required a second step with an exponential feeding rate of glycerol is imple‐
mented. It is important that in GBP dissolved oxygen (DO) reaches values higher than 20-30%
to avoid the production of ethanol.
Once the GBP is finished, indicated by a spike in measured DO or a decreased in CO2
consumption rate (CER), TP is started. The objective of TP is increase biomass level to generate
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Figure 4. Bioprocess scheme for on-line monitoring and control of Pichia pastoris producing recombinant Rhizopus
oryzae lipase.

high cell density cultures jointly with the derepression of AOX1 promoter due to the absence
of an excess of glycerol prior to MIP. Different strategies are collected in a set of reviews [32,
34, 51, 52].
The selected operational strategy used in the MIP is one of the most important factors to
maximizing heterologous protein production [67]. These strategies using a Mut+ phenotype
have to circumvent the associated problems to the maximum methanol consumption capacity
previously pointed out.
At his point, the monitoring and control of the inducer substrate, methanol, are the most
important key parameter. High levels of this inducer substrate can generate inhibitory effect
on cell growth [67], and low levels of methanol may not be enough to initiate the AOX
transcription [8]. The inhibition profile on methanol follows an uncompetitive inhibition
growth model, with a reported critic methanol concentration between 3 and 5.5 g/L depending
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B
Figure 5. A.- Example of the on-line monitoring of Pichia pastoris producing recombinant Rhizopus oryzae lipase. Real
time performance of standard fermentation parameters. B.- Example of the on-line monitoring of Pichia pastoris pro‐
ducing recombinant Rhizopus oryzae lipase. Real time evolution of biomass, substrate and product and their corre‐
sponding specific growth rate, methanol consumption rate and lipase production rate.

on the target protein [34]. Thus, a set-point methanol concentration around 2 g/L seems an
optimal value to maximize protein production. Although keeping a constant methanol
concentration during the induction phase has positive effects on the production of foreign
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protein [65], some authors pointed out that the design of an optimal methanol or specific
growth rat profile along the MIP maximize the productivity of the process [68].
It is quite difficult to compare the performance of different fed-batch strategies with different
heterologous protein. On the other hand, the selection of the fed-batch strategy depends on
the facilities to monitor methanol or other key variables as biomass or recombinant product.
Simple strategies, like the addition of a pulse of methanol at different time intervals, must be
limited in basic studies to obtain a quantity of recombinant protein for preliminary character‐
ization or structural studies, but is not realistic from an industrial point of view.
Several strategies have been proposed to optimize the methanol feeding rate with the final
objective of maximizing protein production and to get a reproducible bioprocess:

5. DO-stat control
Pichia cells utilize methanol through the oxidative pathway only when oxygen is non-limiting
[34]. Thus, DO must be controlled above a minimal level around 20% [69]. However, oxygen
limitation was successfully used to control the methanol uptake during single-chain antibody
fragment production [70,71] and other groups have proposed using oxygen as the growthlimiting nutrient, instead of methanol to circumvent the problem of high oxygen demand and
observed 16-55% improvements in product concentrations [72,73]. Recently, an oxygenlimited process has been developed and optimized for the production of monoclonal antibod‐
ies in glycoengineered P. pastoris strain using oxygen uptake rate as a scale-up parameter from
3L laboratory scale to 1200 L pilot plant scale. Scalability and productivity were improved
reducing oxygen consumption and cell growth [74-76]. On the other hand, excessive high DO
levels are cytotoxic reducing cell viability [77].
Although different DO-start control has been developed [77-80]. This strategy cannot dis‐
tinguish the possible accumulation of methanol. In this situation DO signal increases due
to the inhibitory effect of methanol on growth, and the response of the DO-controller
should be to increase the feeding rate of methanol aggravating the problem. This is par‐
ticularly problematic in the beginning of the induction phase where AOX1 is not yet
strongly induced and the AOX activity in the cells is growth-rate limiting but constantly
increasing as a result of the induction [32].

5. Methanol open-loop control
In this simple strategy, the methanol feeding rate profile (exponential) is obtained from mass
balance equations with the objective to maintain a constant specific growth rate (µ) under
methanol limiting conditions (no accumulation of methanol should be observed). To imple‐
ment preprogrammed exponential feeding rate strategy, biomass concentration and volume
at the beginning of the MIP have to be known and to assume that a constant biomass/substrate
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yield is maintained along the induction phase. This strategy has problems in terms of robust‐
ness and process stability, because, although open-loop system could be easy to implement
they do not respond to perturbations of the bioprocess. To avoid this problem the set point of
µ is fixed far from the µmax diminishing the productivity of the process. Nevertheless this simple
strategy has been applied successfully in different bioprocesses [81-84]. On the other hand,
when the recombinant protein affects the growth of the host reaching µmax lower than the wild
strain, like in the production of Rhizopus oryzae lipase under methanol limiting conditions, the
production is stopped few hours later of the beginning of MIP (personal communication of
the author).

6. Methanol closed-loop control
In previous strategies methanol concentration is neither measured on-line not directly
controlled [51]. Thus, an accurate monitoring and control of methanol concentration is
required. As previously has been commented, different analytical approaches has been
implemented in order to on-line monitoring of methanol concentration in Pichia’s fermenta‐
tion. Analytical devices based on liquid-gas equilibrium by analyzing exhaust gas from the
fermented are the most used. There are as set of methanol sensors available in the market from
Raven Biotech, Figaro Electronics, PTI Instruments, and Frings America [52, 85]. The first
attempts have been based to maintain the methanol concentration along the induction phase
at a constant and optimal concentration to maximize protein production or productivity
bioprocess. However, in the last years, some approaches are implementing in order to define
an optimal variable methanol set-point function of the different stages of the induction phase.
A scheme of both methanol feeding strategies, open and closed loop, is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Scheme of methanol feeding strategies: open loop and closed loop control.

Different methanol control concentration algorithms and strategies have been proposed.
Although the on-off control is the simplest feed-back control strategy and it has been used by
different authors [81, 85-88] Pichia fermentation, as bioprocesses in general, is characterized
by a complex and highly non-linear process dynamics. For this reason this control strategy is
inadequate for precise control of methanol concentration in the bioreactor because it can result
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Figure 7. Comparison of the performance of the different methanol control algorithms in Pichia pastoris bioprocess
producing recombinant lipase.

in a fluctuating methanol concentration around the set-point [34]. In Muts phenotype, where
the methanol consumption rate is lower than in Mut+ phenotype, this control algorithm has
better performance.
A proportional-integral (PI) or proportional-integral derivative (PID) control algorithms are
more effective approach. Nevertheless, the optimal settings of the PID controller (gain KC, the
integral time constant τI and the derivative time constant τD) are hardly ascertained by trial
and error tuning or other empirical methods. Some authors have developed a PID control Bode
stabilization criterion to achieve the parameters associated to this king of control, obtaining
good results on methanol regulation in short time fermentations [77,88]. Because of the
dynamics of the system, the optimal control parameters may vary significantly during the
fermentation. Moreover, the existence of an important response time for both, the on-line
methanol determination and the biological system has promoted the development of other
control alternatives [34].
A predictive control algorithm coupled with a PI feedback controller has been implemented
successfully in heterologous Rhizopus oryzae lipase production. It is based on the methanol
uptake on-line calculation from the substrate mass balance in fed-batch cultivations, requiring
the first-time derivative of methanol concentration for each time interval. This predictive part
is coupled to a feed-back term (PI) to regulate the addition aiming a stabilizing the signal
around the set-point [89]. Although this strategy was implemented in Muts phenotype, it has
been implemented in Mut+ phenotype successfully. A comparison of the performance of the
different control algorithms is presented in Figure 7.
Model based on-line parameters estimation and on-line optimization algorithms have been
developed to determine optimal inducer feeding rates. Continuous fermentation using
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methanol was performed via on-line methanol measurement and control using a minimalvariance-controller and a semi-continuous Kalman-Filter [90].

7. Strategies to minimize oxygen demand
The standard fed-batch fermentation without oxygen limitation is namely methanol nonlimited fed-batch (MNLFB). Independently of the strategy selected, high cell density cultures
with Mut+ P. pastoris phenotype in laboratory bioreactors presents the problems of oxygen
supply, since the bioreactor oxygen transfer capacity is unable to sustain the oxygen metabolic
demand [91]. When the biomass reaches values higher than 60 gDCW/L oxygen limitations
appears, even using mixtures of air and oxygen or pure oxygen. Different approaches have
been published to overcome this disadvantage:
Temperature-limited fed-batch (TLFB). In this strategy the common methanol limitation is
replaced by temperature limitation in order to avoid oxygen limitation at high cell density
limitation [92]. Temperature controller was programmed to maintain a DO set-point around
25%,. When DO is lower than the set-point the culture temperature was decreased [32]. Using
this approach cell death values decrease drastically and also protein proteolysis where
reduced, although specific growth rate diminishes and, sometimes, it affect negatively to the
productivity of the bioprocess [92]. This strategy has been applied successfully in different
heterologous protein production [92-96].
Methanol limited fed-batch strategy (MLFB). The strategy is applied once the DO value under
non limited conditions achieves values lower than the set-point (around 25%). At this point
methanol feeding rate is controlled in order to assure the DO set-point. At this point methanol
concentration starts to diminish from the methanol set-point to limiting conditions, although
specific productivity can diminish the production of the heterologous product is not stopped
[84, 91, 97-98].

8. Operational Strategies using PAOX1 Muts Phenotype
Probably Mut+ phenotype under PAOX1 is the most common P. pastoris strain used. However,
as it has been commented along the chapter, it presents important operational problems related
to oxygen and heat demand and methanol security requires. From the biological point of view,
Muts phenotype can be used, since they require less oxygen supply and heat elimination.
However, the specific growth rate using methanol as sole carbon source is too low compared
with Mut+, and low levels of biomass are produced [34,50]. Although from the bioprocess
engineering point of view the slow operational conditions facilitates the control and reprodu‐
cibility of the bioprocess, the fermentation time increase and sometimes the productivity of
the process decreases drastically.
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9. Mixed substrates
All the strategies previously described for Mut+ phenotype can be applied to Muts phenotype,
but to increase cell density and process productivity, as well as to reduce the induction time,
a typical approach is the use of a multicarbon substrate in addition to methanol. It is a simple
strategy to increase the energy supply to recombinant cells and the concentration of the carbon
sources in the culture broth [81, 86, 88].
One of the most selected substrates is glycerol. Several authors have reported that the use of
mixed feeds of glycerol and methanol during the induction phase increase productivity and
feeding rates [99]. The advantages to use glycerol as co-substrate is that enthalpy of combustion
of glycerol -549,5 kJC-mol-1 [100] is lower than the enthalpy of combustion of methanol, -727
kJC-mol-1 [37]. Thus, less heat will be released using mixing substrates compared with
methanol alone. On the other hand, oxygen consumption is also reduced since less oxygen is
necessary for the oxidation of glycerol [38]. Therefore, any method which reduces the heat and
oxygen consumption rate without affecting productivity would clearly advantageous.
However, glycerol is reported to repress the expression of alcohol oxidase and subsequently
the expression of the target protein [101]. Thus, the rational design of operational strategies
for the addition of both substrates in fed-batch fermentation, while avoiding glycerol repres‐
sion, is the key point of the bioprocess. Different strategies have been developed in Mut+
phenotype [24, 32, 52, 102-105]. One of the most applied is a pre-programmed exponential
feeding rate with an optimum methanol-glycerol ratio [38, 106], or similar strategy maintaining
a residual methanol concentration between 1- 2 gl-1 [78]. The effect of different methanolglycerol ratios at constant feeding rate has also been studied in the production of mouse αamylase [107].
One important feature showed in these works is that, although the maximum specific growth
rate of P. pastoris is around 0.2 h-1, the optimum specific growth rate in Mut+ phenotype is
around 0.06 h-1, too low compared with the maximum value. It seems that although glycerol
is under limiting conditions high specific growth rate diminish the productivity of the
bioprocess.
For this reason the use of different carbon sources other than glycerol may improve operational
strategies on fed-batch cultures [99]. In contrast with glycerol, sorbitol accumulation during
the induction phase does not affect the expression level of recombinant protein [108].
In shake flasks, inhibitory effect of sorbitol on cell growth appears at concentrations around
50 gl-1 [99]. Hence, control of residual sorbitol concentration during the induction phase is less
critical than mixed feeds of glycerol and methanol. On the other hand less oxygen will be
consumed during mixed substrate growth on sorbitol and methanol than using the combina‐
tion glycerol and methanol or on methanol as sole carbon source [99]. However sorbitol has
the disadvantage that the maximum specific growth rate is too low around 0.02 h-1 similar
value that obtained in Muts phenotype growing on methanol as sole carbon source. Thus, time
fermentation is long and sometimes the increase in the production not is reflected in the
producitivity of the bioprocess.
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Some different operational strategies have been implemented using sorbitol as co-substrate
[99, 102, 106,109-114].
Arnau et al., [102,113] designed an operational strategy using a Muts phenotype comparing
both co-substrates sorbitol and glycerol in the production of Rhizopus oryzae lipase [102,113].
The induction phase started with a preprogrammed exponential feeding rate of sorbitol or
glycerol with the objective to maintain a constant specific growth rate under limiting substrate
conditions. Methanol set-point was maintained using a predictive control algorithm coupled
with a PI feedback control [89]. A set of different specific growth rates and methanol set-points
were tested. When sorbitol was used as co-substrate the different specific growth rates tested
did not have significance influence on specific production rate of the bioprocess, probably
because the use of co-substrate improved the energetic state of the cells overcoming partially
the unfolding protein response (UPR) and secretion problems observed in the production of
this recombinant fungi lipase. The key parameter in terms of protein production was the
methanol set-point selected. Optimal methanol concentration was 2 gl-1, lower and higher
concentrations diminished specific production rates. The product/biomass yield and the
volumetric and specific productivity were 1.25-1.35 fold higher than using methanol as sole
carbon source [113].
Irrespective of any economical reasons to use sorbitol or glycerol as co-substrate, one of the
key advantages of using glycerol instead of sorbitol is its higher µ (0.2 h-1 versus 0.02 h-1) and
the subsequent potential increase in the productivity of the bioprocess. However, for Muts
phenotype this potential advantage is ineffective, because when glycerol exceeds the µmax of
P. pastoris growing on methanol as a sole carbon source (around 0.014h-1) a repression of AOX
promoter is clearly observed, represented by a drastic decrease in methanol consumption rates.
Additionally, when the relation µGly per µMeOH was larger than 4, an important decrease of all
productivity ROL parameters was observed. On the other hand, the presence of proteolytic
activity detected when glycerol was used as co-substrate is another important drawback [102].
In conclusion sorbitol presented better results than glycerol as co-substrate in the heterologous
production of Rhizopus oryzae lipase).
PAOX1 is strongly repressed by glucose at the transcription level. This is the cause that few
authors present positive results using this substrate. Nevertheless, a real-time parameter-based
controlled glucose feeding strategy has been developed successfully in the recombinant
production of phytases [115], Mixtures of glucose and methanol has also been used in
continuous cultures producing recombinant trypsinogen [116].

10. Alternative promoters
An important set of inducer promoters derived from genes which code for enzymes involved
in the methanol metabolism are used as alternative promoters to the classical. PAOX1. A
summary of the main alternative promoters is presented in table 2. Formaldehyde dehydro‐
genase promoter PFLD1 inducible by methanol or methylamine [116], dihidroxyacetone
synthase promoter PDHAS [101], and peroxisomal matrix protein gene promoter PEX8
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inducible by methanol or oleate [118] are some examples. Other inducer promoter is the
isocitrate lyase 1 PICL1. This promoter is inducible with ethanol and repressed by glucose in
the exponential phase, but not in the stationary phase [119].
Constitutive

Inducible promoters

Reference

PAOX1

22

PGAP

121

PFLD1

116

PTEF1

122

PDHAS

101

PYPT1

123

PEX8

118

PPGK1

124

PICL1

119

PTHI1

120

promoters

Reference

Table 2. Summary of the main inducible and constitutive alternative promoters to PAOX1.

However, these alternative promoters have similar operational problems than PAOX1,
especially when methanol is not substituted as inducer due to safety problems. This is the
cause of a strong demand for alternative regulated promoters [120]. Between them, the
constitutive glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase promoter PGAP is the most
common used [121]. Other constitutive promoters are the translation elongation factor 1-α
promoter PTEF1 [122], the promoter of YPT1, a GTPase involved in secretion [123] and the
promoter of the 3-phosphoglycerate kinase PPGK1, from a glycolytic enzyme [124].
Stadlmayr et al., [120] have identified 24 novel potential regulatory sequences from microarray
data and tested their applicability to drive the expression of both, intracellular and secretory
recombinant proteins with a broad range of expression levels. Although the production of
model proteins not exceed the values obtained with the constitutive promoter PGAP, higher
transcription levels at certain growth phases were detected with the translation elongation
factor EF-1 promoter PTEF1 and the promoter of a protein involved in the synthesis of the
thiamine precursor PTHI1.
Between them only the inducer PFLD1 and the constitutive PGAP have been applied for the
routine production process, specially the last one.
The FLD1 gene codes for an enzyme that plays an important role in the methanol catabolism
as carbon source, as well as in the methylated amines metabolism as nitrogen source [125].
PFLD1 is a strongly an independently induced either by methanol as carbon source or
methylamine as nitrogen source [117]. Preliminary experiments to get an alternative carbon
source to methanol showed that sorbitol, a carbon source that no repress the synthesis of
methanol metabolism enzymes, also allows the induction of PFLD1 by methylamine [126]. It
suggests that the use of sorbitol as carbon source combined with methylamine as nitrogen
source could be the basis for the development of methanol-free fed-batch fermentation. In fact,
a methanol-free high cell density fed-batch strategy has been developed for the recombinant
production of Rhizopus oryzae lipase. These fed-batch strategy has the same phases that a
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standard PAOX1 promoter. GBP is similar but glycerol and ammonia as carbon and nitrogen
sources are presented in a stoichiometric relation to achieve the exhaustion of both substrates
at the end of the GBP. The TP consist in a sorbitol methylamine batch (SMBP) as a transition
phase. The objective of the SMBP is the adaptation of the cells to the carbon and nitrogen
sources used in the induction phase. Finally, the methylamine induction phase (MAIP) where
a pre-programmed feeding rate strategy ensured a constant specific rate under sorbitol limiting
conditions or maintaining a set-point of methanol at high specific growth rate have been
implemented [127]. The result showed that the recombinant protein production is favored with
the second strategy. When the performance of the bioprocess were compared to classical
PAOX1 promoter, the results were quite similar in terms of process productivity [63]. The
production of this recombinant lipase under PFLD1 triggers the unfolding protein response
(UPR) detected at transcriptional levels [128].To overcome this problem two cell engineering
strategies have been developed and applied successfully: the constitutive expression of the
induced form of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae unfolded protein response transcriptional factor
Hac1 and the deletion of the GAS1gene encoding a β-1,3 glucanosyltransglycosylase, GPIanchored to the outlet leaflet of the plasma membrane, playing a key role in yeast cell wall
assembly [129]. This is an example that how the co-expression of proteins or the deletion of
genes affect to bioprocess engineering.
The great advantage of the constitutive GAP promoter is that the cloned heteroloogus protein
will be expressed along with cell growth if the protein is not toxic for the cells [130]. The use
of this promoter is more suitable for large-scale production because the hazard and cost
associated with the storage and delivery of large volumes of methanol are eliminated [131],
and also for the implementation of continuous cultures, continuous cultures practically not
described using PAOX1 [134]. Thus, the features of the GAP expression system may contribute
significantly to the development of cost-effective methods for large-scale production of
heterologous recombinants proteins [132-133]. The efficiency of PGAP compared with
PAOX1depends generally of the protein expressed, although some times the better optimiza‐
tion of operational strategy can mask the results.
In general, the substrates used with this promoter are glucose or glycerol. The standard
operational strategy is a batch phase using glycerol and a fed-batch phase in an open-loop
control using glucose. The selection of the optimal sequence of both substrates is under studies.
For instance, the production of rPEPT2 growing on glucose was approximately 2 and 8 times
higher than in cells grown on glycerol and methanol [135].
When using this expression system, specific production rate increases asymptotically to a
maximum value with increasing µ [68]. Maurer et al., have developed a model to describe
growth and product formation, optimizing the feeding profile of glucose limited fed batch
cultures to increase volumetric productivity under aerobic conditions [68]. Under hypoxic
conditions, where growth is controlled by carbon source limitation, while oxygen limitation
was applied to modulate metabolism and heterologous protein productivity, an increase in
the specific productivity has been observed. This strategy has additional benefits including
lower aeration and lower final biomass concentration [73].
In conclusion PGAP is the most promise alternative to the classical PAOX1 promoter.
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1. Introduction
Term ‘chromatography’ was firstly employed by Russian Scientist Mikhail Tsvet in 1900 to
describe the phenomenon that a mixture of pigments was carried by a solvent to move on
paper and separated from each other. Since the pigments have different colors, the phenom‐
enon was the termed by “chromato-graphy’ literally means ‘color writing’ [1]. Now, it is
generally refers to a series techniques for the separation of mixtures [2].
Each chromatography involves two phases, mobile phase and stationary phase. The mobile
phase drives compounds to flow through the surface of the stationary phase and the move‐
ments of compounds are retarded by interaction with stationary phase. Compounds are
retarded differentially according to the strength the interaction and finally are separated.
The chromatography was early performed on papers or thin layers to separate small molecule
compounds, termed planar chromatography (Figure 1A). Later, the column chromatography
was developed, in which the stationary phase is manufactured into porous particle media and
parked in a column and the mobile phase flows through thin channels among media [3]. If the
mobile phase is gas and stationary phase is liquids, the technique is termed gas chromatogra‐
phy [4], which is used in separation of volatile compounds (Figure 1B). If the mobile phase is
liquid and stationary phase is solid, it is termed liquid chromatography [5] and used widely
in separation of small compounds or biological macromolecules (Figure 1C).
The liquid chromatography is the most popular technique in protein purification and analysis.
The liquid mobile phase containing proteins flows through the column and is separated by
interacted with media. The stationary phase composed by porous particles supplies much
more surface compared with traditional planar chromatography. So the loading capacity is
much more increased and could purify even grams of protein in one cycle. Furthermore, the
column structure provides a possibility to employ high pressure to drive the mobile phase
flowing much faster and complete a separation within short time, termed high pressure liquid
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Figure 1. Different types of chromatography

chromatography [6]. At same time, uniform size of matrix benefited by exquisite quality gives
the column chromatography much higher resolution than before. The high performance in
high loading capacity, high flow rate, and high resolution made the column chromatography
become the most rapidly developed protein separation technique in the last two decades.
Several basic types of chromatography had been developed based on different separation
properties (Table 1). This chapter describes both principles and applications of these techniques.
Property

Technique

Net charge

Ion exchange chromatography

Hydrophobicity

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography and
Reverse phase chromatography

Biorecognition

Affinity chromatography

Size

Size exclusion chromatography

Table 1. Different chromatography techniques and corresponding protein properties

2. Ion-exchange chromatography
Ion-exchange chromatography (IEXC) was introduced to protein separation in the 1960s and
plays a major role in the purification of biomolecules [7]. IEXC separation is based on the
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reversible electrostatic interactions between charged solutes and an oppositely charged
medium. The technique is straightforward on its theory and operation, so that easily to be
grasped by beginners.
Ion exchange refers to the exchange of ions between two electrolytes or between an electrolyte
solution and a complex. For example: NiSO4 + Ca2+ = CaSO4 + Ni2+. When one of the electrolytes
was immobilized on resin, the exchange will happen between the interface of liquid phase and
solid phase, termed exchanger, such as,
R-O-CH 2 -COOY + X + ® R-O-CH 2 -COOX + Y +

(1)

In which R indicates the base matrix portion of the resin, the ion X+ exchanges with Y+ and is
adsorbed by resin.
The exchange reaction is reversible and the direction depends on the concentration and
ionization constant of the electrolytes. In Equation 1, if concentration of ion Y+ increases, X+
will be desorbed.
R- O- CH 2 - COOX + Y + ® R- O- CH 2 - COOY + X +

(2)

The ion Y+ could be any cation, such as Na +, H+. The two equations present the process of the
binding and elution in IEXC.
According to the above two equations we know the binding of protein on exchanger is a kinetic
equilibrium between adsorption and desorption. The equilibrium constant Kd is:
Kd= é X + ù éëR-O-CH2-COOY ùû / é Y + ù éëR-O-CH2-COOX ùû
ë û
ë û

(3)

With mobile phase moving, protein molecules in mobile phase are carried forward and
adsorbed by downstream medium, at same time adsorbed proteins are released from station‐
ary phase to mobile phase. Proteins remove forward companied with continuous adsorption
and desorption. Under the same ionic strength, the higher Kd a protein has, the more fraction
distributes in mobile phase and moves faster. Reversely, proteins having smaller Kd are more
retarded than that having larger Kd. Actually, all kinds of adsorption chromatographys are
base on the kinetic equilibrium mechanism.
2.1. Isoelectric point of protein
Proteins are ampolytes on which carboxyl groups and amino groups of side chains and two
terminals could ionize and cause proteins being positively and negatively charged. The
positive charges of proteins typically attribute to ionized cysteine, aspartate, lysines, and
histidines. Negative charges are principally provided by aspartate and glutamate residues. At
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a certain pH point, the total positive charges of a protein equal to the total negative charges,
the net charge is 0 at this time and the pH is defined as the isoelectric point (pI) of this protein.
When the solution pH higher than pI of a protein, more carboxyl groups ionized and the
protein is negatively charged, vise versa (Figure 2). pI of a protein could be determined by
several experiment methods, but an approximate value could be calculated by mathematics
methods. Once a protein primary structure is given, the pI can be calculated by software or
some concise websites such as:
http://web.expasy.org/compute_pi/
http://www.scripps.edu/~cdputnam/protcalc.html
2.2. Selection of exchanger
The exchangers in IEXC are composed of base matrix and functional groups that coupled on
surface of the matrix. The base matrix is nonporous or porous spherical particles with charge
free surface on which different functional groups link. Porous matrix offers a large surface area
for protein binding and so gives a high binding capacity, but sacrificed some resolution due
to the diffusion between outside and inside of matrix. On the contrary, nonporous matrix is
limited on binding capacity, but used to provide high resolution on micropreparative or
analytical separations.
Similar to the effect of porosity, the size of particles also influences the resolution of all kinds
of chromatography including IEXC. Even and small particle size facilitates the efficient transfer
of molecules between the mobile and the stationary phases, and provides high resolution, but
increases the resistance of the column so that needs higher pressure or longer separation time.
Small size particles are preferable for analytical separations. On the contrary the large size
particles are more used on large scale production.
The selectivity of ion exchange media depends briefly on the nature and substitution degree
of the functional groups, or called ligands. The media are classified into anion exchangers and
cation exchangers. Ligand of the anion exchangers can be positively charged and anions can
bind and exchange on it. On the contrary, the cation exchangers can be negatively charged on
which cations exchange. The commonly used exchangers named after the functional groups
and list in Table 2.
Exchanger

Ligand

Charged group

Strong cation

Sulfopropyl (SP)

-CH2CH2CH2SO3 -

Weak cation

Carboxymethyl(CM)

-O-CH2COO -

Strong anion

Quaternary ammonium (Q)

-N+(CH3)3

Weak anion

Diethylaminoethyl (DEAE)

-N+H(C2H5)2

Diethylaminopropyl (ANX)

-N+H(C2H5)2

Table 2. Commonly used exchangers
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Ion exchangers are classified as weak or strong according to the ionization properties of
ligands. The strong exchangers own ligands with high ionization coefficient (Figure 2). They
are fully charged in pH range 1~13. In this range, pH change does not influence the charge of
the ion exchanger. Thus the strong exchangers can wide used in almost all pH range. On the
contrary, weak ion exchangers have weak electrolytes as functional ionic groups. The ioniza‐
tion of these groups is influenced by solution pH. So that they can offer a different selectivity
compared to strong ion exchangers.

Figure 2. Charge property of the common types of ion exchangers and example protein with different pH value.
(Modified from Ion Exchange chromatography & chromatofocusing, principle and methods, GE healthcare)

2.3. Surface charge of protein
The mobile phase in IEXC is aqueous solution with proper pH value and ionic strength. The
pH value determines the charge property of protein. A pH value lower than a protein pI will
causes a positive net charge of the protein and vise versa. It should be noted that IEXC is base
on the electrostatic interaction. The interaction between a protein and an ion exchanger
depends more on the charge distribution of the protein surface than the net charge (Figure
3). The distribution of the charge on surface and internal is not even, so a solution with pH
value slightly different to protein pI could not insure the protein exhibit an expected charged
surface. In practice, the pH is typically at least 1 unit higher or lower than pI of target protein
to ensure the protein has an expected surface charge.
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Figure 3. Different charge distributions of proteins.

2.4. Mobile phase
Mobile phase is composed of pH buffer system and neutral salt ions. Buffering ions in buffer
should have the same charge with exchanger. Otherwise the buffering ions will bind to
exchanger prior to eluent ions and cause significant pH fluctuation during elution. The
commonly used buffers are given in table 3.
Buffers

pH range at 20 mM

Buffer for cation exchange chromatography
Citric acid

2.6~3.6

Acetic acid

5.3~6.3

MES

5.8~6.8

Phosphate buffer

6.3~7.3

HEPES

7.1~8.1

Buffer for anion exchange chromatography
Bis-tris

6.0~7.0

Tris-HCl

7.5~8.5

TEA

7.4-8.8

Ethanolamine

9.0~10.0

Piperdine

10.5~11.5

Table 3. Commonly used buffer for cation and anion exchange chromatography
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Except pH value, the ionic strength also influences the binding of the protein. A typical IEXC
experiment includes a binding stage and an elution stage. As indicated in Equation 1 and 2,
proteins tend to be adsorbed by exchanger at low ionic strength and be desorbed at high ionic
strength. So the ionic strength should be low enough in binding process to ensure protein
adsorption and increased to elute proteins. The ionic strength in IEXC is usually modulated
by adding high concentration of NaCl solution.
2.5. Operation
2.5.1. Binding process
All solutions used in column chromatography, including sample solution, should be degased
and filtered (0.22 or 0.45 um membrane) to avoid the clogging of column by air bubbles or
particles. Before sample loading the column should be equilibrated with 2 column volumes
(CV) of initial buffer. And then sample is loaded with same flow rate. After that 3 CV of initial
buffer should be run to wash off the unbound impurity proteins.
2.5.2. Elution
Although proteins could be separated under constant solvent composition, termed isocratic
elution, for most tightly adsorbed proteins, it will take very long time to be eluted.
In practice, the mostly used strategy is to accelerate the exchange of protein by increas‐
ing ion strength in initial buffer. The most widely used agent is NaCl. It is convenient to
increase the cation Na+ and anion Cl- at same time and without significantly change pH
value of solution. Proteins could be eluted by linear or stepwise gradient ion strength or
combination of them (Figure 4). The stepwise gradient elution is used in group separa‐
tion. In each step one group of proteins with similar charge property is eluted simultane‐
ously. It is often used in large scale production. While, linear gradient could be seem as
infinite number of tiny steps, in which protein was eluted and separated one by one. It is
more used in preliminary experiments or analytical separations. In practice, the usual
strategy is combination of linear and stepwise gradient. As show in figure 4C, a part of
impurities are eluted first by a step elution, and then the target protein is separated from
the similar charged protein by a linear elution.
Another elution method is to change the surface charge of proteins by changing pH value of
the elution buffer. Typically, in cation IEXC, increased pH value decreases the surface positive
charge and the interaction between proteins and exchangers is weakened. Reversely the pH
value is decreased in anion IEXC to elute protein. Proteins are eluted at the pH value close to
their pI. It should be noted that, change of pH could also alter the charge property of weak
exchangers in certain ranges, so the weak exchanger possibly gives different resolution in these
ranges. But pH elution is less used in practice because some proteins precipitate at pH value
near to their pI and clog column. Additionally, it is hard to keep ion strength constant as
changing pH value and present a worse reproducibility.
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Figure 4. Different strategies of gradient elution.

2.6. Feature and application
IEXC is one of the most frequently used chromatographic techniques for the protein separation.
The adsorption and elution take place under mild condition so that the natural activities can
be well maintained during chromatographic process.
2.6.1. Purification of recombinant human Midkine by SP column
A recombinant human Midkine, pI=9.7, was expressed by a yeast fermentation technology and
separated by IEX chromatography using SP column. The fermentation culture with high
potassium phosphate buffer (100 mM) was diluted by pure water, lowering the conductivity
to <10 mS/cm, and adjusted to pH 6.2 by Na2HPO4 solution. 50 ml Sepharose FF column with
maximum loading capacity of 70 mg/ml was used to capture total 200 mg proteins in sample
solution. A fraction of non-target protein was eluted by stepwise elution using 0.5 M NaCl,
and then a linear gradient from 0.5~1.0 M NaCl was used to separated the target protein from
the other impurities.
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Figure 5. Cation IEXC of rhMK (result of Shixiang Jia, Ping Tu et al. General regeneratives (shanghai) limited, Shanghai,
PR China)
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3. Hydrophobic interaction chromatography
Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) bases on the interactions between hydro‐
phobic surface of proteins and hydrophobic ligands on the medium [8]. It is used in protein
separation for more than a half century, although there is not a widely accepted theory to define
the hydrophobic interaction.
The principle of HIC is parallel to that of salting out. In aqueous solution, hydrogen bond is
formed between water molecules and protein surface. By hydrogen bond, the side chains of
protein molecules adsorb water molecules to form an ordered water film around them. The
water film prevents protein molecules from aggregating and precipitating. Different amino
acid side chains have variant abilities in forming hydrogen bond. Hydrophobic amino acids,
such as isoleucine, valine, leucine, and phenylalanine, tend to loss their ordered water as
solution ion strength increases. Relative hydrophobicity of amino acids was defined by the
change of Gibbs free energy when amino acids are transferred from aqueous solution to nonpolar solvent [9]. The distribution of hydrophobic amino acids on protein surface determines
the hydrophobicity of the protein. As salt concentration increases, proteins associate each other
and precipitate in the order of decreasing hydrophobicity. This process is termed fractional
salting out (Figure 6B).
In HIC, the concentration of salt is controlled at an appropriate value, for example, 1 M
(NH4)2SO4. At this concentration, the hydrophobic interaction still not strong enough to cause
proteins precipitate. However, the hydrophobic media, termed adsorbent, could adsorb
proteins by high hydrophobic ligand coupled on it (Figure 6C). When protein solution flows
through the HIC column, proteins having certein hydrophobicity will be adsorbed, and
proteins with weak hydrophobicity will flow through with mobile phase. So, to adsorb
proteins with weak hydrophobicity needs application of higher salt concentration or medium
with stronger hydrophobicity to increase the hydrophobic interaction.
3.1. Stationary phase
The media of HIC are composed of base matrix and ligand. Base matrix functions as a support
on which the hydrophobic ligand is immobilized. To avoid the disturbance the hydrophobic
interactions between proteins and ligand, the matrix should have an inert surface. Cross-linked
agarose is one of the most widely used matrix, it has a porous structure, having high binding
capacity, high flow rate, good physical and chemical stability. Except that silico or synthetic
copolymer materials are also widely used matrix.
Hydrophobic ligands are attached to the surface of base matrix by covalent bonds, for example,
by glycidyl-ether for agarose and silyl-ether for silico gel. Widely used ligands for HIC are
linear chain alkanes and phenyl. The strength of the hydrophobicity increases with the increase
of length of the carbon chain. Butyl (C4) and octyl (C8) are often used linear chain ligands.
Another widely used ligand is phenyl, which not only has a same hydrophobicity with pentyl
ligand, also has a potential for π-π interactions with proteins rich in aromatic groups.
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Figure 6. Salting out process and adsorption between protein and adsorbent. (A) A protein can disperse in salt free
solution. (B) When salt concentration increases, the ordered water molecules are taken up. Proteins tend to aggre‐
gates and precipitates. (C) With a moderate salt concentration, the hydrophobic interaction between protein mole‐
cules is not strong enough to cause salting out, but can result in proteins adsorbed by hydrophobic matrix.

Before separating of each new protein, it is a good idea to screen different media by pretests
on small prepacked column. The pretests should start from the medium with lowest hydro‐
phobic. An ideal medium should firstly have an appropriate hydrophobicity by which the
target protein could be adsorbed at a certain salt concentration. The lower hydrophobic a
protein is, the higher hydrophobicity the medium should have in order to capture it. In
addition the medium should be able to desorb the protein as the salt concentration decreases.
Once proteins are captured too tightly to be eluted, organic solvent must be added to increase
the elution power, which possibly causes the inactivation of proteins.
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3.2. Mobile phase
Contrary to the IEXC, the initial buffer in HIC requires the presence of high concentration of
salt ions, which preferentially take up the ordered water molecules from the protein surface
and promote the hydrophobic interaction. The power is various among different ions. An ion
that more increases the tension of water tend to more increase the strength of interaction
between proteins and HIC media, although the internal nature is still not clear. Hofmeister
series list the common ions according to the power to increase the water tension [10].
Anions: HPO42- > SO42- > C2H3O2- > F- > Cl- > Br- > I- > ClO4- > SCNCations: N(CH3)4+ > Cs+ > Rb+ > NH4+ > K+ > Na+ > Li+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+
Molal surface tension of salts is listed as below.
MgCl2> Na2SO4> K2SO4> (NH4)2SO4> MgSO4> Na2HPO4> NaCl > LiCl > KSCN
This series is not consistent for every protein, since except for the effect on water tension, the
specific interaction between ions and proteins also appears to be another parameter on
hydrophobic interaction. It seems that the hydrophobic interaction is more effected by anions
that by cations. For example, the MgCl2 is weaker than (NH4)2SO4 on the promotion of
hydrophobic interaction.
In practice, (NH4)2SO4 is one of the most used salt, 1~1.5 M of (NH4)2SO4 solution could satisfied
most protein separations. If could not obtain the ideal effect, altering concentration or changing
other salt ions, such as Na2SO4 or NaCl, should be considered. The disadvantage of
(NH4)2SO4 is that the NH4+ tend to form ammonia gas under high OH- concentration, so it
should be used under pH < 8.0. As adding high concentration of salt into sample, some high
hydrophobic proteins likely precipitate. Therefore ever remember to filter or centrifuge sample
solution to remove particles after unstable proteins sufficiently aggregate.
Solution pH value also has complex effect on strength of hydrophobic interaction. The
mechanism is not very clear. In general, an increase in pH weakens hydrophobic interaction
[11], possible due to an increase of surface net charge. But a research of Hjerten et al. revealed
that increase in pH, on the contrary, increased the retention of some protein [12].
The effect of temperature on hydrophobic interaction is also complex. An increase in temper‐
ature could promote the hydrophobic interaction for some proteins, but weaken it for some
others. The effect still can not be predicted efficiently on theory.
3.3. Elution
Similar with IEXC, isocratic elution with constant solvent composition can not elute protein
efficiently. Gradient decrease of ion strength is the mostly used method in elution process of
HIC. By decrease of ion strength, proteins are desorbed in the order of increasing surface
hydrophobicity.
As decrease of salt concentration, proteins again obtain ordered water molecules and are
eluted in the order of increasing hydrophobicity. A linear or stepwise gradient decrease of
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salt concentration is employed in elution of protein in IHC. Similar to the strategies of
IEXC, simple linear gradient elution presents even resolution to universal gradient range,
which always used in the screening experiment or analytical separation, but takes more
time. Stepwise gradient elution is preferred in large scale preparative separation. It is
advantageous in time-saving and solution-saving and obtaining more concentrated
product. But this strategy usually can not be performed until an appropriate elution
condition is found out through preliminary works of linear gradient elution. A typical
linear gradient elution spectrum is show in Figure 7.

Figure 7. A typical linear gradient elution spectrum of HIC

Additionally, adding neutral nonpolar solution, such as detergents, to the elution buffer could
promote the elution of higher hydrophobic protein, such as membrane proteins or aplipopro‐
teins. But nonpolar solution possibly causes irreversible inactivation, so should avoid to be
used in IHC. If the target protein could not be eluted in salt free aqueous solution, changing
of a lower hydrophobic medium should be considered. While, high concentration of organic
solution could be used in column regeneration, by which tightly bound compounds will be
washed away.
pH and temparature are two important factors on retention of proteins, but they are usually
not used as variable parameters in elution since their effects are hardly controlled. So that, the
pH and temperature condition should be consistent between patches in order to present a good
reproducibility.
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3.4. Features
HIC separates proteins based on different hydrophobicity of proteins. It combines the
reversibility of hydrophobic interaction and the precision of column chromatography to yield
excellent separation. With certain medium, HIC could capture almost all proteins at certain
conditions and suit to capture, concentrate, or polish proteins.
The selectivity of HIC is orthogonal to that of IEXC and SEC, because it works base on
hydrophobicity of proteins, a totally different property from the net surface charge used in
IEXC and molecular size in SEC. So HIC is an orthogonal separation dimension when com‐
bining with IEXC or SEC. So using two of them in series will yields much better separation
rather than using one.

4. Reversed-phase chromatography
Reversed-phase chromatography was named due to a reversed polarity between mobile phase
and stationary phase compared with normal phase chromatography [13]. In normal phase
chromatography, the mobile phase is organic solvent and stationary phase is hydrophilic resin.
Reversely RPC uses hydrophobic adsorbents as stationary phase, which is the same with HIC
in theory. However, in practice, the two methods have many differences. It is mainly due to
the different degree of substitution of hydrophobic ligands on the medium surface. As shown
in table 4, the density of ligand in RPC is an order of magnitude higher than that of HIC. It
means that a protein molecule could bind more ligands when it is adsorbed. The huge forces
could extract proteins from aqueous solution without help of neutral salt, so that the adsorbed
proteins could not be eluted until using nonpolar solvents. Therefore, RPC is less used in
preparation of activity proteins. However, the excellent resolution makes this technique to be
the most important analytic chromatography. Liquid Chromatrography-Mass Spectrometry
is an important extended application of the technique.
RPC

HIC

Interaction

Hydrophobic interaction

Hydrophobic interaction

Ligand

C2~C8 alkyl or aryl

C4~C18 alkyl

Substitution degree

10–50 mmoles/ ml gel

several hundred mmoles/ml gel

Capture condition

Salt free solution

High salt solution

Elution

Increase nonpolarity

Decrease ion strength

Application

Protein analysis

Preparative separation of protein

Preparative separation of poly peptide
or oligonucleotide
Table 4. Comparison between RPC and HIC
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4.1. Stationary phase
Similar with HIC, the media of RPC is composed of inert base matrix and hydrophobic ligands
on surface.
The base matrix for reversed phase media is generally composed of silica or a synthetic organic
polymer such as polystyrene. Silica was the first material used as base matrix for RPC, which
has an excellent mechanical strength and chemical stability under acid condition. However
the disadvantages of silica base matrix is its chemical instability in aqueous solutions at high
pH. Silica matrix could be dissolved at high pH, so it is not recommended for prolonged
exposure above pH7.5. Additionally, due to incomplete substitution or long term usage, some
underivatised silanol groups are exposed to mobile phase, which will be negatively charge at
high pH value, and cause ionic interaction with proteins. The mixed chromatography always
causes decreased resolution with significant broadening and tailing of peaks. Therefore, RPC
using silica matrix is often performed at low pH values (<3).
The loading capacity and resolution are determined by size of resin, in general, smaller resin
give the higher resolution but lower loading capacity. The resin with 3~5 µm in diameter is
preferable for analytic separation. Due to small size, it is hard to be packed well. So it is often
offered in the form of prepacking columns. With increasing of diameter, the loading capacity
increase, but resolution decrease simultaneously. Generally media with 15 µm or larger
diameter are used in preparative separation.
The porous structure is employed to increase the loading capacity of PRC media. In general
the pore size is 10~30 nm. Media with pore sizes of 10 nm are used predominately for small
peptides or molecules. Media with pore sizes of 30 nm or greater are used in purification of
large peptide or proteins.
Ligands used in RPC are linear alkyl with different length of carbon chain, which is the main
factor on selectivity of media. In general, a medium with longer chain ligands gives stronger
hydrophobicity. Oligonucleotide and organic moleculars, having less hydrophobicity, needs
more hydrophobic media to supply sufficient adsorbability, such as C18 media. On the
contrary, large peptides or proteins generally have more hydrophobic sites and need less
hydrophobic adsorbents, such as C4 or C8. Selectivity and loading capacity are also influenced
by the substitution degree. For large peptides or protein, the effect of increase in substitution
degree is equal to increase in length of carbon-chain.
4.2. Mobile phase
4.2.1. Organic solvent
Typically, sample was loaded onto the column in aqueous solution and eluted by decreasing
solution polarity. The elution power increases as polarity decreases. Although a large part of
organic solvents have enough elution power, only a few of them could be used in RPC because
of the requirement on viscosity and ultraviolet (UV) transparence. High solution viscosity
influences the diffusion of solutes between mobile and stationary phases, therefore high
viscous solvent reduces resolution. UV absorption of solvent will disturb the detection of solute
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UV absorption. Acetonitrile and methanol are two most widely used organic modifiers due to
their moderate viscosity and perfect UV transparent. Although isopropanol and normal
propanol have higher elution power, they are only used to clean and regenerate column
because of their high viscosity.
It should be noted, all solvent used in RPC should be HPLC grade to minimize the damage of
impurities to resin or samples.
4.2.2. pH
pH value could influence protein hydrophobicity by possibly changing the charge property
of proteins [14]. In practice, two proteins with the same retention time are likely separated by
just changing the solution pH value, and vise versa. At present, there is not effective method to
predict the effect, trying different pH value is the only way to optimize the resolution.
However, as described above, media base on silica matrix are not suit to work at high pH value
because of uncovered silanol groups. So silica-based RPC should works at low pH value, in
general between 2 to 3. Strong acids, such as trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) or ortho-phosphoric
acid are typically used to just the pH.
4.2.3. Ion-pairing agent
The retention time of solutes, such as proteins, peptides, or nucleotides can be modified by
adding ion pairing agents to solution [15]. An ion-pairing agent could ionize and release
positive or negative ions, which will bind to the sample molecules by ionic interactions and
results in the modification of hydrophobicity. For example, at a very acid condition most
proteins are positively charged. The negative ion pairing agent will bind to positive charge
group. The effect of neutralization always increases the hydrophobicity of proteins. TFA is not
only used in pH control but is the most commonly used negative ion pairing agent. Addition‐
ally, triethylamine is used as positive ion pairing agent in neutral and alkaline condition.
4.3. Elution
A simple linear gradient elution is often used in RPC. The eluent is a mixture of buffer A and
buffer B by a mix pump. The buffer A generally is the start buffer, in which 0.1~0.5% TFA is
added to control pH and functions as an ion pairing agent. The Buffer B typically is 0.1~0.5%
TFA in pure organic solvent, such as acetonitrile or methanol. A gradient increase of buffer B
from 0% to 90% or more in 30~60 min is often used.
4.4. Application
The application of RPC on protein separation is mainly focus on the analytic separation and
purity check. Because, on one hand, RPC has the highest resolution compared with the other
relative techniques, on the other hand, the harsh binding and desorption condition in RPC
usually leads to protein denaturation and not suit to preparative separation. A good repro‐
ducibility on retention time and low limit of detection make it be the most favored method in
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protein purity check. Additionally, RPC is the only one chromatography that can be used in
association with mass spectrometry analysis, since the high resolution of RPC is the only one
chromatography can separate a complex sample, such as serum, into single components and
immediately analyzed by mass spectrometry.

5. Size exclusion chromatography gel filteration chromatography
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC), or termed gel filtration chromatography, separates
protein according to the difference on molecular size [16]. Different to those chromatography
techniques based on adsorption, molecules do not bind to the surface of media in SEC, but are
retarded by the porous structure of media. As shown in Figure 8, media of SEC are composed
of porous material. However the pore size is much smaller than the pore size of the matrix
used in adsorption chromatography and not uniform. The pore size of adsorption chroma‐
tography is big enough to allow entries of all molecules without selectivity. Comparatively,
the pore sizes of SEC are smaller and selectively allow molecules with appropriate size enter
and exclude the bigger molecules outside. Smaller molecules run longer and more winding
paths in media rather than running straight paths outside the media as larger molecules do.
So that smaller molecules are more retarded than larger ones.
5.1. Stationary phase
Resolution of SEC is influenced by many parameters of stationary phase, including, column
volume, particle size, pore size distribution [17].
The matrix of SEC are often composed of polymers by cross-linking to form a three-dimen‐
sional network. The matrix is manufactured in small spherical particles. On the surface and
the inside of the particles, small channels and pores are formed with different sizes by
controlling different degree of cross-linking. The selectivity of a medium depends on the
distribution of pore sizes and can be described by a selectivity curve (Figure 9). For example,
the medium superdex 200 (by GE company) has a linear selectivity range of 1x104~6x105, that
means solutes having molecular mass (Mw) in this range could be differentially retarded. The
molecules larger than the upper limit are completely excluded from the inside space of the
medium because no pores are big enough to allow them enter. At this time, the distribution
coefficient (Kd) reaches to 0. On the contrary, those molecules smaller than the lower limit are
free to enter any channel, therefore they are maximally retarded without selectivity and has a
Kd=1. Those solutes with Mw between the two extremes could enter channels with different
degree, Kd is between 0 and 1, are retarded differentially.
The media with narrow linear range often employed in group separations, by which solutes
are simply separated into two groups. A typical application is protein desalting by a G25
column (Figure 9). On the contrary, the media with wide linear range usually used to separate
similar components (Figure 9), such as using superdex 200 to separate IgG (Mw=1.5 x 105) and
albumin (Mw=6.6 x 104).
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Figure 8. In SEC large molecules run though the space between media with a shorter pathway, while the smaller mol‐
ecules run through the channels inside the medium with a longer pathway.
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Figure 9. Selectivity curves of Superdex 200 and G25 media.

The height of packing bed affects both resolution and the separation time. Larger bed height
often gives a better resolution with same sample volume, but takes more time to run a
separation (Figure 10C).
The size of particle also is a parameter affecting resolution and the separation time. Smaller
resin particles supply more efficient mass transfer between mobile and stationary phase,
therefore present higher resolution. But simultaneously smaller particles increase the flow
resistance and generally cause prolonged separation time.
5.2. Mobile phase
An unparalleled advantage of SEC in all chromatography is the wide compatibility to various
solutions. Because SEC separates proteins depends on molecular size rather than interactions
between solutes and media, so pH value and polarity of mobile phase generally have slight
influence the retention of compounds.
Since SEC has no concentration effect on elutes, so volumes of elution peak of each components
are proportional to the sample volume. Increased sample volume will decrease the resolution
(Figure 10B).
High viscosity in mobile phase has a certain effect on resolution by influence on the mass
transfer between the mobile and the stationary phases, so that will cause broadening and
tailing peaks (Figure 10D).
It is should be noticed that the ionic interaction between proteins and the resin possibly takes
place at a low ionic strength, so generally 0.15 M NaCl is added to avoid it.
5.3. Elution
SEC has no a definite elution step, since molecules are not adsorbed by media. After sample
is loaded, a buffer usually same to the initial buffer is pumped with two column volumes until
all solutes are eluted.
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Figure 10. The factors affecting resolution of SEC.

5.4. Application
SEC has the most mild separation condition, since in the whole process the composition of
mobile phase needs no change. This is a good property for separating proteins that are unstable
to alterations of pH value, ionic strength or polarity. SEC is often used in polish step after a
sample has been crudely separated by other chromatography, especially in separation of the
monomer and polymers. Since monomer and polymers usually could not be separated by IEXC
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and HIC due to the similarities in charge and hydrophobic property. But fortunately SEC can
well separate them by different molecular size.
5.4.1. Purification of recombinant human Midkine by SP column and SEC column
A recombinant human Midkine (Mw=14 kDa) was expressed by an E.coli BL21 strain as
inclusion body form. The inclusion body was denatured by 6 M guanidinium chloride and
renatured through 10-fold dilution in renature buffer. The renatured protein was separated
by IEXC and SEC (figure 11). Since the incorrect formation of intermolecular disulfide bond,
a fraction of the rhMK molecules formed different polymers, which could not be separated
from monomers by IEXC and were eluted as a mixture (Figure 11A). To separate bioactive
monomers, a Sephadex G-75 column, which owns a fractionation range of 3000~80,000 dalton,
was used to separate monomers from polymers. Non-reduced SDS PAGE demonstrated the
purity of monomers reached 95% in the target peak.

Figure 11. Purification of E. coli rhMK by IEXC and SEC. (result of Shixiang Jia, Ping Tu et al. General regeneratives
(shanghai) limited, Shanghai, PR China)
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6. Affinity chromatography
Affinity chromatography (AC) extensively refers to a series of techniques that separate proteins
on the basis of a reversible interaction between proteins and their specific ligands coupled to
a chromatography matrix [18]. The affinity interactions derive from a wide range of biorecog‐
nition, briefly including interactions between (1) enzymes and substrate analogues, inhibitors,
cofactors [19], (2) antibodies and antigens [20], (3) membrane receptors and ligands [21], (4)
nucleic acid and complementary sequence, histones, or nucleic acid polymerase, nucleic acid
binding proteins, (5) biological small molecules and their receptors or carrier proteins [22], (6)
metal ions and proteins having polyhistidine sequence.
Affinity interactions are always a result of a combination of different types of interactions,
including electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic interactions, van der Vaals’ forces, or
hydrogen bonding. The interactions of high specificity always supply extremely high selec‐
tivity, by which a target protein could easily be separated in one step with thousands fold of
increase in purity and high recovery.
6.1. Media
Development of an AC media is much more complex than that other chromatography. It needs
not only a specific ligand, but also complex coupling process to couple the ligand to the matrix
without reducing its binding activity significantly. Therefore more and more ready-to-use
matrices, which already have active ligands coupled to, were developed commercially to
satisfy different separation. If no suitable ligand is available, it can be considered to develop
a specific affinity medium or use alternative purification techniques.
6.1.1. Base matrix
The mostly used material is agarose or cross-linked agarose. The hydroxyl groups on the sugar
resides are easily derivatized for covalent attachment of a ligand or spacer arms and the porous
structure also supplies ideal flow rate and high capacity.
6.1.2. Spacer arms
The binding site of a target protein often locates deep within the molecule. Due to steric
interference, a small ligand directly coupled to the matrix always shows a lower affinity with
the target protein than in their free state. To overcome this situation, spacer arms, typically
linear molecules with different chain length, are used to bridge ligands and matrix. In general
a spacer arm is necessary in coupling ligands Mw <1000, and not need for larger ligands (Figure
12). An ideal spacer arms should have active groups at two ends by which it can be covalently
coupled with matrix and ligand respectively. After coupling with matrix and ligand, the arms
should be chemically stable to avoid reaction with other solutes and be hydrophilic to avoid
the hydrophobic interaction with proteins.
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Figure 12. The influence of spacer arms on small or large ligands. A spacer arm is often necessary for coupling small li‐
gands, which ensure a efficient binding between ligands and target proteins (A), but not necessary for large ligands (B).

The atom number of commonly used space arms varies from 4 to 12. They often coupled with
agarose matrix by stable ether links at one end and with ligand by other chemical bonds at the
opposite end.
6.1.3. Ligand coupling
A coupling procedure of ligand is generally composed of three steps. First a group on matrix
or spacer arm is activated by an activating agent. And then the activated group reacts with a
functional group on ligand molecules. Finally, residual unreacted groups are blocked by
blocking agent [23]. A matrix can be coupled with a ligand by a chemical group on itself or by
groups on spacer arms. A variety of spacer arms are available to couple with to functional
groups on ligands such as amino, hydroxyl, carboxyl, thiol groups (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Commonly used spacer arms and immobilization procedures of ligands. (A) Ligands are directly coupled
with matrix by reaction between Cyanogen bromide activated hydroxyl on matrix and amino group on ligand. (B) Li‐
gands are coupled with spacer arms by reaction between N-hydroxysuccinimide activated carboxyl and amino group
on ligand. (C) Lgands couple with spacer arms by reaction with epoxy group. (D) Coupling through condensation be‐
tween a free amino and a free carboxyl group. (E) Coupling through bisulfide bond or additive reaction between sila‐
nol and double bond in ligand, such as N=N or C=N.
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6.1.4. Steric interference
For a small ligand, it should be paid attentions to the influences of steric interference even if a
spacer arm has been used. For small ligands the amount of each functional group is rare. even
just one. A bad choice that makes a wrong spatial orientation in coupling will likely cause a
serious decrease in binding capacity or even complete failure. On the contrary, large ligands
have several equivalent groups through which coupling takes place, so that a large proportion
couplings leave sufficient space for binding with target molecules (Figure 14). Therefore in
coupling a small ligand, it is important to choose a suitable functional group without intro‐
ducing significant steric interference. The information of structure can be obtained from
databases of X-ray crystal diffraction or NMR, or prediction by computational biology.

Figure 14. The influences of steric interference to small and large ligands. (A) For a small ligand, an inappropriate cou‐
pling orientation likely results in steric interference and inefficient adsorption. (B) This situation is less happened on
large ligands.

6.2. Binding and elution
An ideal binding buffer should be optimized to ensure efficient interaction between target
molecules and ligands and minimize the nonspecific interaction at same time. Since the ligandprotein interaction is a result of combination of electrostatic attraction, hydrophobic interaction
and hydrogen bonds, the binding conditions can be optimized on these aspects.
Adsorbed proteins could be eluted by modification of pH value, ionic strength, or polarity.
pH value could be decrease to pH 2~3 to reduce the charge property of interaction surface
between proteins. For example, immunoglubin could be adsorbed by a protein A column and
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eluted by a glycine buffer with pH 3.0. But the eluted sample should be neutralized as soon as
possible to avoid being destroyed in extreme circumstance.
The ionic interaction also can be weakened by adding neutral salt, for example 1M NaCl is
frequently used in practice.
A specific elution can be performed by adding competitors of either ligands or target proteins
in elution buffer. An ideal competitor should have a moderate dissociation coefficient to the
ligand or the target molecule, so that the competitor can elute target with high concentration
but can be easily removed from column by wash or isolated from target protein by dialysis.
Two classic applications is affinity chromatography of Glutathione S-transferase (GST) and
polyhistdine [24] (Figure 15).
In binding process, flow rate should be control at a relative low degree to ensure an effective
binding capacity.

Figure 15. Different elution mechanisms in GST affinity chromatography and metal chelate interaction chromatogra‐
phy (A) In GST purification, GST is captured by a medium with immobilized glutathione, and then dissociated by add‐
ing excess reduced glutathione. The excess glutathione is eluted together with target protein and removed by dialysis.
(B) In nickel ion chelate interaction chromatography, protein with polyhistidine sequence is adsorbed by a medium
with immobilized ionized nickel through a chelation between nickel ion and imidazolyl on polyhistidine sequence. The
protein is eluted by adding high concentration of imidazol, a competitor of the imidazolyl on the protein. Finally, the
small competitor is washed away from column by binding buffer.
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6.3. Tag purification strategy
AC separates protein typically on the basis of interactions between ligands and local domains
of target proteins. The interactions are not interfered by other domains in most case. Therefore,
the tag purification strategy was invented to rapidly separate recombinant protein by fusion
expression and co-separation [25].
First the target protein is expressed with a tag protein in fusion form. Then the target protein
is purified using an affinity column that is specific to tag protein. After that if the tag needs to
be removed, a restrictive protease is used to hydrolyze the fusion protein and the freed tag is
finally be separated from target protein by running the same column once again.
The ideal tag protein should (1) have economical affinity chromatography media for conven‐
ient separation, (2) be very stable in bioactivity, and (3) have a good expressing property that
is helpful to increase the expression of target protein. Commonly used tags are GST tag, FLAG
tag, S tag, Strep tag, His tag, and so on.
6.4. Application
Affinity chromatography is a rapid and efficient chromatography technique. The high specific
biorecognition give the technique an extremely high selectivity, by which a protein or a group
of proteins could be separated from a crude sample in one step and reaches to a satisfying
purify. However the excellent performance is based on the complex productive technology.
Development of each noval medium needs a plenty of trials on finding suitable ligand and
coupling the ligand on matrix properly. It is worth time and effort to develop a new specific
affinity medium for high scale protein production, otherwise, the alternative method such as
tag purfication or other chromatography should be a better choice for small scale preparation
in expiremental research.

7. Summary
This chapter introduces principles and applications of several basic chromatography techni‐
ques. Different techniques separate proteins depending on different properties including net
surface charge, hydrophobicity, molecular size, and affinity interaction. Affinity chromatog‐
raphy has the highest selectivity and can purify target proteins in one step to > 95% purify. But
due to the difficulties on obtaining and immobilization of suitable ligand, this chromatography
technique is not used as widely as other ones. HIC and RPC are both based upon hydrophobic
interaction. PRC is widely used in analytic separation because of its high resolution, but less
used on preparative separation of proteins since the high nonpolarity of the eluent likely causes
irreversible inactivation of proteins. IEXC, HIC and SEC separate proteins in mild conditions
and are suitable for large scale separation of active proteins. However, their resolutions are
comparatively lower and hard to purify a protein from complex components by a single
technique. An ideal purification could be achieved by combined application of several
techniques.
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1. Introduction
Molecular interactions including protein-protein, enzyme-substrate, protein-nucleic acid,
drug-protein, and drug-nucleic acid play important roles in many essential biological proc‐
esses, such as signal transduction, transport, cell regulation, gene expression control, enzyme
inhibition, antibody–antigen recognition, and even the assembly of multi-domain proteins.
These interactions very often lead to the formation of stable protein–protein or protein-ligand
complexes that are essential to perform their biological functions. The tertiary structure of
proteins is necessary to understand the binding mode and affinity between interacting
molecules. However, it is often difficult and expensive to obtain complex structures by
experimental methods, such as X-ray crystallography or NMR. Thus, docking computation is
considered an important approach for understanding the protein-protein or protein-ligand
interactions [1-3]. As the number of three-dimensional protein structures determined by
experimental techniques grows —structure databases such as Protein Data.
Bank (PDB) and Worldwide Protein Data Bank (wwPDB) have over 88000 protein structures,
many of which play vital roles in critical metabolic pathways that may be regarded as potential
therapeutic targets — and specific databases containing structures of binary complexes become
available, together with information about their binding affinities, such as in PDBBIND [4],
PLD [5], AffinDB [6] and BindDB [7], molecular docking procedures improve, getting more
importance than ever [8].
Molecular docking is a widely used computer simulation procedure to predict the conforma‐
tion of a receptor-ligand complex, where the receptor is usually a protein or a nucleic acid
molecule and the ligand is either a small molecule or another protein (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Elements in molecular docking.

The accurate prediction of the binding modes between the ligand and protein is of fundamental
importance in modern structure-based drug design. The most important application of
docking software is the virtual screening, in which the most interesting and promising
molecules are selected from an existing database for further research. This places demands on
the used computational method: it must be fast and reliable. Another application is the research
of molecular complexes.
Since the pioneering work of Kuntz et al. [9] during the early 1980s, significant progress has
been made in docking research to improve the computational speed and accuracy. Over the
last years several important steps beyond this point have been given. Handling efficiently the
flexibility of the protein receptor is currently considered one of the major challenges in the
field of docking. The binding-site location and binding orientation can be greatly influenced
by protein flexibility. In fact, X-ray structure determination of protein–ligand complexes
frequently reveals ligands with a buried surface area in the range of 70–100%, which can only
be achieved as a consequence of protein flexibility [3]. There are many interesting docking
suites and algorithms that have shown significant progress in predicting near-native binding
poses by making use of biophysical and biochemical information combination with bioinfor‐
matics.

2. Theory
Modeling the interaction of two molecules is a complex problem. Many forces are involved in
the intermolecular association, including hydrophobic, van der Waals, or stacking interactions
between aromatic amino acids, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic forces. Modeling the
intermolecular interactions in a ligand-protein complex is difficult since there are many
degrees of freedom as well as insufficient knowledge of the effect of solvent on the binding
association. The process of docking a ligand to a binding site tries to mimic the natural course
of interaction of the ligand and its receptor via the lowest energy pathway [3]. There are simple
methods for docking rigid ligands with rigid receptors and flexible ligands with rigid recep‐
tors, but general methods of docking considering conformationally flexible ligands and
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receptors are problematic. Docking protocols can be described as a combination of a search
algorithm, and the scoring functions (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Methods used for protein-ligand docking.

The search algorithm should create an optimum number of configurations that include the
experimentally determined binding modes. Although a rigorous searching algorithm would
go through all possible binding modes between the two molecules, this search would be
impractical due to the size of the search space and amount of time it might take to complete.
As a consequence, only a small amount of the total conformational space can be sampled, so
a balance must be reached between the computational expense and the amount of the search
space examined. Some common searching algorithms include molecular dynamics, Monte
Carlo methods, genetic algorithms, fragment-based, point complementary and distance
geometry methods, Tabu, and systematic searches. On the other hand, scoring function
consists of a number of mathematical methods used to predict the strength of the non-covalent
interaction called the binding affinity. In all the computational methodologies, one important
problem is the development of an energy scoring function that can rapidly and accurately
describe the interaction between the protein and ligand. Several reviews on scoring are
available in the literature [10-12].
There are three important applications of scoring functions in molecular docking. First is to
determine the binding mode and site of a ligand on a protein. The second application is to
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predict the absolute binding affinity between protein and ligand. This is particularly important
in lead optimization. The third application, and perhaps the most important one in structurebased drug design, is to identify the potential drug hits/leads for a given protein target by
searching a large ligand database. Over the course of the last years, different scoring functions
have been developed that exhibit different accuracies and computational efficiencies. Some of
these commonly-used functions are: force-field, empirical, knowledge-based and consensus
scoring.
The protein-ligand docking procedure can be typically divided into two parts: rigid body
docking and flexible docking [9].
1.

Rigid Docking. This approximation treats both the ligand and the receptor as rigid and
explores only six degrees of translational and rotational freedom, hence excluding any
kind of flexibility. Most of the docking suites employ rigid body docking procedure as a
first step.

2.

Flexible Docking. A more common approach is to model the ligand flexibility while
assuming having a rigid protein receptor, considering thereby only the conformational
space of the ligand. Ideally, however, protein flexibility should also be taken into account,
and some approaches in this regard have been developed. There are three general
categories of algorithms to treat ligand flexibility: systematic methods, random or
stochastic methods, and simulation methods [3]. Due to the large size of proteins and their
multiple degrees of freedom, their flexibility may be the most challenging issue in
molecular docking. The methods to address the flexibility of proteins can be grouped into:
soft docking, side-chain flexibility, molecular relaxation and protein ensemble docking.
They were described by Huang et al [1].

3. Experimental docking procedures
There are a number of excellent reviews of molecular docking methods and a large number of
publications comparing the performance of a variety of molecular docking tools [1-3], [13].
Following, we will describe the four-step procedure adopted in this study to perform the
molecular docking.
3.1. Target selection
Ideally, the target structure should be determined experimentally by either X-ray crystallog‐
raphy or nuclear magnetic resonance, which can be downloaded from PDB; however, docking
has been performed successfully in comparison to homology models or threading. The model
should have good quality. It can be tested using validation software such as Molprobity [14].
After selecting the model, it must be prepared by removing the water molecules from the
cavity, stabilizing charges, filling the missing residues, and generating the side chains, all
according to the available parameters. The receptor should be at this point biologically active
and in the stable state.
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3.2. Ligand selection and preparation
The type of ligands chosen for docking will depend on the goal. It can be obtained from various
databases, e.g. ZINC or/and PubChem, or it can be sketched by means of Chemsketch tool [8].
Often it is necessary to apply filters to reduce the number of molecules to be docked. Examples
include the net charge, molecular weight, polar surface area, solubility, commercial availabil‐
ity, similarity thresholds, pharmacophores, synthetic accessibility, and absorption, distribu‐
tion, metabolism, excretion, and toxicology properties. Many times the researchers design their
own molecules such as those generated by us in the example that will be described in this work
in the section 5.
3.3. Docking
This is the last step, where the ligand is docked onto the receptor and the interactions are
checked. The scoring function generates a score depending on the best selected ligand.
3.4. Evaluating docking results
The success of docking algorithms in predicting a ligand binding pose is normally measured
in terms of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the experimentally-observed
heavy-atom positions of the ligands and the one(s) predicted by the algorithm. The flexibility
of the system is a major challenge in the search for the correct pose. The number of degrees of
freedom included in the conformational search is a central aspect that determines the searching
efficiency [3]. A good performance is usually considered when the RMSD is less than 2Å.
3.5. Docking software description
There are many algorithms available to assess and rationalize ligand-protein or proteinprotein interactions, and their number is constantly increasing. Speed and accuracy are key
features for obtaining successful results in docking approaches. Several algorithms share
common methodologies with novel extensions focused on obtaining a fast method with accuracy
as high as possible. The most common docking programs include AutoDock [15], DOCK [9],
FlexX [16], GOLD [17], ICM [18], ADAM [19], DARWIN [20], DIVALI [21], and DockVision [22].

4. Application of molecular docking to a particular case — Biopolymers
docked to dengue virus E protein
In the last decades, the incidence of Dengue disease has dramatically increased around the
world. About 2.5 billion persons (two fifth of the world population) are exposed to the risk of
contracting the disease. Every year, dengue virus (DENV) infects more than 50 million people,
with approximately 22 000 fatal cases [23]. The disease is endemic in more than 100 countries
of Africa, America, Oriental Mediterranean, Southeast Asia, and the Western Pacific Ocean
with the last two regions being the most affected by the disease. Before 1970 only nine countries
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suffered from the Hemorrhagic Dengue (HD) epidemics, number that in 1995 was multiplied
for more than four. There are four antigenically distinct, but closely related, serotypes of
dengue virus (DENV), which is a Flavivirus member of the family Flaviviridae [24]. Each
serotype has genotypes, which are virulent at several levels; nevertheless, the factors of
virulence are not totally established [25]. A better understanding of the mechanisms and the
molecules involved in the key steps of the DENV transmission cycle may lead to the identifi‐
cation of new anti-dengue targets [26]. In fact, the presence of two or more serotypes in the
same geographical region implies a growing risk to population of contracting Hemorrhagic
Dengue or Dengue Shock Syndrome (SSD) due to a phenomenon known as the Antibody –
Dependent Enhancement (ADE). As a result, the diagnosis and treatment of dengue disease
has become a world-wide global problem to deal with. The mature DENV virion contains three
structural proteins: capsid protein (C), membrane protein (M), and envelope protein (E). In
particular, the DENV E glycoprotein (51-60 kDa~ 495 aa), found on the viral surface, is
important in the initial attachment of the viral particle to the host cell, as it contains two Nlinked glycosylation sites at Asn-67 and Asn-153. While the glycosylation site at position 153
is conserved in most flaviviruses, the site at position 67 is thought to be unique for dengue
virus. N-linked oligosaccharide side chains on flavivirus E proteins have been associated with
viral morphogenesis, infectivity, and tropism [27, 28]. In addition, E protein is closely associ‐
ated with the lipid envelope containing a cellular receptor-binding site (s) and a fusion peptide
[29]. It can be found in a form of a homodimer on the surface of the mature virion, and inside
the cell, it creates a prM-E heterodimer together with the prM protein. E protein is the principal
component of the virion surface, containing the antigenic determinants (epitopes) responsible
for the neutralization of the virus and the hemagglutination of erythrocytes, inducing thereby
an immunological response in the infected host [29]. On native virions, the elongated threedomain E molecule is positioned tangentially to the virus envelope in a head-to-tail homodi‐
meric conformation. Upon penetration of the virion into the target cell endosome, E dimers
are converted into stable target-cell membrane-inserted homotrimers that reorient themselves
vertically to promote virus-cell fusion at low pH [30]. Furthermore, there is a great deal of
evidence that E protein contains the majority of molecular markers for pathogenicity. Com‐
paring the nucleotide sequence of the E protein gene in different flaviviruses has demonstrated
a perfect conservation of 12 cysteine residues, which form six disulfide bridges. The structural
model for the E protein was refined by Mandl and co-workers [31], who correlated the
structural properties of different epitopes with disulfide bonds [32].
4.1. Biopolymers as potential adjuvants carriers
The aim of this work is to study the docking of monomers of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP),
chitosan (CS), and chitosan-tripropylphosphate-chitosan (CS/TPP/CS) with E protein of
dengue virus in order to use them as potential adjuvant carriers. Given their structure, these
polymers have specific molecular anchor sites that are expected to be exploited to induce
antigenic specificity to the conserved regions of dengue virus. Several authors report that the
E protein produces immunity and confers protection against infection in mice with low levels
of neutralizing antibodies [33-35]. Because of the dual role of its receptors as well as the cell
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entry through membrane fusion, the E protein, apart from being the most exposed protein, is
the main target against which the neutralizing antibodies are produced to inhibit its functions.
At present, the biggest challenge in developing an efficient dengue vaccine is to achieve a lifelong protective immune response to all 4 serotypes (DEN1-4) simultaneously. Although
several vaccines are currently being developed, so far only a chimeric dengue vaccine for live
attenuated yellow fever (YF) has reached stage 3 in clinical trials. The candidate vaccines can
be divided into the following types: (a) live attenuated, (b) DEN-DEN and DEN-YF live
chimeric virus, (c) inactivated whole virus, (d) live recombinant, (e) DNA, and (f) subunit
vaccines [36].
Chitosan is a polycationic polymer comprising of D-glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine
linked by β(1,4)-glycosides’ bonds. It is produced by deacetylation of chitin, which is extracted
from the shells of crabs and shrimp. It is a linear, hydrophilic, positively charged, water soluble
biopolymer, can form thin films, hydrogels, porous scaffolds, fibers, and micro and nanopar‐
ticles in mild acidity conditions. As a polycationic polymer, it has a high affinity to associate
macromolecules such as insulin, pDNA, siRNA, heparin, among others, with antigenic
molecules, protecting them in turn from hydrolytic and enzymatic degradation [37].
Polyvinylpyrrolidone (N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone, PVP) has chemical, physical and physiological
properties which have been exploited in various industries, including but not limited to
medical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food, and textile, due to its biological compatibility, low
toxicity, tackiness, resistance to thermal degradation in solutions as well as inert behavior in
salt and acidic solutions [38, 39]. It is a water soluble homopolymer with a wide range of
molecular weights (2.5 to 1.200 kDa), molecules between 12 and 1350 monomers, and end-toend distances ranging from 2.3 to 93 nanometers. It is physically and chemically stable; it
tolerates heating and air atmospheres for up to 16 hours at 100 °C, as well as the change of
appearance for 2 months at 24 ° C and 15% HCl. When heated with strong bases such as lithium
carbonate, trisodium phosphate or sodium metasilicate, it generates a precipitate due to the
ring opening and subsequent crosslinking of chains. Yen-Jen et al. studied its effect as a drug
deliverer and intracellular acceptor [40].
4.1.1. Molecular docking
In this work, the molecular docking calculations were performed using the AutoDock
program. In particular, it uses a Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA) and a force field function
based approximately on the AMBER force field, which consists of five terms: 1) the 12-6
dispersion term of Lennard-Jones, 2) a 12-10 directional hydrogen bonding term, 3) an
electrostatic Coulomb potential, 4) an entropic term, and 5) one term of desolvation pairs. The
scaling factor of these terms is empirically calibrated using a set of 30 structurally-known
protein-ligand complexes, which affinities have been experimentally determined. The
AutoDock program has become widely used due to its good precision and high versatility;
moreover, the latest version of AutoDock (version 4.0) added flexible functions to the side
chains in the receptor.
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4.1.2. Model preparation
In this study we used the E protein of dengue virus. It consists of a dimer with 394 amino acids
(aa) per monomer and, as mentioned before, it is the main component of the dengue virus
envelope. E protein enters the cell by fusion with the membrane due to a previous conforma‐
tional change produced by a low pH, generating thereby a change of form from dimer to trimer,
in which the fusion peptide between the II and III domains is exposed. When the pH is lower
than 6.3, dimers dissociate from dimer phase, making the I and II domains rotate outwards
and exposing the fusion loop, which interacts with the endosomal membrane of the cell.
Domain III then rotates backwards to pull the I and II domains, which were already bound to
the cell membrane by the fusion peptide, thus attaching the cell membrane with the membrane
of the virus in order to release the RNA [27, 29, 41-45]. It is important to mention that Bressanelli
showed that the virus domains remain at neutral pH but their relative orientation is altered
[27]. For best results during the molecular docking process, we optimize the original model of
the dengue virus protein E (PDB code 1OKE) with a number of refinements and validations
cycles with Phenix and Molprobity programs respectively. Figure 3 shows the corrected model
of the dimer and trimer.

Figure 3. Dengue virus protein E. (A) Dimeric protein after geometric and refining corrections with Phenix program.
(B) Trimeric protein that represents a postfusion state (C) Top view of the trimeric form. Domain I (aa1-52,132-193,280-296) is
in red, domain II (aa52-132, 193-280) in yellow and domain III (aa296-394) in blue color.
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4.1.3. Ligands preparation
To prepare the ligands, we utilized the linear PVP and CS monomers, and CS/TPP/CS chains
(Figure 4). The coordinates of those ligands were obtained using the SMILES program [46].

Figure 4. Ligands used in molecular docking. (A) PVP monomer, (B) CS monomer, and (C) CS/TPP/CS chain.

4.1.4. Molecular docking
Molecular docking was performed by means of the AutoDock program that combines rapid
grid-based energy evaluation and efficient search of torsional freedom. This program uses a
semi-empirical free energy force field to evaluate the conformations during the docking
simulations. The force field is quantified using a large number of protein-inhibitor complexes,
for which the inhibition constants (Ki), are known. The force field evaluates the union in two
steps, first when the ligand and the protein are separated. Then, the intramolecular energies
are estimated for the transition from the unbound state to the protein-ligand bound state. In
the second step, intermolecular energies are evaluated by combining the ligand with the
protein conformations bound to themselves. The force field includes six pairs-wise of evalu‐
ations (Vi) and an estimated loss of conformational entropy after binding (ΔSconf):
L -L
L -L
P -P
P -P
P -L
P -L
) + (V bound
) + (V bound
∆ G = (V bound
- V unbound
- V unbound
- V unbound
+ ∆ S conf )

(1)

where L refers to the ligand and P to the “protein” in a ligand-protein docking. Each of the
pair-wise energetic terms includes evaluations for dispersion/repulsion, hydrogen bonding,
electrostatics, and desolvation [47].
The calculations can be summarized in the following four steps: (1) preparation of files using
AutoDockTools coordinates, (2) pre-calculation of atomic affinities by using AutoGrid, (3)
docking of ligands by using AutoDock, and (4) analysis of the results applying AutoDockTools.
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4.2. Results
4.2.1. Amino acids of interest in the dengue virus infection mechanism
In the loop conformation, several amino acids are involved in trimerization of unit E of DENV.
These amino acids are of particular interest since they are allocated in between I and II domains,
the fusion loop of the host cell located between domains II and III, and aa268-270 (kl loop).
Also are important, the loop of fusion to the host cell located between domains II and III, which
subsequently is exposed in the trimer with the aa98-111 fusion peptide, and the C-terminal of
domain III, which holds the protein to the virus membrane. Other important amino acids were
mentioned by Mazumder [48], who made a structural analysis of the dengue virus E protein
of the 4 serotypes in order to find the conserved and exposed sites as well as the epitopes in
the T-cell. In our study, we additionally considered the sites of interest described by Yorgo
Modis [42, 43] (Table 1).
In addition to the ten conserved regions presented in Table 1, we predicted around 740 E
proteins of the 4 serotypes, some of which are included in the same Table 1. Their sequences
were quantified using Shannon's entropy [48] with a variation from 0.3 to 1.1 bits.
Amino acid
L191,T268-I270

Dimer configuration

Trimer configuration

Function

This region is known as kl

The ligand is present;

A hinge allowing movement

loop, without the presence

however, the kl loop does

of domains I and II, as well as

of the ligand (β-

not adopt the open

conformational changes

Octylglucoside, BOG), it

conformation present in

when varying the pH of the

forms a salt bridge and a

the dimer-ligand pair.

endosome.

C terminal that attaches

It combines to create a

It holds and folds the

domain III to premembrane

trimeric contact with the

domains I and II, acting as a

(prM) virus.

other two domains.

zipper. It is the most variable

hydrogen bond with beta
strand I and j of the
counterpart dimer.
V382-G385

region among the 4
serotypes.
D98-G111

The loop is protected

It is exposed only in the

It is the region of highest

between the domain II and

trimeric conformation

interest since it is the binding

III; it contains a fusion

during the conformational receptor for the host cell. In

peptide that is formed by

changes, and it maintains

the trimeric form it fuses and

hydrophobic residues.

its structure.

binds the cell and virus’s
membranes. It is the most
conserved region among the
4 serotypes.

N37, P207

Exposed.

Exposed.

Conserved epitope in the 4
serotypes.
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Amino acid
Q211 D215

Dimer configuration
Exposed.

Trimer configuration
Not exposed.

Function
Conserved epitope in the 4
serotypes.

H244, K246

Not exposed.

Exposed.

Conserved epitope in the 4
serotypes.

C30,121,105,116,285 and 30 hidden, 105 semi333

All semi-hidden.

Disulfide bonds in the 4

exposed, 116 hidden, 121

serotypes. It provides

semi-exposed, 285 semi-

structure to the protein.

exposed, 333 semi-exposed.
R9 E368

Salt bridge, conserved

Salt bridge, conserved

Structural stability,

region.

region.

interactions between the
domain I and III.

H144,317

Hydrogen bridges, conserved Hydrogen bridges,

Structural stability of the

region.

conserved region.

main chain with the opposite

Interacts with N acetyl-D-

Only N67 interacts with

glucosamine (NAG)

NAG.

domain.
N67 N153

Glycosylation sites.

Table 1. Sites of interest identified in the structure of the dengue virus E protein according to Yorgo Modis [42, 43,
48].

The analyzed proteins can be identified as: N8-G14, V24-D42, R73-E79, V97-S102, D192-M196,
V208-W220, V252-H261, G281-C285, E314-T319, E370-G374, and K394-G399; whereas the
hidden amino acids, which change to exposed amino acids in the trimer, can be listed as
follows: M1, H244, K246, G254, G330 and K344; and the exposed residues that remain hidden
include the following: S16, Q52, Q167, S169, P243, D290, Q293, S331 and E343. It is worth
mentioning that we have identified at least 14 conserved negative sites in at least 3 of the 4
serotypes (C3, C60, R73, T189, F213, A267, F306, T319, S376, F392, K394, S424, G445, and V485).
The importance of this discovery relies on the fact that it has demonstrated that the epitopes
with negative sites work better as vaccines than those with positive sites as they are less likely
to change due to their functional restrictions.
4.2.2. Dengue virus E protein — PVP docking
The docking of PVP molecules with the E protein of dengue virus has demonstrated that the
interface of the I and II domain was the most energetically favorable site for the binding (Figure
5). The interaction between protein and ligand takes place by establishing 8 hydrogen bonds
with the Asn124, Lys202, and Asp203 amino acids (Table 2). This region is extremely impor‐
tant for the pivotal role it plays in the conformational changes triggered by low pH, which in
turn is closely related to the infectivity of the virus. In particular, the PVP molecule, which
interacts with aa124,202,203 in the E protein-BOG ligand complex, could act as a blocker of the
kl aa268-270 pitchfork activity, which is responsible for the conformational changes in the E
protein at low pH. In other words, it could inhibit their function to work as a hinge for conforma‐
tional changes due to its proximity to amino acids through steric hindrance, preventing thereby
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the hinge action between the I and II domain, which in turn could stiffen the area. Alternative‐
ly, if BOG ligand is absent, the molecule could be internalized into the hydrophobic pocket and
replace it, but the subsequent molecular prediction simulations would be required to deter‐
mine how it could act in the presence of low pH, in order to find out whether the conformation‐
al changes would appear or be inhibited. The PVP is well-known to be highly stable at acid pH
and high temperatures, so its structural integrity is assured to remain intact; the loop or kl
pitchfork amino acids mutate, resulting in an increase of the pH threshold, at which conforma‐
tional changes occur. It is achieved by replacing long hydrophobic side chains by the short ones.
As the result, the site can be consistently represented as a potential trigger in the virus replica‐
tion cycle and a good candidate to inhibit its function (Figure 5).
PVP molecule

Amino acid

Distance (Å)

O1

OD1-Asp 203

2.75

O2

OD1-Asp 203

2.44

O3

N-Asp 203

2.64

O3

N-Lys 202

2.58

O4

N-Lys 202

3.37

O4

O-Asn 124

2.92

O5

O-Asn 124

3.32

O5

N-Asn 124

2.87

Table 2. Polar interactions of the PVP molecule with dengue virus E protein.

Figure 5. Dengue virus E protein with PVP ligand. The lower part shows a close up of the docking area.
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4.2.3. Dengue virus E protein — CS docking
The docking of CS molecules in the E protein of dengue virus resulted in the interaction with
the interface of domain I and II of the protein (see Figure 6). The CS ligand binds to seven
amino acids of E protein by ten hydrogen bonds (see Table 3). The elongated CS molecule
settles into a channel formed in the II domain surface of the protein. Additionally, it interacts
with amino acids near the kl hinge or loop of I and II domain interface. There is a remarkable
familiarity between the BOG and NAG complexes. Amino acids-CS molecule interactions,
which are shown in Table 10 (aa65,68,202,249,251,272,273), suggest that the mechanism of
action of this molecule is similar to PVP ligand. Additionally, it is very close to the conserved
region V252-H261 that forms a channel in the 4 serotypes. This finding is of the highest
importance since it could very well serve as a ligand for the 4 serotypes, and it could be even
more useful in the development of a chimera vaccine with the four domains III of E protein,
which would be similar to the chimeric vaccine developed in India at the International Centre
for Genetic Engineering and Bionanotechnology.
CS molecule atom

Amino acid atom

Distance (Å)

O1 ring 1

O- Lys 202- B

3.47

O1 ring 1

O-Met 272-B

2.97

N ring 2

OG-Ser 273-B

3.24

O1 ring 2

N-Val 251-A

3.14

O1 ring 2

O-Val 251-A

1.97

O3 ring 2

O-Leu 65-A

3.28

O5 ring 2 and O2 ring 3

OD2-Asp 249-A

3.5

O1 ring 3

OG1-Thr 68-A

2.77

N ring 3

OD2-Asp 249-A

2.51

N ring 3

OD1-Asp 249-A

3.33

Table 3. CS molecule interactions with dengue virus E protein.

4.2.4. Dengue virus E protein — CS/TPP/CS docking
In this case, we used the CS and TPP monomers taking into account that the CS units form
bindings by means of 1-4 beta bonds. Similarly to the E protein–PVP docking, the molecular
docking between the CS/TPP/CS ligand and the E protein was carried out between the domains
I and II, although we observed more interactions in the case of PVP monomer. Table 4 and
Figure 7 illustrate seven interactions between the amino acids and the BOG. The CS-TPP-CS
complex interacts with aa49, 124, 126, 200, 202, 203, 271 amino acids, and the docking results
suggest that these three molecules are attracted the most to the area formed by the hydrophobic
pocket, indicating that the latter molecule has a direct interaction with the BOG ligand oxygen.
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Figure 6. Docking of dengue virus E protein with CS ligand. The interaction takes place at an interface between the
two monomers.

CS/TPP molecule atom

Amino acid atom

Distance (Å)

N ring 1

O-Ser 274

3.43

O3 ring 1

OE2-Glu 49

2.90

O5 ring 1

NE2-Gln 271

3.08

O5 ring 1

OE1-Gln 271

2.66

O5 ring 1

O3-BOG

2.74

O1 TPP1

O-Ser274

3.03

O3 TPP1

O4-BOG

3.14

O1 TPP2

OD1-Asp 203

2.83

O3 TPP2

O4-BOG

3.30

O1 TPP3

O-Lys 202

2.19

O1 TPP3

OD1-Asp 203

3.18

O3 TPP3

NE2-Gln 200

3.43

O4 TPP

O-Lys 202

2.51

O1 ring 2

N-Lys 202

2.89

O3 ring 2

ND2-Asn 124

2.89

O3 ring 2

OD1-Asn 124

2.38

O4 ring 2

OE2-Glu 126

2.49

Table 4. Docking of CS/TPP/CS molecule with dengue virus E protein.
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Figure 7. CS/TPP/CS molecule docking with the dengue virus E protein.

5. Conclusions
We have reviewed the key concepts and current experimental procedures, including the recent
advances in protein flexibility, ligand sampling, and scoring function. In addition, challenges
and possible future directions were addressed in this chapter. As an example of protein ligand
study we analyzed the interaction between the dengue virus E protein and Polyvinylpyrroli‐
done and Chitosan biopolymers and we confirmed that PVP, CS, and CS/TPP/CS biopolymers
can fulfill the function of adjuvant carriers in the potential development of a chimeric dengue
vaccine against the 4 serotypes of dengue virus. Furthermore, the ring-shaped molecules have
shown affinity to or preference for a place of vital importance in the virus’s cycle of infection
and replication, which placed us on the path to develop an inhibitor of the aforementioned
conformational changes (see Figures 5-7). Their binding to the E protein is possible due to the
great affinity they present to simulated molecules. However, further analysis of molecular
simulation is required to determine the behavior of the protein without the presence of BOG
ligand or in different environmental conditions in the presence of low pH.
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1. Introduction
The complete decoding of the human genome in 2003 raised expectations for targeted drug
design and personalized medical care based on genetic information and also for gene therapy
of disease. To reach these goals, it is necessary to develop new technologies capable of
identifying drug-target genes from enormous volumes of genome information, validating the
biological functions, and comprehensively analyzing protein functions and interactions that
have hitherto been studied individually. We first developed an mRNA display, termed the in
vitro virus (IVV) method [1-3], and a C-terminal protein labeling method [4,5]that provided
the required technology (Fig. 1).
The IVV method, originally developed for evolutionary protein engineering based on in vitro
translation systems, was subsequently applied for the analysis of various protein interactions.
In the IVV method, the genotype molecule (mRNA) is linked to the phenotype molecule (pro‐
tein) through puromycin in a cell-free translation system [3]. We have developed this method
into a stable, efficient, and high-throughput technique that allows simple selection without any
requirement for post-translational work [3], unlike previous systems. An additional technolog‐
ical advance is the elimination of the need to express and purify bait proteins for downstream
protein‑protein interaction studies. Our totally in vitro cell‑free co translation system provides a
simpler solution that is suitable for high‑throughput, genome‑wide analysis, as baits are syn‐
thesized within each reaction. Moreover, as cotranslation of bait and prey proteins is favorable
for the formation of multi‑protein complexes, this approach offers a better chance to obtain a
more comprehensive data set, including both direct and indirect interactions, in a single experi‐
ment. Here, we provide an overview of this system and discuss its advantages for analyses of
various protein interactions including protein-protein, DNA(RNA)-protein, peptide-protein,
drug-protein, and antigen-antibody interactions.
©
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Figure 1. In vitro virus(IVV) formation and C-terminal labeling on the ribosome. Puromycin at the 3’-terminal end of a
spacer ligated to mRNA can enter the ribosomal A-site to bind covalently to the C-terminal end of the encoded fulllength protein in the ribosomal P-site. The same property of puromycin to develop a highly specific labeling system for
proteins was also utilized, in which puromycin derivatives bearing a fluorescein moiety are used to label the C-termi‐
nal end of a full-length protein.

The antibiotic puromycin [6], which is an analogue of the 3’ end of TyrtRNATyr [7], acts in
both prokaryotes and eukaryotes [8] as an inhibitor of peptidyl transferase [9]. It has two modes
of inhibitory action. The first is by acting as an acceptor substrate that attacks peptidyl-tRNA
(donor substrate) in the P site to form a nascent peptide [10]. The second is by competing with
aminoacyl-tRNA for binding to the A’ site, which is the binding site of the 3’ end of aminoacyltRNA within the peptidyl transferase active site [11]. It has been reported that the polypeptides
released by puromycin are not full-length proteins [9]. Similarly, it has been shown that
growing peptide chains on ribosomes are transferred to the α-amino group of puromycin,
which interrupts the normal reaction of peptide bond formation [10]. Therefore, these con‐
ventional studies suggested that puromycin is a non-specific inhibitor of protein synthesis as
a result of competition with aminoacyl-tRNA. However, since most of the studies on puro‐
mycin were performed at relatively high concentrations, the behavior of puromycin at lower
concentrations was still an open question at that time. It had been reported that full-length
protein that fails to be released from ribosomes at the final stage of protein synthesis, requires
treatment with puromycin or RFs to be released [12]. These results led us to hypothesize that
puromycin at very low concentrations, which would not effectively compete with aminoacyltRNA [2], might act as a noninhibitor and bond specifically to full-length protein at the stop
codon. Indeed, we confirmed that puromycin and its derivatives bond only to full-length
protein at very low concentrations (such as 0.04 µM), where they are “non-inhibitors” of
protein synthesis, by using 32P-labeled rCpPuro (2’-ribocytidylyl-(3'→5')- puromycin) in an E.
coli S30 extract cell-free translation system [2]. Our results provided the first evidence that
specific bonding of puromycin to the full-length protein occurs at the stop codon during the
process of termination of protein synthesis at very low concentration. In other words, puro‐
mycin at sufficiently low concentrations only has the opportunity to be bonded to proteins at
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a stop codon, where it does not need to compete with aminoacyl-tRNA. Since termination is
a relatively slow step involving a translational pause in eukaryotes [13] and E. coli [14], it is
possible that puromycin even at very low concentrations can bind to the A' site, and compete
with RFs to release the full-length protein from ribosomes. Accordingly, under these condi‐
tions, puromycin can be incorporated specifically at the C-terminus of the full-length protein.
This concept is the basis of so-called puromycin technology [2,3]. The combination of this
puromycin technology with in vitro translation has yielded novel methods, such as IVV and
C-terminal labeling techniques, for protein selection and screening [15,16], fluorescence
labeling [2,5], and affinity purification (pull-down assay), as well as protein chips for proteo‐
mics [5,17], and superior methods for evolutionary protein engineering.

2. Application of the IVV method for analyzing various protein interactions
The IVV method is applicable for analyzing protein–protein [15,16,18,19] DNA(RNA)–protein
[20-22], peptide–protein [23-27], drug–protein [28, 29] and antigen–antibody [30,31] interac‐
tions. As a result, we are able to explore protein complexes, transcription factors, RNA-binding
proteins, bioactive peptides, drug-target proteins, and antibodies (antibodies will be discussed
later) (Fig. 2). library and conjugation with a polyethylene glycol (PEG) spacer with puromycin,
cell-free translation to form IVV and interaction of bait attached to beads and prey IVV library
to form complexes, IVV selection with bait, and RT-PCR to amplify mRNA tags. Selection
rounds are repeated until sufficient enrichment is obtained, followed by cloning and sequenc‐
ing, and protein sequences are decoded.

Figure 2. IVV selection based on cell-free co translation. The IVV selection procedure is composed of transcription
from a cDNA
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2.1. DNA-protein interaction
The specific interactions between cis-regulatory DNA elements and transcription factors
are critical components of transcriptional regulatory networks [32,33]. The whole genome
and complete cDNA sequences contain large numbers of transcription factors and their
binding DNA sequences, and thus comprehensive analysis of DNA-transcription factor
interactions is expected to provide a deep understanding of the mechanisms of cell
proliferation, developmental processes in tissue morphogenesis and disease. Currently,
combined use of chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay with DNA microarrays
(ChIP-chip)[34] has become the most widely used high-throughput method for discover‐
ing cis-regulatory DNA elements for a transcription factor. In contrast, development of
high-throughput methods for discovering transcription factors for a cis-regulatory DNA
element remains at an early stage. Although the yeast one-hybrid method [35] and phage
display [36] are attractive candidates, these methods are not easily scalable because of the
use of living cells. In addition, as over-expression of transcription factors often affects
cellular metabolism, such transcription factors are difficult to screen. In order to circum‐
vent these difficulties, we focused on a totally in vitro mRNA display technology such as
IVV method [1-3,15,16] for the discovery of DNA–protein interactions.
Comprehensive analysis of DNA–protein interactions is important for mapping transcrip‐
tional regulatory networks at a genome-wide level. We employed the IVV method for in
vitro selection of DNA-binding protein heterodimeric complexes [20]. Under improved
selection conditions using a TPA-responsive element (TRE) as a bait DNA, known interactors
c-fos and c-jun were simultaneously enriched about 100-fold from a model library (a 1:1:20 000
mixture of c-fos, c-jun and gst genes) after one round of selection. Furthermore, almost all of
the AP-1 family genes, including c-jun, c-fos, junD, junB, atf2 and b-atf, were successfully
selected from an IVV library constructed from a mouse brain poly A+ RNA after six rounds of
selection. These results indicate that the IVV selection system can identify a variety of DNAbinding protein complexes in a single experiment. Since almost all transcription factors form
hetero-oligomeric complexes to bind with their target DNA, this method should be most useful
to search for DNA-binding transcription factor complexes.
2.2. Peptide–protein interaction
Peptides are powerful tools for disrupting protein-protein interactions because the large
interacting surfaces and the high specificity of these peptides lead to fewer adverse side effects
when they are used as pharmaceutical agents [37]. As previously reported, several peptides
that inhibit the MDM2-p53 interaction have been identified from randomized peptide libraries
using phage display [38]. Hu et al. identified a 12-amino-acid (aa) peptide (LTFEHYWAQLTS),
DI, that could inhibit not only the MDM2-p53 interaction, but also the MDMX-p53 interaction
more effectively than Nutlin-3, a small molecular inhibitor of the MDM2-p53 interaction [39].
An MDM2 homologue, MDMX is highly expressed in tumors, and it binds to and negatively
regulates p53 [40]. Furthermore, DI expressed with recombinant adenovirus as a thioredoxinfused protein could activate the p53 pathway both in vitro and in vivo. However, DI was not
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sufficiently optimized because it was selected by phage display from a 12-mer random library
(4.161,015 possible members) with a size of ∼108 that did not cover all of the possible sequences.
To overcome this problem, we performed in vitro selection of MDM2-binding peptides from
random peptide libraries using the IVV method [1-3,15]. This system based on cell-free
translation is a potent method for screening large peptide libraries (1013 unique members) and
is able to cover all of the possible sequences in a 10-mer random library. We applied the IVV
method to identify a highly optimized peptide that could disrupt the MDM2-p53 complex
from a random library containing all of the possible sequences by dividing the selection process
into two stages. We also verified that a selected peptide could inhibit the MDM2-p53 interac‐
tion in living cells and block tumor cell growth.
We identified an optimal peptide named MIP that inhibited the MDM2-p53 and MDMX-p53
interactions 29- and 13-fold more effectively than DI, respectively (Fig. 3) [23]. Adenovirusmediated expression of MIP fused to the thioredoxin scaffold protein in living cells caused
stabilization of p53 through its interaction with MDM2, resulting in activation of the p53
pathway. Furthermore, expression of MIP also inhibited tumor cell proliferation in a p53dependent manner more potently than did DI. These results show that two-stage, the peptide
selection by IVV method [1-3,15] is useful for the rapid identification of potent peptides that
target oncoproteins.
Bcl-XL, an antiapoptotic member of the Bcl-2 family, is a mitochondrial protein that inhibits
activation of Bax and Bak, which commit the cell to apoptosis, and it therefore represents a
potential target for drug discovery. Peptides have potential as therapeutic molecules because
they can be designed to engage a larger portion of the target protein with higher specificity.
We selected 16-mer peptides that interact with Bcl-XL from random and degenerate peptide
libraries using the IVV method [24]. The selected peptides have sequence similarity with the
Bcl-2 family BH3 domains, and one of them has higher affinity (IC50 = 0.9 µM) than Bak BH3
(IC50 = 11.8 µM) for Bcl-XL in vitro. We also found that GFP fusions of the selected peptides
specifically interact with Bcl-XL, localize in mitochondria, and induce cell death. Further, a
chimeric molecule, in which the BH3 domain of Bak protein was replaced with a selected
peptide, retained the ability to bind specifically to Bcl-XL. These results demonstrate that this
selected peptide specifically antagonizes the function of Bcl-XL and overcomes the effects of
Bcl-XL in intact cells. Thus, the IVV method is a powerful technique to identify peptide
inhibitors with high affinity and specificity for disease-related proteins.
The importin α/β pathway mediates nuclear import of proteins containing the classical nu‐
clear localization signals (NLSs). Although the consensus sequences of the classical NLSs
have been defined, there are still many NLSs that do not match the consensus rule and
many nonfunctional sequences that match the consensus. We identified six different NLS
classes that specifically bind to distinct binding pockets of importin α. By screening of ran‐
dom peptide libraries using the IVV method, we selected peptides bound by importin α and
identified six classes of NLSs, including three novel classes (Table 1). Two noncanonical
classes (class 3 and class 4) specifically bound to the minor binding pocket of importinα,
whereas the classical monopartite NLSs (class 1 and class 2) bound to the major binding
pocket. Using a newly developed universal green fluorescent protein expression system, we
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found that these NLS classes, including plant-specific class 5 NLSs and bipartite NLSs, fun‐
damentally require regions outside the core basic residues for their activity and have specif‐
ic residues or patterns that confer distinct activities between yeast, plants, and mammals.
Furthermore, amino acid replacement analyses revealed that the consensus basic patterns of
the classical NLSs are not essential for activity, and more unconventional patterns, including
redox-sensitive NLSs, were generated. These results explain the causes of NLS diversity.
The defined consensus patterns and properties of importin α-dependent NLSs provide use‐
ful information for identifying NLSs [25-27].

Figure 3. A multiple-sequence alignment of the selected peptides(upper) and inhibition of MDM2-p53 interactions by
synthetic peptides(lower). Peptide sequences selected from randomized mRNA displayed peptide libraries were
aligned using the ClustalW program. 12-mer peptides after five rounds of selection. Fixed amino acid residues are
shown in bold. Values below the displayed p5317–28 sequence indicate the position of amino acids in the p53 protein.
MDM2 was generated by an in vitro transcription reaction, bound to His6-p53 immobilized on copper-coated plates in
the presence of various concentrations of synthetic MIP(circle), DI (triangle), 3A (diamond) or p53 (square) peptides
and quantified by ELISA.

diversity. The defined consensus patterns and properties of importin α-dependent NLSs provide useful information for identifying
NLSs [25-27].
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Table 1 Consensus sequence of six classes of importin α-dependent
NLS

a
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b
For more optimal patterns, acidic residues should be rich in the central linker region and rare in the terminal linker region,
whereas basic and hydrophobic residues should be rare in the central region and proline-rich in the terminal region.
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We screened 46 novel anilinoquinazoline derivatives for activity to inhibit proliferation of a
panel of human cancer cell lines. Among them, Q15 showed potent in vitro growth-inhibito‐
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ry activity towards cancer cell lines derived from colorectal cancer, lung cancer and multi‐
ple myeloma. It also showed antitumor activity towards multiple myeloma KMS34 tumor
xenografts in lcr/scid mice in vivo. Unlike the known anilinoquinazoline derivative gefiti‐
nib, Q15 did not inhibit cytokine-mediated intracellular tyrosine phosphorylation. To
elucidate the mechanism through which Q15 inhibits proliferation of tumor cells, we set out
to identify Q15-binding proteins by means of the IVV method [1-3,15]. We prepared a cDNA
library derived from total RNA of human colon carcinoma SW480 cells, because, like other
tumor cells, SW480 cells were sensitive to Q15. Proteins that bind to biotinylated Q15
immobilized on beads were selected using the IVV method. From the library obtained after
5 rounds of selection, we analyzed the DNA sequences of 100 clones. Among them, we
obtained six clones of a fragment of the Luzp5/NCAPG2 gene encoding hCAP-G2262-476
containing the HEAT (Huntingtin, elongation factor 3, a subunit of protein phosphatase 2A,
TOR lipid kinase) repeat domain. Although three other clones were obtained redundantly,
they were confirmed to be false-positive clones by means of binding assay (data not shown).
hCAP-G2 is a subunit of condensin II complex [45,46], which is regarded as a key player in
mitotic chromosome condensation [47]. Immunofluorescence study indicated that Q15
compromises normal segregation of chromosomes, and therefore might induce apoptosis.
Thus, our results indicate that hCAP-G2 is a novel therapeutic target for development of
drugs active against currently intractable neoplasms [29].

3. Application of the IVV method for comprehensive interactome network
analyses
Interactome networks are essential for complete systems-level descriptions of cells. Large-scale
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are integral in the analysis of topological and dynamic
features of interactome networks. We introduce large-scale interactome network analyses
using a combination of the IVV method and a biorobot for 50 human transcription factors (TFs).
Comprehensive analysis of PPIs is an important task in the field of proteomics, functional
genomics and systems biology. PPIs are usually analyzed by means of biochemical methods
such as pull-down assay and co-immunoprecipitation, yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assay [35] and
phage display [36]. Recently, the combined use of mass spectrometry (MS) with an affinity tag
[48] has made biochemical methods more comprehensive and reliable. However, the testable
interaction conditions are restricted by the properties of the biological sources. The Y2H assay
is one of the major tools used in the discovery and characterization of PPIs [49]. However, the
results of Y2H analyses often include many false positives due to auto-activating bait or prey
fusion proteins [50] and interactions of proteins that are toxic to yeast cells cannot be examined.
Phage display, the most widely used display technology [51], is an effective alternative,
because the interactions between libraries and target proteins occur in vitro, allowing optimal
conditions to be used for many different target proteins. However, the detectability of very
low copy number proteins by phage display is still limited, because phage libraries are
produced in living bacteria [52]. Totally in vitro display technologies such as ribosome display
[53], the IVV method [1-3,15] and DNA display [54] can circumvent the above difficulties,
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because they do not need living cells. As a model bait protein, we chose the basic leucine zipper
(bZIP) domain of Jun protein, an important transcription factor, to screen Jun interactors from
a mouse brain cDNA library. By performing iterative affinity selection and sequence analyses,
we selected 16 novel Jun-associated protein candidates in addition to four known interactors.
By means of real-time PCR and pull-down assay, 10 of the 16 newly discovered candidates
were confirmed to be direct interactors with Jun in vitro. Furthermore, interaction of 6 of the
10 proteins with Jun was observed in cultured cells by means of co-immunoprecipitation and
observation of subcellular localization. These results demonstrate that this in vitro display
technology is effective for the discovery of novel protein–protein interactions and can con‐
tribute to the comprehensive mapping of protein–protein interactions.
Furthermore, in a single experiment using bait Fos, more than 10 interactors, including not
only direct, but also indirect interactions, were enriched. Further, previously unidentified
proteins containing novel leucine zipper (L-ZIP) motifs with minimal binding sites identified
by sequence alignment as functional elements were detected as a result of using a randomly
primed cDNA library. Thus, we consider that this simple IVV selection system based on cellfree cotranslation could be applicable to high-throughput and comprehensive analysis of PPI
and complexes in large-scale settings involving parallel bait proteins.
Interactome networks are essential for complete systems-level descriptions of cells. Large-scale
PPIs are integral in the analysis of topological and dynamic features of interactome networks
[55]. Several attempts to collect large-scale PPI data have been initiated using various model
organisms [56-61] and were subsequently conducted in humans [62-64]. Traditionally, protein
interaction data are collected using high-throughput in vivo expression tools based on the yeast
two hybrid (Y2H; [49]) and tandem affinity purification-mass spectrometry (TAP-MS; [65])
methods. Experiments of this nature have provided large-scale PPI data, but they have only
generated information on interacting partners, without considering binding domains in detail.
In the field of systems biology, a further understanding of cellular networks will require more
complete data sets describing the underlying physical interactions between cellular compo‐
nents. Thus, it is important to identify not only the binding partners, but also the interacting
domains at the amino acid level [66]. In fact, the idea of mapping the interacting regions (IRs)
involved in a PPI has been previously suggested in connection with several large-scale screens
[67]. Our IVV method of analyzing PPIs [15,16] is well suited for large-scale, high-throughput
mRNA display of the domain-based interactome using a randomly primed cDNA library, and
we were able to achieve the first large-scale mapping of human IR data at the domain level for
TF-related protein complexes. Functional domains were easily extracted based on the identi‐
fied sequences using a randomly primed prey library as a non-biased representation [15]. Bait
mRNA templates were prepared in vitro [15], and large-scale IVV method was performed using
a biorobot that can simultaneously execute up to 96 selections. Fifty human TF-related proteins
were used as bait, and a human brain cDNA library was used as prey. A modified highthroughput version of IVV selection was employed [15]. Integration of large-scale PPI data
with other data sets, such as 3D structural information [68] and expression data [69], is
necessary to identify the possible functions of interaction networks [68]. Large-scale IR data
sets are expected to reflect functional domains and to indicate the biological roles of the
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network without the need to integrate additional data. We confirmed the reliability and
accuracy of our data by performing pull-down assays [15] and by examining the overlap
between our results and known PPI domains using Pfam search [70]. The core data set (966
IRs; 943 PPIs) displayed a verification rate of 70%. Analysis of the IR data set revealed the
existence of IRs that interact with multiple partners (Fig. 4). Furthermore, these IRs were
preferentially associated with intrinsic disorder. This finding supports the hypothesis that
intrinsically disordered regions play a major role in the dynamics and diversity of TF networks
through their ability to structurally adapt to and bind with multiple partners. Accordingly,
this domain-based interaction resource represents an important step in refining protein
interactions and networks at the domain level and in associating network analysis with
biological structure and function.

Figure 4. A transcription factor network at the interaction region(IR) level developed using IVV data. Graphic expres‐
sion of the PPI network at the IR level(right). Interacting interfaces of the proteins, determined as IRs by IVV experi‐
ments, are drawn on the graph as diamond-shape nodes (IR nodes). Broken and solid lines indicate ‘intra-’ and ‘inter-’
protein edges, respectively. The graph contains 1,572 nodes (842 IR nodes and 730 protein nodes) and 842 intra-pro‐
tein edges. Note that overlapping IRs are merged into a single node in the constructed network. An example of an
underlying network graph at the IR level. Graphical expression of the FOS network at the protein level (upper left).
PPIs are simply expressed by nodes indicating proteins and edges that connect them. Graphical expression of the FOS
network at the IR level (lower left). A leucine zipper region of the FOS protein exclusively interacts with leucine zipper
regions of other proteins (JUN, JUNB, JUND and ATF2). In addition, a region distinct from the leucine zipper in the FOS
protein interacts with SMAD2.

4. Ultrahigh enrichment of antibodies by the IVV method on a microfluidic
chip
Rapid preparation of monoclonal antibodies with high affinity and specificity is required in
diverse fields from fundamental molecular and cellular biology to drug discovery and
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diagnosis [71]. In addition to classical hybridoma technology, in vitro antibody-display
technologies [30,53,72-75] are powerful approaches for isolating single chain Fv (scFv)
antibodies from recombinant antibody libraries. However, these display techniques require
several rounds of affinity selection (typically, the library size is 107~1012, while the enrichment
efficiency is 10~103-fold per round). Recently, microfluidic systems have been developed for
high-throughput protein analysis [76], since they offer the advantages of very low sample
volumes, rapid analysis, and automated recovery of captured analytes for further characteri‐
zation. However, there have been few attempts to combine microfluidic systems with in
vitro antibody-display technologies so far. We showed that a microfluidic system can be
combined with the IVV method [1-3,15] and employed for scFv selection from naïve and
randomized scFv libraries with ultrahigh efficiency of 106- to 108-fold per round [31].
4.1. In vitro selection of antibodies from a naïve scFv library
The IVV selection of scFv was performed on a Biacore microfluidic chip. Since the diversity of
the mouse scFv library prepared from mouse spleen poly A+ RNAs is estimated to be 106~108,
while IVV method [15] allows screening of ~1012 molecules, we also introduced random point
mutations into the scFv library. We chose p53 (human tumor suppressor protein) and MDM2
(human murine double minute) proteins as model antigens that were immobilized on the
Biacore sensor chip. The selection experiment was performed on the microfluidic chip, and
selected scFv genes were amplified by reverse transcription (RT)-PCR and identified by
cloning and sequencing. Unexpectedly, the recovered anti-p53 and anti-MDM2 scFv sequences
converged on a single sequence and two sequences, respectively, after only two rounds of
selection. These clones showed high affinity, but also low antigen-specificity, in pull-down
assays, and so we examined the clones obtained after a single round of selection in each case.
When the binding activities of 29 (anti-p53) and 20 (anti-MDM2) clones with distinct sequences
were examined by means of pull-down assays, P1-93 and M1-19 showed high specificity
against the respective antigens among p53, MDM2 and BSA (Fig. 5A). The amino-acid
sequences of P1-93 and M1-19 are shown in Fig. 5B. In competitive ELISA, both clones dosedependently inhibited the ELISA signal (Fig. 5C), and Scatchard plots revealed that the KDs of
P1-93 and M1-19 were 22 nM and 5.9 nM, respectively. The KDs of P1-93 and M1-19 were also
determined by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) as 12 nM and 4.3 nM, respectively (Fig. 5D).
The values obtained by the two different methods are similar.
4.2. In vitro evolution of scFv
Further, we performed in vitro evolution of scFv with higher affinity against MDM2 from a
randomly mutated M1-19 scFv library. We applied on-rate or off-rate selection as a selection
pressure for in vitro affinity maturation with the Biacore instrument: the on-rate selection was
performed by controlling flow rate, and the off-rate selection was carried out by using a
prolonged washing process on the sensor chip. After one round of selection, the recovered
scFv genes were cloned and sequenced, and the KDs were evaluated by competitive ELISA
(Figs. 6A and 6D ). We obtained four mutants with higher affinity for MDM2 (KD = 0.7-3.8 nM)
than the progenitor M1-19 from 22 distinct clones. The strongest binder, M1-19a, was con‐
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Figure 5. The selected scFvs anti-p53 P1-93 and anti-MDM2 M1-19. (A) Pull-down assays of the anti-p53 scFv P1-93
(top) and anti-MDM2 scFv M1-19 (bottom) using p53-, MDM2- or BSA-immobilized beads. Recovered scFv with FLAGtag was detected with the anti-FLAG antibody. (B) Predicted amino-acid sequences of the VH (black bar) and VL (gray
bar) regions of anti-p53 scFv P1-93 and anti-MDM2 scFv M1-19. (C) Competitive ELISA. P1-93 or M1-19 was pre-incu‐
bated with a competitor (0~200 nM free antigen) and allowed to bind to antigen-immobilized plates. After washing,
remaining scFvs were detected with the anti-T7 tag antibody. (D) Biacore sensorgrams of the purified P1-93 (left: 31
kDa) and M1-19 (right: 32 kDa) using a p53- (blue lines: 55 kDa) or MDM2-immobilized (red lines: 66 kDa) sensor chip.
The measurements were performed under conditions of 450 RU of the ligand and at a flow rate of 60 µl/min. To de‐
termine dissociation constants, three different concentrations (35, 64, and 136 nM for P1-93 and 27, 50, and 75 nM
for M1-19) of the monomeric scFvs were injected.

firmed to have a higher on-rate and lower off-rate than M1-19 by SPR (Fig. 6B) and was also
confirmed to recognize only the antigen protein MDM2 in crude cell lysates by Western
blotting (Fig. 6C). These results indicated that the selected scFv had high enough affinity and
specificity for practical use. Although the mutations of the selected scFvs were distributed
among the whole sequences and no "consensus" mutations were identified, the mutation
Y100bH within VH CDR3 may contribute to the improved affinity and specificity, because this
region is usually important for binding with antigens.
4.3. Ultrahigh efficiency of protein selection
Surprisingly, our results indicated that positive clone(s) were efficiently enriched through only
one or two rounds of selection from a large library containing ~1012 molecules, implying
ultrahigh efficiency of the method. To estimate the enrichment efficiency, we performed model
experiments using a mixture of two kinds of scFv genes. The P1-93 (anti-p53) or M1-19 (antiMDM2) gene was mixed with an anti-fluorescein scFv gene [30]('Flu' as a negative control) at
a ratio of 1:102, 1:104, 1:106 or 1:108, and subjected to one round of the IVV selection on the sensor
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Figure 6. In vitro evolution of anti-MDM2 scFv M1-19. (A) Dissociation constants (KDs) of M1-19 (red circle) and the
four mutant scFvs (green circles) were obtained by means of Scatchard plots of the competitive ELISA data. (B) Biacore
sensorgrams of the mutant M1-19a (the amount of immobilized antigen was 450 RU). M1-19a had a higher on-rate
and lower off-rate (ka = 2.5 x 105/Ms, kd = 8.6 x 105/s, KA = 3.0 x 109/M, KD = 0.34 nM) than the progenitor M1-19 (ka =
5.5 x 104/Ms, kd = 2.3 x 104/s, KA = 2.4 x 108/M, KD = 4.3 nM; see Fig. 5D: red lines on right side). (C) Recombinant p53
and MDM2 proteins (10 and 25 ng), and HEK-293 cell lysates (1 and 2.5 µg) were analyzed by Western blotting using
M1-19a (left) or commercially available anti-MDM2 2A10 (right) as a control, respectively. (D) Predicted amino-acid
sequences of the VH (black bar) and VL (gray bar) regions of the mutant scFvs M1-19a-d.

chip. The selection of the 1:106 mixture of P1-93:Flu genes and the 1:108 mixture of M1-19:Flu
genes each resulted in a roughly 1:1 final gene ratio (Fig. 7A), indicating enrichment efficiencies
of 106- and 108-fold per round, respectively. Furthermore, we confirmed that not only proteinprotein (antigen-antibody) interactions, but also protein-DNA and protein-drug interactions
were selected by our method with high enrichment efficiencies of >106-fold (Figs. 7B and 7C).
Since the enrichment efficiencies of these model experiments with a usual agarose resin were
only 10~103-fold per round, the enrichment efficiency was improved 103~105-fold over previous
methods. Furthermore, we confirmed that the IVV system using a photocleavable linker
between mRNA and protein is useful for in vitro selection of epitope peptides, recombinant
antibodies, and drug-receptor interactions [77].
Although Biacore instruments have so far been utilized mainly to analyze biomolecular
interactions by SPR, a few researchers have used this approach to fish for affinity targets from
a randomized DNA library [78], phage-displayed protein libraries [79,80], or a ribosomedisplayed antibody library [81]. However, the enrichment efficiency in these applications was
not high. Why, then, was ultrahigh efficiency achieved in the present protein selection by IVV
method? The IVV is a relatively small object pendant from its encoding RNA moiety, which
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is about ten times larger. Thus, nonspecific adsorption of RNA on solid surfaces is potentially
significant. The matrix of the Biacore sensor chip consists of carboxymethylated dextran
covalently attached to a gold surface and poorly binds nucleic acid molecules, since both
materials are negatively charged. In contrast, phage display and ribosome display involve
large protein moieties (coat proteins or ribosome), so the use of the sensor chip may not
improve the enrichment efficiency in these cases.
It should be noted that the ultrahigh enrichment efficiency made it difficult to set the number
of selection rounds at a level that is appropriate to remove all non-binders as well as to pick
all binders with various affinities from a library. If the number of selection rounds is too small,
many negative sequences will be cloned; on the other hand, excess rounds of selection will
yield only a single sequence with the highest affinity. In this study, we obtained 20-30 different
sequences, including P1-93 and M1-19, with high antigen-specificity after a single round of
selection, while we obtained only one or two negative sequences with high affinity but low
antigen-specificity from the 106-108 library after two (probably excess) rounds of selection
(>1012-fold).
In summary, we achieved ultrahigh efficiencies (106~108-fold per round) of protein selection
by IVV method with the microfluidic system. We obtained scFvs with high affinity and
specificity from a naïve library by IVV selection for the first time. It took only three days to
perform each selection experiment, including activity evaluation by ELISA. Although prepa‐
ration of target materials of high quality is required, we anticipate this simple method to be a
starting point for a versatile system to facilitate high-throughput preparation of monoclonal
antibodies for analysis of proteome expression and detection of biomarkers, high-throughput

Figure 7. IVV selection of protein interactions on the Biacore sensor chip. (A) The P1-93 (912 bp: column 1 top) or
M1-19 (936 bp: column 1 bottom) gene was mixed with an anti-fluorescein scFv gene [30](Flu: 888 bp: column 2) at a
ratio of 1:102 (column 3), 1:104 (column 4), 1:106 (column 5) or 1:108 (column 6). The mixtures were subjected to IVV
selection on the sensor chip conjugated with antigens p53 (top) or MDM2 (bottom). The RT-PCR products amplified
from fractions after one round of selection were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. (B) In vitro selection of pro‐
tein-DNA interactions was performed using a mixture of three genes with N-terminal T7 tag and C-terminal FLAG-tag
coding sequences: c-fos (349 bp), c-jun (394 bp), gst (597 bp). The template RNAs of c-fos, c-jun and gst (negative
control) were mixed at a ratio of 1:1:106. The mixtures were translated and the resulting IVV libraries were selected on
the sensor chip conjugated with bait DNA (AP-1)[20]. The RT-PCR products amplified from fractions before (R0) or af‐
ter one round (R1) of selection were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. (C) In vitro selection of protein-drug in‐
teractions was performed using a mixture of two genes with N-terminal T7 tag and C-terminal FLAG-tag coding
sequences: fkbp12 (448 bp) and a p53 (15-29 aa) fragment (175 bp). The template RNAs of fkbp12 and the p53 frag‐
ment (negative control) were mixed at a ratio of 1:106. The mixtures were translated and the resulting IVV libraries
were selected on the sensor chip conjugated with bait drug (FK506)[71]. The RT-PCR products amplified from frac‐
tions before (R0) or after one round (R1) of selection were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the tiling array method and a conventional method for sequence determina‐
tion of cDNAs from IVV screening.

analysis of protein-protein, protein-DNA and protein-drug interactions in proteomic and
therapeutic fields, and rapid evolution of novel artificial proteins from large randomized
libraries that often require ten or more rounds of selection.

5. Highly sensitive, high-throughput cDNA tiling arrays for detecting
protein interactions selected by the IVV method
The most serious bottleneck in the IVV method has been in the final decoding step to identify
the selected protein sequences. This step is usually achieved by cloning in bacteria and DNA
sequencing using Sanger sequencers, but the following difficulties arise: 1) Only a limited
number of clones can be analyzed, and thus positive candidates whose contents in the selected
library are less than a threshold determined by the number of analyzed clones are lost as false
negatives. 2) Positive sequences with low contents in a library can be enriched by iterative
rounds of affinity selection, but lower-affinity binders compete with higher-affinity binders
and therefore drop out of the screening. 3) DNA fragments which are injurious to cloning hosts,
e.g., cytotoxic sequences, may be lost. 4) Cloning and sequencing of a huge number of copies
of selected sequences is redundant, cost-ineffective, and time-consuming.
A DNA microarray is an efficient substitute for the cloning and sequencing processes to
overcome the above limitations (Fig. 8). The combined use of a tiling array [82] representing
ORF sequences with the IVV method would provide a completely in vitro platform for highly
sensitive and parallel analysis of protein interactions. It should be possible to detect enrichment
of cDNA fragments of selected candidates even with low contents or low affinity. However,
for the analyses, the tiling arrays should be custom-designed specifically for the IVV screening,
because the DNA fragments from the IVV method have unique characteristics, e.g., short
length and functional region-concentrated distribution [16]. In this chapter, we introduce a
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highly sensitive, high-throughput protein interaction analysis procedure combining the IVV
method with tiling arrays.
First, we designed a custom oligo DNA microarray as follows: 1) Oligonucleotide probes of
50-mer in length were used. This is the preferred length for microarray probes, because shorter
probes result in low sensitivity and longer probes produce non-specific signals [83]. 2) There
should be no gaps between the probes. A contiguous linear series of data is required to
recognize a signal peak in the algorithm for tiling array analysis, as described below, so the
probes must be densely arranged. 3) mRNA sequences were employed for the tiling array.
Only coding regions are required for the purpose of protein-interaction analysis, so other
genomic sequences, e.g., introns, control regions and non-coding RNAs, were not employed.
Second, we also improved the method for labeling of cDNA samples. Usually, double-stranded
DNA samples for a tiling array analysis are labeled by using random primers [84]. However,
cDNA fragments selected from a randomly fragmented cDNA library [16] seem to be too short
for efficient labeling by random priming. Indeed, in a test analysis with a tiling array using the
random priming labeling method, we failed to detect any of the previously detected positive
controls. Therefore we employed another labeling procedure [85], in which sense-strandlabeled
RNAs were produced by one-step in vitro transcription using a SP6 promoter attached to cDNA
fragments from IVV screening.

Figure 9. Windowed threshold detection algorithm for signal peak detection.

Third, we developed a detection algorithm for specific signal peaks from raw data. After
iterative rounds of IVV screening, the resulting cDNA libraries in the presence and absence
of bait protein, called bait (+) and bait (-) library, respectively, are labeled with fluores‐
cence dyes using the above method, and hybridized separately. The ratios of the signal
intensities from the experiments in the presence and absence of bait were calculated. Next,
we searched for signal peaks in the data using the “windowed threshold detection”
algorithm (Fig. 9). This algorithm looks for at least four data points that are above a
threshold value within a window. These points were grouped together and presented as
a peak. We used the following parameters in the algorithm: peak window size, 300 bp;
percent of peak threshold, 20% of maximum data in each mRNA sequence. The value of
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each peak was the maximum value of the data points in that peak. Only reproducible peaks
in the duplicated data were collected as candidates.
As an actual model study, we performed protein-protein interaction screening for mouse Jun
protein [86], a transcription factor containing a bZIP domain, using the combined IVV and
tilling array method. For this study, we constructed a novel custom microarray containing
~1,600 ORF sequences of known and predicted mouse transcription-regulatory factors (334,372
oligonucleotides) [16,87,88] to analyze cDNA fragments from IVV screening for Jun-interac‐
tors, and named it the Transcription-Factor Tiling (TFT) array. From the 5th-round DNA
library of the IVV screening in the presence and absence of a bait Jun protein, we obtained
labeled RNAs and hybridized them onto the TFT array [89].
Positive signal peaks were collected using the windowed threshold detection algorithm; the
total number of peaks was 647 on 545 mRNA sequences (some of the mRNA sequences
included multiple peaks) [89]. An example is shown in Fig. 10. To distinguish between true
positives and false positives, specific enrichment of the selected candidate was validated by
real-time PCR. Among the top 10 percent of the peaks (64 regions), specific enrichment of 35
peaks was confirmed in the screening (white bars in Fig. 11A). The data indicate that the
appropriate threshold for distinguishing between true positives and noise in the microarray
signal is a signal ratio of 3~4. The 35 candidates identified in the present study include all of
the 20 Jun-interactors identified in our previous studies using conventional cloning and
sequencing [16,88]. Furthermore, the 35 candidates include eight well-known Jun-associated
proteins, which is double the number in the previous study, in which four known Juninteractors were obtained (white bars of Fig. 11B) [16,88,89]. In other words, 15 proteins
including four known Jun-interactors were newly detected using the TFT arrays.

Figure 10. An example of probe signals and a detected signal peak on a gene.

Finally, we used in vitro pulldown assay and the surface plasmon resonance method to
confirm the physical association of the 11 newly discovered candidates with Jun. As a
result, ten of the 11 tested candidates exhibited specific interaction with the bZIP domain
of Jun. Although most of the above tested interactions seem to be very weak, we consid‐
ered that the interactions are true positives, because all of the candidates except for one
contain leucine-heptad repeats in the selected regions, and such repeats are an important
motif for heterodimerization with Jun [89].
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Figure 11. Data from the TFT array. (A) The top 10% of candidates were confirmed by real-time PCR. White and gray
indicate numbers of enriched and non-enriched candidates, respectively. (B) Numbers of known (white) and newly se‐
lected (gray) proteins from conventional sequencing and the TFT arrays.

Previous studies and our survey revealed that the cDNA library used in this screening con‐
tained 29 known Jun-interactors [89,90]. Of these proteins, four (14%) and eight (28%) were de‐
tected by conventional sequencing and by the TFT array method, respectively. Thus, the TFT
array method provides a remarkable increase in the number of identified interactors and this
confirms the value of our new methodology as a screening tool for protein interactions. While
the coverage was increased considerably, the accuracy did not decrease. Specifically, the num‐
ber of false positives did not increase: the rates of confirmation of proteins by in vitro pulldown assays in the previous and present studies were 75% and 74%, respectively [90].
Undetected remaining interactors were considered to be false negatives. Mismatching of the
selection conditions, e.g., salts, detergents, and pH, or the bait construct, e.g., length, region,
and tags, might inhibit these interactions.
For quantitative analysis, the abundance ratios of 35 specifically selected candidates in the in‐
itial and screened cDNA libraries were determined by real-time PCR, and the enrichment rates
(abundance ratio in the 5th round library per that in the initial library) were also calculated
[88,89]. The abundance of the 15 newly found candidates (excluding four cases) was less than
the theoretical threshold determined from the results of our previous study (an analysis of 451
clones). In order to detect the least abundant candidate (1.3 x 10-4% of the screened cDNA li‐
brary) by cloning and sequencing, it would have been necessary to analyze at least 1.0 x 106
clones. These results indicate that our new method is more sensitive, higher-throughput and
more cost-effective than the previous method.
From the standpoint of the detection sensitivity, the combined use of the IVV method with til‐
ing arrays provides an extremely sensitive method for protein-interaction analysis, because
even a very weakly expressed target could be detected in this study. In the cDNA library be‐
fore IVV screening, the content of fragments of the selected region of the least abundant known
Jun-binder was 1.2 x 10-7%. If one mRNA molecule existed per cell, the content of a fragment
of the gene would be about 1.2 x 10-5 to 5.9 x 10-5% (we employed reported parameters for this
calculation [91]). Thus, the content of the least abundant mRNA in the initial library corre‐
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sponds to about one molecule per 20 to 100 cells. This suggests that this gene is expressed at
a very low level in a cell type that is a minor component of the tested tissue. It is noteworthy
that targets expressed at such low levels can be detected without the need for a cell purifica‐
tion procedure, e.g., collection of somatic stem cells by flow cytometry. The high sensitivity of
our method may allow access to targets which would be hard to analyze with other existing
tools, such as the TAP method [48].
In summary, we have applied tiling array technology, which has previously been used for
ChIP-chip assays and transcriptome analyses, to protein-interaction analysis with the IVV
method. Compared with previous results obtained with cloning and sequencing, the use of
the tiling array greatly increased sensitivity. This method can detect targets expressed at ex‐
tremely low levels. This highly sensitive and reliable method has the potential to be used wide‐
ly, because the tiling array approach can easily be extended to a genome-wide scale, even
though the search space is limited in tiled sequences.

6. Conclusion
We have developed an mRNA display technology, named the in vitro virus (IVV) method, as
a stable and efficient tool for analyzing various protein functions. The IVV method is applicable
for exploring protein complexes, transcription factors, RNA-binding proteins, bioactive
peptides, drug-target proteins and antibodies, as well as in vitro protein evolution from
random-sequence and block-shuffling libraries. We further developed a large-scale and highthroughput IVV screening system utilizing a biorobot, microfluidic tip, and tiling array. Here
we reviewed applications of the IVV method for protein functional analyses.
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1. Introduction
The diversity of life on Earth is the result of perpetual evolutionary processes beginning at
life’s origins; evolution is the fundamental development strategy of life. Today, studies of gene
and protein sequences, including various genome-sequencing projects, provide insight into
these evolutionary processes and events. However, the sequence data obtained is restricted to
extant genes and proteins, with the exception of the rare fossil genome samples [1, 2], for
example Neanderthal [3], archaic hominin in Siberia [4, 5], and ancient elephants such as
mastodon and mammoth [6]. The fossil record, and genome sequences derived from it, has
the potential to elucidate ancient, extinct forms of life, acting as missing links to fill evolution‐
ary gaps; however, the sequenced fossil genome is very limited, mainly due to the condition
of samples and the challenges of preparing them. Discovering the forms of ancient organisms
is one of the major purposes of paleontology, and is valuable in understanding of current life
forms as these will be a reflection of their evolutionary history. However, the reconstruction
of a living organism from fossils, which would be the ultimate paleontological methodology,
is far beyond the currently available technologies, although there has recently been a report
of the production of an artificial bacterial cell, using a chemically synthesized genome [7].
Meanwhile, for genes or the proteins they encode, it is already feasible to reconstruct their
ancestral forms using phylogenetic trees constructed from sequence data; these techniques
may well provide clues to the evolutionary history of certain extant genes and proteins with
respect to their ancestors. Although phylogenetic analyses alone, or in combination with
protein structure simulations, are useful to analyze structure-function relationships and
evolutionary history [8], resurrected ancient recombinant proteins have the potential to
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provide more direct observations. Production of ancestral or ancient proteins can be achieved
comparably easily due to developments in molecular biology and protein engineering
techniques, which allow nucleotide or amino acid sequences to be synthesized. Ancestral
proteins can be tested in the laboratory using biochemical or biophysical methods, for their
activity, stability, specificity, and even three-dimensional structure. Thus, ancestral sequence
reconstruction (ASR) has proved a useful experimental tool for studying the diverse structure
and function of proteins [9]. To date, such ‘experimental molecular archeology’ using ASR has
been applied to several enzymes [10-24], including photo-reactive proteins [25-37], nuclear
receptor and transmembrane proteins [38-48], lectins [49-52], viral proteins [53, 54], elongation
factor [55-57], paralbmin [58], in addition to a number of peptides [59,60] (Table 1).
In early studies, ASR experiments using the technique of molecular phylogeny were based on
basic site-directed mutagenesis and used to investigate the functional evolution of proteins,
including the convergent evolution of lysozyme in ruminant stomach environments and the
adaptation of enzymes to alkaline conditions [10-12]. However, if ancestral sequences have
been determined, the most straightforward method is to reconstruct the full-length ancestral
protein in the laboratory. No fundamental differences exist between ancestor reconstruction
and standard site-directed mutagenesis, other than the number of amino acids residues
requiring mutation, which, in the case of ancestor reconstruction, might be spread over the
entire sequence. At present, ASR can be achieved using commercially available de novo
synthetic genes. Thus, ‘experimental molecular archeology’ by ancestral protein reconstruc‐
tion using a combination of the technical developments in biochemistry, molecular biology,
and bioinformatics can be exploited in both molecular evolutionary biology and protein
engineering. In this chapter, we will provide an overview the experimental molecular arche‐
ology technique of ASR, and the case of ancestral fish galectins will be discussed in detail,
based on our recent studies.

2. The early studies: Reconstruction of partial ancestors by site-directed
mutagenesis
The first studies exploiting the idea of ancestral protein reconstruction used site-direct
mutagenesis, in which a small number of amino acids were substituted to produce the
anticipated ancestral status. These studies include the reconstruction of a ribonuclease (RNase)
of an extinct bovid ruminant [10, 11], and the lysozymes from a game-bird using ancestral
lysozyme reconstructions predicted by the MP (Maximum Parsimony) method [12]. Benner
and colleagues reconstructed RNase of an extinct bovid ruminant [10], by predicting four
sequences of ancestral RNases from five closely related bovids including ox, swamp buffalo,
river buffalo, nilgai, and the primitive artiodactyl using the MP method [61, 62]. The ancestor
closest to the extant ox protein was selected from the four probable ancestors as the target of
the experiment as it contained a mutation of amino acid residue 35, located close to Lys41,
which is known to be important for catalysis. Three ancestral mutants of the ox RNase (A19S,
L35M, and A19S/L35M) were examined for their kinetic properties and the thermal stabilities
against tryptic digestion. However, no significant difference was found between the ancestral
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Ancestral proteins (family)
[Enzymes]
RNases
Lysozyme
Alchole dehydrogenase

Methods/programs

Partial/ full length

Remarkable future

point mutants
ML (PAML)

Isopropylmalate dehydrogenase
(IPMDH)
Isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH)

full length

similar to Adh1 than Adh2
accumulation of ethanol
multiple-point mutants

References
[10, 11]
[12]
[13]
[14-16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase ML/Bayesian
(LeuB)
Chymase
MP

full length

ancestral 3D structures

full length

DNA gyrase
Glycyl-tRNA synthetase (GlyRS)
Sulfotransferases /Paraoxonase

Partial: ATPase D
multiple-point mut
multiple-point mut

ancestor of �/�-chymase
[20]
Ang II-forming activity
thermal stability
[21]
Commonote, thermal stability[22]
Directed evolution ancestral [23]
3D structure
Precambrian enzyme
[24]
(anoxygenic/oxygenic environment)

ML (Tree-Puzzle)
ML
ML (FastML)

Thioredoxin (Trx)
[Visual pigment proteins & Fluorescent proteins]
Opsins (rhodopsin)
ML (nucleotide/amino acids/codon)
multiple-point mut
ML-based Bayesian
multiple-point mut
multiple- point mut

GFP (coral pigment)

ML-based Bayesian
(PAML), MP
ML (MrBayes 3.0)

multiple-point mut
full length

[Receptors & transmembrane proteins]
Nuclear receptors (NR) for steroid MP/ML
estrogen/androgen/progesterone/
glucocorticoid/mineralocorticoid receptors
Vacuolar H1-ATPase
[Carbohydrate binding proteins/Lectin]
Galectins
ML/MP

full length

Tachlectin-2 (�-propeller lectin)

fragments

[Viral proteins]
Coxsackievirus B5 capsid
Core protein PtERV1 p12-Capsid
[Others]
Elongation factors (EF) Tu

Parvalbumin (PVs)
Allatostatins (ASTs)
Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1)

Archosaur ancestor
UV pigment (SWS1)
Rhodopsin (RH1)
Red/green color vison
Zebrafish RH2-1~4
Dim-light (deep-sea) vision

Fluorescence spectra
[33-37]
evolved from green common ancestor
convergent evolution/positive selection

ancestral 3D structures
NR superfamily

ML (PAML)

P1 region

MP

point mut

[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30-32]

carbohydrate binding
ancestral 3D structures
oligomeric assembly

[38-47]

[48]
[49-51]
[52]

Infectious activity, cell binding [53]
Cell tropism, antigenicity
TRIM5α antiviral protein
[54]

ML (MOLPHY/PAML/ full length
JTT/Dayhoff/WAG)
ML (FastML)
ML (PAML)/
consider gap
ML (FastML)
with JTTmatrix

thermostability [55-57]
phenotype genotype
Hyperthermophiles
point mutants thermal adaptation
peptide
juvenile hormone
release inhibition
peptide
receptor affinity, stability

ML: Maximum likelihood/bayesian, MP: Maximum Parsimony
Table 1. The experimental molecular archeology analysis using ancestral proteins

[58]
[59]
[60]
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mutants and the modern ox RNase. The results suggested that these amino acid substitutions
were evolutionarily neutral, although this conclusion is limited to the extent of the examined
properties [11].
Malcolm et al. succeeded in identifying a non-neutral evolutionary pathway of game-bird
lysozymes using ancestral lysozyme reconstructions predicted by the MP method [12]. Seven
mutations in game-bird lysozyme proteins included combinations of residues Thr40, Ile55,
and Ser91, which were anticipated to be Ser40, Val55 and Thr91, respectively, in ancestral
molecules. The mutants were synthesized as possible intermediates in the evolutionary
pathway of bird lysozyme and comparative molecular properties and crystal structures of
these revealed that the thermostabilities of the proteins were correlated with the bulkiness of
their side chains. The T40S mutant increased its thermostability by more than 3°C, allowing
the conclusion that this mutation was non-neutral effect of natural selection.
Yamagishi and colleagues used ancestral protein reconstruction [14-16] to obtain direct
evidence for the hypothesis that the common ancestor of all organisms was hyper-thermophilic
[63]. Because the catalytic activities of 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IPMDH) and
isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH) are similar to one another and their three-dimensional
structures conserved, these proteins are diverged from an ancient common ancestor [64], of
which sequence was inferred from a phylogenetic tree constructed from IPMDH and ICDH
sequences from various species, including the thermophile (Thermus thermophilus) and the
extreme thermophile (Sulfolobus sp. strain 7). Five of the seven ancestral mutants, in which
substituted amino acids were located close to the substrate and cofactor-binding sites,
demonstrated higher thermostability than wild type IPMDH from Sulfolobus sp. strain 7. These
findings were taken to support the hypothesis of a hyperthermophile common ancestor.
Moreover, the successful thermostabilization of ICDH [17] and Glycyl-tRNA synthetase [22]
by ASR has been reported. Thus, the incorporation of ancestral residues into a modern protein
can be used not only to test evolutionary hypotheses, but also as a powerful protein engineer‐
ing technique for protein thermostabilization.
Recently, Whittington and Moerland reported that ASR analysis of parvalbumins (PVs) was
able to identify the set of substitutions most likely to have caused a significant shift in PV
function during the evolution of Antarctic notothenioids in the frigid waters of the Southern
Ocean [58]. The results suggest that the current thermal phenotype of Antarctic PVs can be
recapitulated by only two amino acid substitutions, namely, K8N and K26N.
These studies were performed by introducing a limited number of mutations into extant
proteins, or by carefully selecting ancestors that were separated from an extant protein by only
few substitutions. However, such ancestral reconstruction by site-directed mutagenesis
appears to be incomplete, as the possibility that sites remaining in a non-ancestral state may
significantly affect the molecular property of interest, cannot be ruled out. Although it is
difficult and expensive to introduce many mutations into sites widely distributed over gene
sequences by site-directed mutagenesis, de novo gene synthesis is now available, allowing
preparation of ancestral proteins. Therefore, the majority of recent ASR studies have been
conducted using full-length or partial ancestral sequence reconstruction, including substitu‐
tion of corresponding sites in target proteins.
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3. Methods for ancestral sequence prediction
How can we determine the sequences of ancestral proteins or genes? In most cases, since the
ancestral genes do not currently exist, the ancestral sequences need to be estimated and
reconstructed mainly in silico (using a computer). Ancestral sequences are calculated using
computational methods originally developed for molecular phylogeny construction. Some of
these methods, such as maximum parsimony (MP) and maximum likelihood (ML), have an
integral procedure of ancestral sequence inference at each node of the phylogenetic tree under
construction [65, 66]. The MP method assumes that a phylogenetic tree with minimum
substitutions is the most likely. This method assigns a possible nucleotide/amino acid for each
site at every node of a phylogenetic tree to evaluate the minimum substitution number. Because
of this assumption of parsimony, the MP method tends to underestimate the number of
substitutions if a branch is relatively long. The method is also fragile if the evolutionary rate
varies among branches.
By contrast, the ML method, which does not require this assumption, is currently more
widely used. This method evaluates the posterior probability of a nucleotide/amino acid res‐
idue at each node of a phylogenetic tree, based on empirical Bayesian statistics, using the
provided sequences and a substitution probability matrix as inputs (observations). There‐
fore, results can be significantly affected by the choice of input sequences and the choice of
substitution probability matrix; the probability of a reconstructed sequence at a node might
be low when the node is connected to the provided sequences through longer and/or more
intervening branches. The ML method is popular in the field, largely owing to the presence
of the excellent software package PAML [67]. Several other software applications have been
also developed for this purpose, such as FastML [68], ANSESCON [69], and GASP [70].
With the exception of GASP which partly employs the MP method to enable ancestral state
prediction at gapped sites in a sequence alignment, these applications are based on the ML
method. In many cases, ancestral sequences cannot be unambiguously determined, and sev‐
eral amino acids might be assigned to a residue site with almost equal probabilities. To
avoid false conclusions as a result of such ambiguity, the accuracy of reconstructed ancestral
sequence is critical for such studies. However, it is often difficult to obtain a complete, high‐
ly accurate sequence, as molecular evolution is believed to be a highly stochastic process
and there is no guarantee that ancestral sequences can be identified without errors. Even if
each residue of a protein made up of 100 residues, is identified with posterior probability of
0.99 (ie. 99% are expected to be correct), the probability that the sequence as a whole is accu‐
rate is only ~0.37 (i.e., 0.99100). In many actual cases, site probabilities are likely to be much
lower. This is a major problem in ancestor reconstruction studies, and considerable efforts
have been made to avoid incorrect conclusions due to imperfect reconstruction.
Williams et al reported the assessment of the accuracy of ancestral protein reconstruction by
MP, ML and Bayesian inference (BI) methods [71]. Their results indicated that MP and ML
methods, which reconstruct "best guess" amino acids at each position, overestimate thermo‐
stability, while the BI method, which sometimes chooses less-probable residues from the
posterior probability distribution, does not. ML and MP tend to eliminate variants at a posi‐
tion that are slightly detrimental to structural stability, simply because such detrimental var‐
iants are less frequent. Thus, Williams et al caution that ancestral reconstruction studies
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require greater care to come to credible conclusions regarding functional evolution [71].
Thornton and colleagues also examined simulation-based experiments, under both simpli‐
fied and empirically derived conditions, to compare the accuracy of ASR carried out using
ML and Bayesian approaches [72]. They showed that incorporating phylogenetic uncertain‐
ty by integrating over topologies very rarely changes the inferred ancestral state and does
not improve the accuracy of the reconstructed ancestral sequence, suggesting that ML can
produce accurate ASRs, even in the face of phylogenetic uncertainty, and using Bayesian in‐
tegration to incorporate the uncertainty is neither necessary nor beneficial [72].
In the case for experimental molecular archeology using ASR, the effects of equally probable
residues at unreliable sites have been tested by site-directed mutagenesis to confirm directly
that molecular properties are not largely affected by these. Indeed, in the case of ancestral
congerin genes, the single mutant Con-anc’-N28K, in which the suspicious site was replaced
with the alternate suggested amino acid was reconstructed in addition to the ancestral con‐
gerin (Con-anc’, the last common ancestor of ConI and ConII) inferred from the phylogeny
of extant galectins using the ML method based on DNA sequences [51]. Nucleotide sequen‐
ces were retrieved from the DDBJ database [73] , and the ancestral sequence were inferred
using the PAML program [67]. The alignment of amino acid sequences of the extant galec‐
tins was first prepared using the XCED program [74], and an alignment of the correspond‐
ing nucleotide sequences was made in accordance with the amino acid sequence alignment.
Tree topology was based on the amino acid sequences of extant proteins using the neighborjoining (NJ) method. PAML was applied to the phylogeny and alignment to infer the ances‐
tral sequences. The F1X4 matrix was used as the codon substitution model with the
universal codon table. The free dN/dS ratio with M8 (beta & omega) model was adapted [75].
The reproduction rate of each Con-anc’ amino acid residue was also calculated from the re‐
constructed sequences, with the exclusion of one extant gene in each case, in order to identi‐
fy highly unstable sites depending on the choice of extant genes. The results indicated that
the average reproduction rate over the sequence was 0.98. The average site posterior proba‐
bility in the sequence of Con-anc’ was 0.81. Seventy-two of 135 sites (53%) had a posterior
probability > 0.9. By contrast, 11 sites were found to have posterior probabilities < 0.5. Only
one residue, Asn28 of Con-anc’, was reproduced with a distinguishably low rate of 0.286,
with a suggested alternative amino acid of Lys. Therefore, the single mutant Con-anc’-N28K
was also reconstructed. Several reconstruction tests demonstrated that the ancestral se‐
quence had constantly converged into that of Con-anc’, and the expected shift by adding a
newly found extent sequence was reduced to 1.4% (s.d. 3.2%).
In the case of alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) ancestral mutants reported by Thomson et al.,
the posterior probability of the sequence predicted by the ML method was found to be low
at three sites. Amino acid residues 168, 211 and 236 of Adh had two (Met and Arg), three
(Lys, Arg and Thr), and two (Asp and Asn) equally probable candidates as the ancestral res‐
idues, respectively. Therefore, all possible combinations (2 x 3 x 2 = 12) of the candidates at
the ambiguous sites were reproduced, and their kinetic properties assessed [13]. The results
confirmed with consistency among the alternative mutants that acetaldehyde metabolism
was the original function of Adh, that ancestral yeast could not consume ethanol, and that
the function of ethanol metabolism was most likely acquired in the linage of the Adh2 locus
after gene duplication.
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4. Reconstruction of full-length ancestral proteins: Selective adaptive
evolution of Conger eel galectins
Conger eel galectins, termed Congerins I and II (Con I and Con II), function as biodefense
molecules in the skin mucus and frontier organs including the epidermal club cells of the skin,
wall of the oral cavity, pharynx, esophagus, and gills [76-79]. Con I and Con II are prototype
galectins, composed of subunits containing 135 and 136 amino acids, respectively, and display
48% amino acid sequence identity [80]. While both Con I and Con II form 2-fold symmetric
homodimers with 5- and 6-stranded β-sheets (termed a jellyroll motif), they have different
stabilities and carbohydrate-binding specificities, although they do have the conserved
carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) common to other galectins [81-84]. Previous studies
of Con I and Con II, based on molecular evolutionary and X-ray crystallography analyses,
revealed that these proteins have evolved via accelerated substitutions under natural selection
pressure [74-85].
To understand the rapid adaptive differentiation of congerins, experimental molecular
archaeology analysis, using the reconstructed ancestral congerins, Con-anc and Con-anc’, and
their mutants has been conducted [49-51]. Since the ancestral sequences of congerin, Con-anc
and Con-anc’, were estimated from different phylogenetic trees, which were constructed from
the varying numbers of extant genes available (eight for Con-anc, and sixteen for Con-anc’)
(Fig. 1A), the ancestral sequence Con-anc’ showed a 27% discrepancy from the previously
inferred sequence of Con-anc (Fig. 1B). Furthermore, as described in the ‘Methods for Ancestral
Sequence Prediction’ section, the reproduction rate of each Con-anc’ amino acid residue was
examined for the reconstructed sequences, with one extant gene excluded for each estimation,
in order to identify highly unstable sites. The result indicated that the average reproduction
rate over the sequences were 0.98, and only one residue, Asn28 of Con-anc’, was reproduced
with a distinguishably low rate of 0.286, prompting verification of the results by the construc‐
tion of a single mutant Con-anc’-N28K. The revised ancestral congerins, Con-anc’ or Con-anc’N28K, were attached to the nodes of extant proteins with zero distance in the phylogeny
constructed from amino acid sequences, indicating that the sequence was appropriate for that
of an ancestor (Fig. 1A). On the other hand, the previously inferred Con-anc was attached
midway on the ConI branch. Therefore, Con-anc’ or Con-anc’-N28K are likely to be closer to
the true common ancestor of ConI and ConII than Con-anc. The structures and molecular
properties of congerins, as discussed below, also supported this conclusion.
Although Con-anc is an ancestral mutant located midway on the ConI branch and shares a
higher sequence similarity with ConI (76%) than with ConII (61%), it showed unique carbo‐
hydrate-binding activity and properties, and more closely resembled ConII than ConI, in terms
of thermostability and carbohydrate recognition specificity, with the exception of carbohy‐
drates containing α2, 3-sialyl galactose, for example GM3 and GD1a. The ancestral congerins,
Con-anc’ and Con-anc’-N28K, demonstrated similar carbohydrate binding activity and
specificities to those of Con-anc [51]. These analyses of Con-anc suggested a functional
evolutionary process for ConI, where it evolved from the ancestral congerin to increase its
structural stability and sugar-binding activity. In the case of the ancestral congerin, Con-anc,
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the candidate amino acid residues responsible for the higher structural stability and carbohy‐
drate-binding activity of Con I were reduced to only 31 amino acid residues, from a total of 71
with apparent differences between Con I and Con II. These were mainly located in the N- and
C-terminal and loop regions of the molecule, including the CRD [49, 50]. To identify the
residues responsible for the properties of Con I, we next performed molecular evolution tracing
analysis, by constructing pseudo-ancestral Con-anc proteins focused on the N-terminal, Cterminal, and some loop regions (loops 3, 5 and 6) [50].

(A) Phylogeny of extant and ancestral congerins. The tree is based on the amino acid sequences of extant galectins
and ancestral congerins. The extant genes used for ancestral reconstruction and their accession codes are ConI (Con‐
ger myriaster congerin I, AB010276.1), ConII (C. myriaster congerin II, AB010277.1), Anguilla japonica galectin-1 (AJL1,
AB098064.1), Hippoglossus hippoglossus galectin (AHA1, DQ993254.1), Paralichthys olivaceus galectin (PoGal,
AF220550.1), Tetraodon nigroviridis galectin (TnGal, CR649222.2), Danio rerio galectin-like lectin lgals1l1 (DrGal1_L1,
BC164225.1), D. rerio galectin-like lectin Gal1-L2 (DrGal1_L2, AY421704.1), D. rerio Galectin-like lectin lgals1l3
(DrGal1_L3, BC165230.1), Ictalurus punctatus galectin (IpGal, CF261531), Bos taurus galectin-1 (BTG1, BC103156.1),
Homo sapiens galectin-1 (HSG1, AK312161.1), Mus musculus galectin-1 (MMG1, BC099479.1), Cricetulus sp. galectin
L-14 (CRG1, M96676.1), Xenopus laevis galectin-1 (XLG1, AF170341.1), and H. sapiens galectin-2 (HSG2, BC059782.1).
The numbers associated with the branches are the percent reproductions of branches in 1000 bootstrap reconstruc‐
tions. This tree is rooted by using the fungus sequence of Coprinopsis cinerea galectin-1 (AF130360.1) as the out‐
group. The proteins indicated with asterisk were used for the inference of the previous ancestor (Con-anc). (B) Amino
acid sequences of ancestral congerins, ConI, and ConII. Amino acids identical to that of the corresponding last ances‐
tor are represented by a dot.
Figure 1. Amino Acid Sequences and Structures of Ancestral Congerins
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This is a protein engineering approach where a proportion of amino acid residues of an extant
protein are substituted with those of an ancestor, to construct pseudo-ancestors, in order to
reveal the residues determining functional differences between extant and ancestral proteins.
These molecular evolutional approaches using pseudo-ancestors bridged from Con-anc to
ConI successfully elucidated the regions of the protein relevant to the two adaptive features
of ConI, thermostability and higher carbohydrate-binding activity [49]. Experimental molec‐
ular archeology analysis, using the reconstructed ancestral congerins, also revealed the process
of ConII evolution, another extant galectin. ConII has evolved to enhance affinity for α2, 3sialyl galactose, which is specifically present in pathogenic marine bacteria. The selection
pressure to which Con II reacted was hypothesized to be a shift in carbohydrate affinity. The
observed difference in α2, 3-sialyl galactose affinities between Con-anc and Con II support this
hypothesis.
The crystal structures of ancestral full-length proteins, Con-anc’, Con-anc’-N28K and Con-anc,
have been solved at 1.5, 1.6, and 2.0 Å resolutions, respectively [51]. Their three-dimensional
(3D) structures clearly demonstrate that Con-anc’ or Con-anc’-N28K are appropriate ancestors
of extant congerins (Fig. 2). A notable difference between the structures of ConI and ConII is
the swapping of S1 strands at the dimer interface, which is unique to ConI among known
galectins, and should contribute to its higher stability [81]. The dimer interface of ancestral
Con-anc’ and Con-anc’-N28K resembled that of ConII, but lacking the strand-swap. This
protein-fold is the prototype for dimeric galectins, and the congerin ancestor is expected to
have ConII-like conformation. Conversely, Con-anc did display a strand-swapped structure,
indicating it was more likely to be an intermediate from the ancestor to ConI, consistent with
the results of phylogeny construction (Fig. 2). The differences in carbohydrate interactions
between Con-anc’ and the extant congerins were observed mainly at the A-face of galactose
[51]. These modifications might be relevant to the observed differentiation of carbohydrate
specificities between ConI and ConII; ConI prefers α1,4-fucosylated N-acetyl glucosamine,
while ConII is adapted to bind α2,3-sialyl galactose-containing carbohydrates [49, 50].
Furthermore, structural or functional parameters, such as cytotoxic activity, thermostability
of hemagglutination activity, urea and heat denaturation of the structures, and carbohydrate
binding activities of the ancestral and extant congerins, were compared as a function of the
evolutionary distances from Con-anc’ or ConI [51]. Some of these molecular properties were
found to be enhanced in both lineages of congerin, which was observed as a correlation with
the evolutionary distance from Con-anc’. The dimer interface essential for these proteins to
evoke divalent cross-linking activity was enhanced in both lineages as the number of interface
H-bonds and dimer interface area increased in ConI and ConII. However, the lactose interface
area and the number of lactose H-bonds showed a low correlation with Ka for carbohydrates,
implying that simply enhancing carbohydrate interaction was not likely to be a major selection
pressure, and obtaining specificity was more significant for the function of congerins.
Taken together, the first full-length ancestral structures of congerin revealed that the dupli‐
cated genes have been differentiating under natural selection pressures for strengthening of
the dimer structure and enhancement of the cytotoxic activity. However, the two genes did
not react equally to selection pressure, with ConI reacting through protein-fold evolution to
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enhance its stability. The modification of the dimer interface in the ConII lineage was rather
moderate.

Figure 2. Structures of ConI, ConII, Con-anc and Con-anc’. Con-anc', Con-anc, ConII, and ConI dimers are shown
from top to bottom along their molecular phylogeny. The numbers on each branch are the numbers of substitutions.
The β strands relevant to the strand-swap at the dimer interface are labeled for S1-S2, and S1′-S2′. Each protein is
associated with a close-up of its dimer interface.

5. Reconstruction of ancestral proteins: thermal adaptation of proteins in
thermophilic bacterium
Ancestral mutant analysis has been performed to explore the thermal adaptation of proteins.
Benner and colleagues reconstructed the ancestral elongation factor-Tu (EF-Tu) predicted
using ML methodology, in order to infer the physical environment surrounding ancient
organisms [55]. Because EFs play a crucial role in protein synthesis in cells, the thermostability
of EFs shows a strong correlation with the optimal growth temperature of their host organisms.
For example, the melting temperatures (T m) of EFs from Escherichia coli and Thermus thermo‐
philus (HB8) are 42.8°C and 76.7°C, respectively, and the optimal growth temperatures of their
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respective hosts are approximately 40°C and 74°C, respectively [86]. Thus, EFs are suitable for
use in assessment of the ambient temperature at the time of ancient life. To predict the ancestral
sequences of EFs, amino acid sequences of fifty EF-Tu proteins from various bacterial lineages
were used to construct two kinds of molecular phylogenetic trees; one using the evolutionary
distances calculated using the EF-Tu sequences and the second from distances calculated using
ribosomal RNA sequences [87]. Both resulting ancestors had temperature profiles similar to
that of the thermophilic EF of modern Thermus aquaticus, supporting the hypothesis that the
common ancestor of all organisms is a hyperthermophile. Inclusion of additional microbial
species into the analysis, and reconstruction of the ancestral EFs at various depths (evolution‐
ary distance from present time) in the phylogeny using the ML method [56, 57], demonstrated
that ancestral EFs positioned closer to the root of the phylogenetic tree tended to have
significantly higher thermostabilities.
Yamagishi and coworkers reported several ancestral proteins, including two metabolic
enzymes; 3-isopropylmalate and dehydrogenase (IPMDH), which is involved in leucine
biosynthesis, and isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH) involved in the TCA cycle. Ancestral
amino acids were introduced into extant IPMDH sequences of the hyperthermophilic archaeon
Sulfolobus tokodaii, the extremely thermophilic bacterium Thermus thermophilus, and the
hyperthermophilic archaeon Caldococcus noboribetus [14-18].
More recently, Hobbs et al reported the reconstruction of several common Precambrian
ancestors of the core metabolic enzyme LeuB, 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase, estimated
from various Bacillus species, in addition to the 3D structure of the last common ancestor at
2.9 Å resolution [19]. Their data indicated that the last common ancestor of LeuB was thermo‐
philic, suggesting that the origin of thermophily in the Bucillus genus was ancient. Evolution‐
ary tracing analysis through the ancestors of LeuB also indicated that thermophily was not
exclusively a primitive trait, and it could be readily gained as well as lost in evolutionary
history [19].
Overall, these studies demonstrate that ancestral enzymes retained enzymatic activity and ac‐
quired enhanced thermostability over respective extant enzymes, and that introduction of an‐
cestral state amino acids into modern proteins frequently thermostabilizes them. This indicates
that ancestral protein reconstruction can provide empirical access to the evolution of ancient
phenotypes, and is useful as a strategy for thermostabilization protein engineering.

6. Reconstruction of ancestral proteins: Evolutionary history of nuclear
receptors and visual pigment proteins
Thornton and colleagues have reported seminal work using ancestral protein reconstructions
of the nuclear receptors for steroid hormones to investigate evolution of their ligand specific‐
ities [38-47, 88, 89]. Vertebrates have six homologous nuclear receptors for steroid hormones;
the estrogen receptors alpha and beta (ERα and ERβ), androgen receptor (AR), progesterone
receptor (PR), glucocorticoid receptor (GR), and mineralocorticoid receptor (MR). As it is
thought that these proteins evolved from a common ancestor through a series of gene dupli‐
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cations [65], the reconstruction of their ancestral proteins is a useful tool for investigation of
their evolution of ligand-specificity. Although GR and MR are close relatives, GR is activated
only by the stress hormone cortisol in most vertebrates, while MR is activated by both
aldosterone and cortisol [90, 91]. The amino acid substitutions responsible for the specificity
of GR toward cortisol were identified by reconstruction studies of the common ancestor of GRs
and MRs using ML methodology [38-47]. Thornton and colleagues also reconstructed the
ancestral corticoid receptor (AncCR), which corresponded to the protein predicted to be
formed at the duplication event between GR and MR genes. Functional analysis showed that
AncCR could be activated by both aldosterone and cortisol, suggesting that GR of vertebrates
had lost aldosterone specificity during the evolutionary process. Furthermore, site-direct
mutagenesis and X-ray crystallographic studies of AncCR revealed that amino acid substitu‐
tions at S106P and L111Q were key for the specificity shift of GR [38, 39]. AncCR is the first
complete domain ancestor (ligand-binding domain only), for which 3D structure was deter‐
mined. Ancestral mutant analysis of the NR5 nuclear orphan receptors, including steroido‐
genic factor 1 (SF-1) and liver receptor homolog 1 (LRH-1) was also reported [41]. The structurefunction relationships of the SF-1/LRH-1 subfamily and their evolutionary ligand-binding
shift, where the characteristic phospholipid binding ability of the SF-1/LRH-1 subfamily was
subsequently reduced and lost in the lineage leading to the rodent LRH-1, due to specific amino
acid replacements, were elucidated [41].
Reconstruction of visual pigment proteins, including rhodopsin and green fluorescent protein
(GFP)-like proteins, has been also conducted. Chang et al reconstructed an ancestral archosaur
rhodopsin from thirty vertebrate species using the ML method and three different models;
nucleotide-, amino acid-, and codon-based [25]. An ancestral protein can be reconstructed with
each of these models and the inferred archosaur rhodopsin had the same amino acid sequences
for all three, except for three amino acid sites (positions 213, 217, and 218), and all reconstructed
ancestral proteins had four variants at the ambiguous sites (single mutants T213I, T217A,
V218I, and the triple mutant of these) showed similar optical properties, with an apparent
absorption maximum at 508–509 nm, slightly red-shifted from that of modern vertebrates (482–
507 nm). These data indicated that the alternative ancestral amino acids predicted by the
different likelihood models showed similar functional characteristics. Dim-light and color
vision in vertebrates are controlled by five visual pigments (RH1, RH2, SWS1, SWS2, and M/
LWS), each consisting of a protein moiety (opsin) and a covalently bound 11-cis-retinal (or 11cis-3, 4-dehydroretinal) [91], with characteristic sensitivity to specific wavelengths of maximal
absorptions (λmax) from 360 nm (UV) to 560 nm (red). How do the visual pigments achieve
sensitivity to various wavelengths? Despite extensive mutagenesis analyses of visual pig‐
ments, the molecular mechanisms that modulate the variable λmax values observed in nature
were not well understood until ancestral protein reconstruction analysis was applied to the
question [92]. Yokoyama and colleagues successfully identified the molecular mechanism of
the spectral tuning of visual pigments by generating 15 currently known pigment types using
engineered ancestral pigments of SWS1, RH1, and red- and green-sensitive (M/LWS) pigments
[26-28]. Kawamura and colleagues reported the reconstruction of ancestral mutants of four
green visual pigments from zebrafish, namely, RH2-1, RH2-2, RH2-3 and RH2-4, with λmax
values of 467, 476, 488, and 505 nm, respectively [29]. The ancestral pigments showed that
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spectral shifts occurred toward the shorter wavelength in evolutionary lineages [29]. Further‐
more, Yokoyama and colleagues demonstrated the molecular basis (structural elements) of the
adaptation of rhodopsin for the dim-light (deep-sea) vision by ancestral reconstruction
experiments using 11 ancestral pigments estimated by rhodopsin sequences of migratory fish
from both the surface and deep ocean [30-32].
The great star coral Montastrea cavernosa has several green fluorescent protein (GFP)-like
proteins, classified into four paralogous groups based on their emission spectra: cyan (emission
maximum, 480–495 nm), short wavelength green (500–510 nm), long wavelength green (515–
525 nm), and red (575–585 nm) [93]. Matz and colleagues reconstructed the ancestral fluores‐
cent proteins corresponding to the root of each color group, and the common ancestor of the
groups using the ML method [33-37]. The analyses of the fluorescence spectra using the
ancestral proteins depicted the evolutionary process of the coral GFP-like proteins, in which
the peak wavelength has shifted from green to red. Furthermore, they identified the amino
acid substitutions responsible for the generation of recent cyan and red fluorescence proteins
through site-direct mutagenesis studies of the ancestral green fluorescent protein as a template
[35]. Thus, the engineering of ancestral molecules at various evolutionary stages, to recapitu‐
late the changes in their phenotypes over time, is an effective way to explore the molecular
evolution and adaptation mechanisms of proteins, although the experimental demonstration
of adaptive events at the molecular level is particularly challenging.

7. Concluding remarks
Experimental molecular archaeology using ASR is a new and potentially useful method not
only for the study of molecular evolution, but also as a protein engineering technique. This
method can provide us with experimental information about ancient genes and proteins,
which cannot be obtained from fossil records or by simply constructing molecular phylogeny.
However, as discussed above, ancestral sequences can have some issues with ambiguity,
depending on the choice of evaluation method, evolutionary model, and sequences. Although
inference methods such as MP, ML and BI can lead to errors in predicted ancestral sequences,
resulting in potentially misleading estimates of the properties of the ancestral protein,
experimental molecular archaeology using ASR could be a more reliable method as all possible
ancestral mutants, in which ambiguous amino acid sites are replaced by equally probable
candidates individually or in combination, are reproducible and the biological and physico‐
chemical properties and 3D structures of the molecules can be assessed. Indeed, when ancestral
congerins were reconstructed based on insufficient sequence information lacking recently
determined fish galectin genes, the ancestral Con-anc protein was shown to have a strandswapped structure resembling ConI, indicating that Con-anc was more likely to be an
intermediate mutant of the ancestor to ConI, and that the revised Con-anc’ or Con-anc’-N28K
are more appropriate ancestors. Thus, the accuracy of ASR can be assessed by analysis of
protein activities, stabilities, specificities, and even 3D structures in the laboratory using
biochemical or biophysical methods.
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Experimental molecular archaeology using ASR can be applied to more complex biological
systems, such as heterologous subunit interactions and their evolution in molecular machines
[48], host-viral interactions and their co-evolution [54, 94, 95], and proteome/structural
proteome level analyses [96]. Furthermore, recent studies have indicated that ASR is applicable
to not only to proteins, but also to nucleotides including ancestral rRNA [97] and transposons
[95]. To understand the molecular strategies of evolution in nature and the structure-function
relationships of proteins and nucleotides, it is important to learn more from ‘nature’ itself, and
from its prodigious works and histories; proteins/nucleotides and their molecular evolution.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Environmental problems caused by petroleum-based plastics
The last half century has witnessed the development of synthetic plastics from petroleum
resources, and more than 300 million tons of synthetic plastics are annually produced at present.
The recently increased consumption of petroleum resources has led to environmental prob‐
lems such as a depletion of the resources as well as a global warming due to a marked increase
of atmospheric CO2 level. In addition to these problems, wasted plastics used in short-term
applications may cause the environmental damage to a wide variety of wild animals includ‐
ing terrestrial, aquatic animals and birds. Furthermore, it has been suggested that even the wasted
plastics in the form of small particles potentially induce the alteration of pelagic ecosystems [1].
Therefore, the development of environmentally sound alternatives, such as bioplastics, to
conventional petroleum-based plastics is urgently desired to sustain the environment [2-4].
1.2. Bioplastics
Bioplastics include biodegradable and bio-based plastics (Figure 1) [5, 6]. The former are
produced from renewable or petroleum resources via biological or chemical processes, and
degraded by enzymes and microorganisms in natural environment. The latter are synthe‐
sized from renewable resources via biological or chemical processes, and some of them
show non-biodegradability although bio-based plastics are generally biodegradable. Poly(εcaprolactone) (PCL), poly(ethylene succinate) (PES) and poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) are
synthesized from petroleum resources via chemical processes, but they show an excellent
biodegradability. Currently, cost-effective processes for the production of succinic acid and
1,4-butanediol, raw materials of PBS, from biomass resources are being developed.
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Meanwhile, poly(ethylene) (PE) and poly(propylene) (PP) are chemically synthesized from
their monomers derived from biological sources, but they are not biodegradable. Poly(hy‐
droxyalkanoate)s (PHAs) and poly(lactide) (PLA) show an excellent biodegradability, and
are produced from renewable resources via biological and chemical processes, respective‐
ly. Thus, the bio-based bioplastics having biodegradability, such as PHAs and PLA, are
the most favorable bioplastics to avoid the above-mentioned problems associated with the
use of petrochemical-based synthetic plastics.

T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
Figure 1. Bioplastics comprised of biodegradable and bio-based plastics.
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1.2.1. PHAs
PHAs are the only bioplastics completely synthesized from renewable resources by a wide
variety of microorganisms in soil, active sludge, marine and extreme environments [7, 8].
In the cells, PHAs form amorphous granules and is degraded by intracellular PHA
depolymerases (i-PHA depolymerases) produced by the PHA-accumulating bacterium
itself. In contrast, after PHAs are extracted from the cells, PHAs are converted to semicrys‐
talline form and is degraded by extracellular PHA depolymerases (e-PHA depolymeras‐
es) secreted from microorganisms in natural environments, such as soil, active sludge, fresh
water, and seawater [9, 10].
Many bacteria can synthesize various types of PHAs containing 3-, 4-, and 5-hydroxyalkanoate
units, and over 150 different hydroxyalkanoates other than 3-hydroxybutyrate have been
reported as constitutive units of PHAs [11]. PHAs consisting of short-chain hydroxyalkanoates
(SCL-HAs; 3–5 carbon atoms) or medium-chain hydroxyalkanoates (MCL-HAs; 6–14 carbon
atoms) have been detected. The former are thermoplastic in nature, whereas, the latter are
elastomeric in nature. The physical and mechanical properties of PHAs can be regulated by
varying monomer composition in order to gain properties comparable to petrochemical-based
thermoplastics that have been used for various applications in industry, medicine, pharmacy,
agriculture, and electronics [12]. Accordingly, PHAs have attracted industrial interest as biobased, biodegradable, biocompatible, and versatile thermoplastics [13, 14].
1.2.2. PLA
PLA is representative bio-based plastics with good processability and transparency that are
used in packaging, containers, stationary, etc. [15]. In addition, medical and agricultural
uses of the material have been investigated because of their biocompatibility and biode‐
gradability [16]. PLAs are produced from renewable biomass through a chemo-biopro‐
cess consisting of fermentative production of lactic acid (LA) and chemical polymerization.
LA is spontaneously polymerized by refluxing, but the molecular mass of yielded polymer
tends to be low [17]. There are several methods for synthesizing high-molecular-mass
PLAs: condensation, chain elongation, and ring-opening polymerization of cyclic lactides
[15]. Currently, the major industrial method to produce PLAs is ring-opening polymeriza‐
tion which is catalyzed by heavy metal catalysts, typically tin [18, 19]. However, the trace
residues of the heavy metal catalyst are unfavorable for certain applications, in particu‐
lar, medical and food applications. Thus, replacement of the heavy metal catalyst with a
safe and environmentally acceptable alternative is an important issue. For this purpose,
enzymes are attractive targets because they are natural non-harmful catalysts that can drive
the reactions under mild conditions. In addition, highly specific enzymatic reactions may
be capable of synthesizing polymers with fine structure from crude materials, which would
reduce the cost of preparing the starting substances. This could be an advantage over
chemical polymerization of LA or lactides, since the chemoprocess requires extremely pure
monomers (contamination of carbonic acids is known to inhibit polymerization), along with
anhydrous and high temperature conditions to proceed.
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In such a situation, LA-polymerizing enzyme (LPE) functioning in replacement of metal
catalysts should enable the biosynthesis of PLA, even though it is enormously challenging both
in terms of research and industrial implementation. The best solution could be the develop‐
ment of a PLA-producing microorganism introduced with LPE gene, but this has not been
reported so far. In 2008, Taguchi et al. nonetheless successfully obtained encouraging results
by developing a recombinant Escherichia coli strain allowing the synthesis of LA-based
polyesters by introducing the gene encoding engineered PHA synthase with acquired LApolymerizing activity [20, 21]. They thus achieved the one-step biosynthesis of a copolymer
with 6 mol% of lactate and 94 mol% of 3-hydroxybutyrate units. This extremely important
result represents a milestone towards the biological synthesis of PLA and confirms that the
work is moving in the right direction, as mentioned in the section of 2.3. At present, the LA
fraction in the copolyesters has been enriched up to 96 mol% [22], so the synthesis of homo‐
polymers of LA represents a major goal. To that end, the current microbial cell factory ought
to be improved with further evolved LA-polymerizing enzymes (LPE) and metabolic engi‐
neering-based optimization [23, 24]. Matsumura et al. likewise reported the lipase PCcatalyzed polymerization of cyclic diester-D,L-lactide at a temperature of 80-130 °C to yield
PLA with molecular masses of up to 12,600 [25].
1.3. Toward an enhanced sustainable production
Three main issues have hindered widespread use of PHAs: (1) the high production cost
compared to petroleum-based polymers with similar properties; (2) the inability to produce
high-performance PHAs in substantial amounts; and (3) the difficulty in controlling the life
cycle of PHAs, i.e., the control of their biodegradability and their effective chemical recycling.
To solve the former two issues, we have focused on the genetic engineering of PHAs metab‐
olism, which will lead to the cost-effective biological production of PHAs and the improvement
of their properties, such as molecular mass and monomer composition. In particular, protein
engineering of PHA synthase can improve both PHA production efficiency and the properties
of the generated polymer because PHA synthase plays a central role in PHA biosynthesis [26].
Here we would like to highlight the current special topic on the biosynthesis of new PHA
polymers incorporating unusual monomer units such as LA by PHA synthase engineering.
Further, gene cloning and expression in plants has created new possibilities of using photo‐
synthesis to convert atmospheric CO2 directly into PHA, in hopes of reducing production cost
in the future.
In addition, to solve the latter issue, we have also focused on the engineering of PHB depoly‐
merases. PHB is the most common form of PHAs. In natural environment, the microbial and
enzymatic degradation of PHB is an important first step in the PHB recycling process.
However, PHB degradation depends on the surrounding conditions and proceeds on the order
of a few months in anaerobic sewage or a few years in seawater [13]. Such PHB degradation
process is undesirable from the standpoint of the efficient use of biomass resources. To
overcome this issue, chemical recycling using spent PHB materials as recyclable monomerconcentrated resources is rapidly gaining importance due to its high degradation rate [27]. In
addition, as chemical recycling is cost-efficient and has low CO2 emissions, it has great potential
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as a low-cost and environmentally compatible process. PHB monomerization, the first step in
chemical recycling, is currently carried out via a thermal decomposition process. However,
this chemical recycling method presents some drawbacks, such as racemization of the
decomposed products, high reaction temperature, and contamination with residual metal
catalysts [28-31]. As one of the solutions, the development of alternative PHB monomerization
methods that use such enzymes as PHB depolymerases is highly awaited because those
methods do not produce undesirable byproducts, have high enantio- and regioselectivities,
and can be performed at moderate temperatures [32, 33]. Moreover, as the efficient use of
biocatalysts requires suitable enzymes with high activity and stability under process condi‐
tions, the desired substrate selectivity, and high enantioselectivity, the improvement of PHB
depolymerases is expected to result in the construction of an effective PHB chemical recycling
system. In this chapter we will also provide some case studies on protein engineering of PHB
depolymerase based on domain structure-based and random mutagenesis approaches.

2. Protein engineering of PHA synthases
2.1. Biochemical properties and engineering concepts of PHA synthases
PHA synthases catalyze the polymerization reaction of hydroxyalkanoate (HA) to polymer
PHA. The monomer substrates of PHA synthase are mainly 3HA-CoAs with various side-chain
lengths, and only R-enantiomer HA-CoAs are accepted for polymerization by synthase [34].
Over 60 different PHA synthases have been classified into four types based on their substrate
specificities and subunit compositions of enzymes (Table 1) [35].
Type

Subunit(s)

Representative species

Substrate specificity

I

PhaC

Ralstonia eutropha

C3 - C5

Aeromonas caviae

C3 – C7

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

C6 – C14

Pseudomonas sp 61-3

C3 – C12
C3 – C5

II

PhaC

III

PhaC - PhaE

Allochromatium vinosum

IV

PhaC - PhaR

Bacillus megaterium

T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
Table 1. The four classes of PHA synthases

Type I and type II PHA synthases consist of single subunits (PhaC). Type I PHA synthases,
represented by Ralstonia eutropha enzyme, mainly polymerize SCL-monomers (C3–C5),
whereas type II PHA synthases, represented by Pseudomonas oleovorans enzyme, polymerize
MCL-monomers (C6–C20). Type III PHA synthases, represented by Allochromatium vinosum
enzyme, consist of two hetero-subunits (PhaC and PhaE). PhaC subunits of type III synthase
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are smaller than those of type I and II synthases, but possess catalytic residues. Like the type
I synthases, these PHA synthases prefer to polymerize SCL-monomers (C3–C5). Type IV PHA
synthases, represented by Bacillus megaterium, are similar to the type III PHA synthases with
respect to possessing two subunits. However, unlike the PhaE of type III PHA synthases, a
smaller protein designated as PhaR is required for full activity expression of type IV PhaC.
The lack of a suitable structural model for any PHA synthase has limited attempts to improve
the activity and to alter the substrate specificity of these enzymes in “irrational” manners, such
as random mutagenesis and gene shuffling [36, 37]. Generally, natural diversity provides us
with attractive starting materials for artificial evolution as it represents functionalized
sequence spaces to some extent. A tremendous population (over 60 species) of randomly
screened PHA producing bacteria suggests that attractive prototype enzymes for molecular
breeding would exist. Among them, enzyme evolution approach has been applied to the
following type I and type II PHA synthases derived from some bacteria.
2.2. Activity improvement and substrate specificity alteration of PHA synthases
2.2.1. Application to type I PHA synthases
A pioneering study that established methods for protein engineering PHA synthase initiated
in 2001 using the best-studied enzyme, the R. eutropha PHA synthase [38]. In vitro evolutionary
program was firstly constructed by coupling an error-prone PCR-mediated point mutagenesis
with the plate-based high-throughput screening method to generate mutants with acquired
beneficial functions [38]. A mutant library of the R. eutropha PHA synthase gene was prepared
by colony formation of transformant cells of Escherichia coli. It should be noted to meet a good
correlation between the change in PHB accumulation resulting from the introduction of
mutations into the R. eutropha PHA synthase gene and the change in the enzymatic activity of
the mutants. To gain the mutants with increased activity, multi-step mutations, including an
activity loss and an intragenic suppression-type activity reversion were attempted [39]. The
mutant enzymes were once identified by primary mutation analysis, a secondary round of
mutation was used to evolve these enzymes to proteins with better characteristics than the
wild-type enzyme. As a result, through this intragenic suppression-type mutagenesis, an
increased specific activity towards 3HB-CoA by 2.4-fold compared to the wild-type enzyme
was acquired by a mutation of Phe420Ser (F420S) in a type I PHA synthase [39].
As a next case, screened beneficial mutation, Gly4Asp (G4D), exhibited higher levels of protein
accumulation and PHB production compared to the recombinant E. coli strain harboring the
wild-type PHA synthase [40]. As for intragenic suppression-type mutagenesis, second-site
reversion is dependent or independent of primary mutation in the activity. Secondary
mutations of F420S and G4D are the latter cases, being independent of primary mutation.
Subsequently, site-specific saturation mutagenesis was also performed on the codon encoding
the G4 residue of the R. eutropha PHA synthase and many substitutions resulted in much higher
PHB content as well as higher molecular masses of the polymers [41].
Aeromonas caviae (punctata) PHA synthase is unique among type I PHA synthases since it can
synthesize not only PHB homopolymer but also random copolyesters of 3HB and 3-hydrox‐
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yhexanoate (3HHx). Kichise et al. performed the first successful in vitro molecular evolution
experiments on PHA synthase from A. caviae by targeting to the limited region of the enzyme
[42]. Two evolvants exhibited increased activity towards 3HB-CoA of 56% and 21%, respec‐
tively, compared to the wild-type enzyme by in vitro assays. These mutations led to enhanced
accumulation (up to 6.5-fold higher than the wild-type enzyme) of P(3HB-co-3HHx) and
increases in the 3HHx molar fraction (16-18 mol% compared to 10 mol% of the wild-type PHA
synthase) in recombinant E. coli strains grown on dodecanoate. As an extended study, a
combination of these two beneficial mutations (N149S/D171G) synergistically altered enzy‐
matic properties, leading to synthesis of PHA copolymers with enhanced 3HA fraction and
increased molecular mass from in the recombinant R. eutropha [43]. In a separate study, A.
caviae PHA synthase was engineered in vivo using the mutator strain E. coli which has a 5,000fold higher mutation rate than wild-type E. coli, and mutants were again screened for enhanced
PHB accumulation in recombinant E. coli [44]. Also, mutants synthesized PHAs with increased
molecular mass, but in contrast to the previous study, the 3HHx fraction was only slightly
different from wild-type composition.
Junction site for interconnection of heterogeneous enzymes based on the predicted secondary
structures allowed chimeragenesis of the PHA synthase from R. eutropha with the partner PHA
synthase from A. caviae. Successfully obtained chimera-mutant exhibited improved activity
increase and expanded substrate specificity compared to the original enzymes [45]. As for PHA
synthases, directed evolution studies have thus progressed through advancements from
random approach to much more systematic approaches such as chimera-genesis, recombina‐
tion and shuffling.
2.2.2. Application to type II PHA synthases
Contrasted with the type I PHA synthases, type II PHA synthases typically have substrate
specificity towards MCL-3HA-CoA substrates but relatively poor substrate specificity towards
SCL-3HA-CoA substrates like 3HB-CoA. An exception to this is the type II PHA synthase of
Pseudomonas sp. 61-3 with significant substrate specificity towards the 3HB-CoA (Table 1). In
the landmark study by Takase et al, the in vitro evolutionary technique was applied to the
PhaC1 PHA synthase from Pseudomonas sp. 61-3 to increase the activity towards 3HB-CoA
monomers [46]. Substitutions at two amino acid residues, Ser325 and Gln481 were found to
dramatically effect the production of PHB homopolymer in recombinant E. coli with glucose
as the carbon source. The codons for these amino acids were subjected to site-specific saturation
mutagenesis and several individual substitutions were found that could dramatically increase
the level of PHB production. These mutations were combined as double mutants to further
increase the level of PHB production (340 - 400-fold higher than the wild-type enzyme) [46].
The changes in the in vivo produced P(3HB-co-3HA) copolymer molar compositions correlated
well with the in vitro biochemical data of the substrate specificity and activity of the enzymes
and represents one of the most well-rounded studies to date [47].
The findings obtained in these studies for the type II PHA synthase would be very useful for
evaluating a similar evolution strategy to the other types of PHA synthases based on the amino
acid sequence alignment of the PHA synthases. For example, position 481 in PhaC1 PHA
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synthase from Pseudomonas sp. 61-3 was found to be one of the residues determining substrate
specificity of the enzyme, as described above. Interestingly, the amino acid residues corre‐
sponding to the position of this enzyme are conserved within each type of PHA synthases; Ala
for type I, Gln for type II, Gly for type III and Ser for type IV enzymes. Thus, the effects of
mutating the highly conserved alanine (Ala510) of the R. eutropha PHA synthase (correspond‐
ing to the position 481 in Pseudomonas sp. 61-3 PhaC1) were analyzed via site-specific saturation
mutagenesis. Mutations at Ala510 were found to affect the substrate specificity of the R.
eutropha PHA synthase, allowing slightly higher 3HA incorporation compared to the wildtype PHA synthase in R. eutropha PHB-4 (PHA negative mutant) [48].
The other two beneficial positions, Glu130 [49] and Ser477 [50], were also identified through
the in vitro evolution screening. As illustrated in Figure 2 (A) and (B), “mutation scrambling”
among four beneficial positions (130, 325, 477, 481) for activity increase, change in substrate
specificity, and regulation of polymer molecular mass would further create new superenzymes. Most recently, a possible mechanistic model for PHA polymerization has been
proposed on the basis of the accumulated evolutionary studies [51]. Furthermore, the useful
evolvants obtained through the systematic enzyme evolution have been supplied to other
organisms including plants [52, 53]. The impacts of these reports prompted the other research
groups to apply directed evolution to the individual PHA synthases of interests [54-56].

T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi

Figure 2. Structural diversities in main-chain and side-chain of PHA back bone which can be recognized by natural
and artificially evolved PHA synthases. Asterisks indicate the chiral center in monomer units of PHA.
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2.3. Engineering of lactate-polymerizing enzyme (LPE) from PHA synthases
The pioneering work on the exploration of LA-polymerizing activity by PHA synthases was
reported by Valentin et al. [57]. In that attempt, the PLA biosynthesis was carried out by
monitoring the activity of PHA synthases towards synthetic LA-CoAs (R and S enantiomers).
Several PHA synthases were evaluated for LA-polymerizing activities and a class III PHA
synthase from Allochromatium vinosum exhibited a weak CoA releasing activity [57]. In a similar
report, Yuan et al. reported in detail the activity of A. vinosum PHA synthase towards (R)-LACoA [58]. Unfortunately, in either case, polymerization was not observed/was negligible,
suggesting that PHA synthase could hydrolyze CoA ester to release CoA but not progress from
there with polymerization to form a polymer.
In this context, Taguchi et al. formally reported the first prototype LPE in the year 2008 as a
PHA synthase with an acquired LA-polymerizing activity through in vitro and in vivo
experiments [20]. The first clue of LA-polymerizing activity was obtained through a waterorganic solvent two-phase in vitro system [20, 59]. The activity towards LA-CoA was tested in
the absence or presence of 3HB-CoA using representative PHA synthases belonging to the four
classes of natural PHA synthases together with three engineered (PhaC1Ps mutants) from
Pseudomonas sp. 61-3. The engineered PHA synthases were two single mutants[Ser325Thr (ST)
and Gln481Lys (QK)] and one double mutant carrying the two mutations (STQK). The two
mutants were selected based on their improved activity and/or broader substrate specificity
[36, 37]. The natural synthases and mutants did not form a clear-polymer with LA-CoA alone
but did with 3HB-CoA. However, when LA-CoA was supplied together with 3HB-CoA, one
mutant, PhaC1Ps(STQK) clearly exhibited a polymer-like precipitation. Subsequently, the
analysis of the precipitant revealed that the precipitant consisted of 36 mol% of the LA unit.
Therefore, this was the first report ever of a PHA synthase with ability to incorporate LA unit
to form P(LA-co-3HB).
The finding that PhaC1Ps(STQK) could polymerize LA was a demonstration of evolutionary
engineering as a powerful tool for the generation of biocatalysts with desired properties. By
demonstrating the in vitro activity of PhaC1Ps(STQK) towards LA-CoA, it was presumed that
heterologous expression of this LPE could result into an in vivo synthesis of LA-based poly‐
esters thus creating microbial factories for LA-based polyesters synthesis.
In a subsequent study, based on the improved activity of a point mutation at position 420
(F420S) of a type I PHA synthase (PhaCRe) from R. eutropha (Taguchi et al., 2002) [39], the same
mutation was introduced into the ancestral LPE [PhaC1Ps(STQK) from Pseudomonas sp. 61-3]
to create a triple mutant of LPE with S325T and Q481K along with a new mutation, F392S
which corresponds to F420S of PhaCRe [60]. When the new further engineered LPE [PhaC1Ps
(STQKFS)] was expressed in E. coli, a copolymer with 45 mol% LA and polymer content of 62
wt% was synthesized in comparison with P(26 mol% LA-co-3HB) obtained with the prototype
LPE, PhaC1Ps(STQK) under aerobic culture conditions. Additionally, the cells harboring
PhaC1Ps (STQKFS) synthesized P(LA-co-3HB) with 62 mol% LA with polymer content of 12 wt
%. During the same study, saturation mutagenesis of LPE at the same site (position 392) yielded
mutants that gave varying LA fractions in the copolymers however; F392S was superior to the
other mutants in incorporating LA. This study demonstrated the effectiveness of enzyme
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engineering of the LPE towards two directions; there was improved LA incorporation and
polymer yield improvement for both aerobic and anaerobic culture conditions [60]. Further‐
more, it will be interesting to note that copolymers incorporating 2-hydroxy acids (2HAs) such
as 2-hydroxybutyrate [61] and glycolate (Matsumoto et al., 2011) [62] may lead to copolymers
with novel properties (Figure 3). This expansion of PHA synthase to 2HAs-polymerizing
enzymes has extensively prompted us to create further new enzymes with acquired activities
toward new unusual monomer substrates, consequently create new polymers.

T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
Figure 3. Functional mapping of beneficial positions (A) and relationships among the residues related to enzymatic
activity and substrate specificity of PHA synthase from Pseudomonas sp. 61-3 (B).

Regarding the reports on LPE, the following several studies have been published [63, 64].
Currently, the best-studied PHA synthase from R. eutropha has been successfully engi‐
neered to LPE by only single mutations at beneficial position corresponding to the position
481 of Pseudomonas sp. 61-3 PHA synthase [65]. This implies the functional compatibility
between PHA members also for acquiring LPE activity. In the prospect, advanced types of
LPE will be supplied by artificial evolution of the prototype LPE as well as exploration of
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natural PHA synthases with potentially possessing new substrate specificities such as LApolymerizing activity.

3. Protein engineering of PHB depolymerase
3.1. Biochemical and genetic properties of PHB depolymerases
A number of PHA depolymerases have been purified from diverse PHA-degrading microor‐
ganisms and characterized [9, 10, 12]. As described earlier, depending on the substrates and
localization of PHA depolymerases, PHA depolymerases are grouped generally into four
families: PHA depolymerases degrading the native intracellular granules (i-PHAMCL depoly‐
merases and i-PHASCL (i-PHB) depolymerases) and PHA depolymerases degrading the
denatured extracellular PHA granules (e-PHAMCL depolymerases and e-PHASCL (e-PHB)
depolymerases). To date, the genes of about 30 PHA depolymerases with experimentally
verified PHA depolymerase activity have been identified. On the basis of their sequence
similarity, the PHA Depolymerase Engineering Database has been established as a tool for
systematic analysis of PHA depolymerase family [66].
Among the PHA depolymerases, multi-domain e-PHB depolymerases have been extensively
examined [9]. The multi-domain e-PHB depolymerases generally have a domain structure
consisting of a catalytic domain (CD) at N-terminus, a substrate-binding domain (SBD) at Cterminus, and a linker region connecting the two domains, while e-PHB depolymerases from
Penicillium funiculosum (PhaZPfu) and PhaZ7 from Paucimonas lemoignei (PhaZ7Ple) have
emerged as two exceptions (single-domain e-PHB depolymerases) [9, 67-69]. Genetic analysis
also shows that e-PHB depolymerases contain a lipase box pentapeptide [Gly-X1-Ser-X2-Gly]
as an active residue, indicating that these enzymes are one of the serine hydrolases. As an
example, the domain structure of e-PHB depolymerase from Ralstonia pickettii T1 (PhaZRpiT1)
is illustrated in Figure 4(A). Such domain structure has been found in many biopolymerdegrading enzymes, such as cellulase, xylanase, and chitinase, which are capable of hydro‐
lyzing water-insoluble polysaccharides [70-73]. The enzymatic degradation of PHB by the
multi-domain e-PHB depolymerases is considered to proceed via a two-step reaction at the
solid-liquid interface, as shown in Figure 4(B). The e-PHB depolymerase approaches and
adheres to the PHB surface via SBD, followed by hydrolysis of the polymer chain by CD.
Accordingly, it is considered that elucidation of the mechanisms of enzyme adsorption and
enzymatic hydrolysis will contribute to the development of new PHB polymer materials with
the desired environmental stability and biodegradability as well as the development of
improved e-PHB depolymerases that can be used to effectively recycle PHB materials.
From a biological viewpoint, the structure-function relationship of maluti-domain e-PHB
depolymerases has been studied extensively, and several mutants were designed to analyze
the function of each domain, in particular, SBD. Using a truncated multi-domain e-PHB
depolymerases, Behrends et al., Nojiri and Saito, and our group revealed that the C-terminal
domain is essential for PHB-specific binding [74-76]. Further, Nojiri and Saito genetically
prepared many mutants of PhaZRpiT1 in various forms such as inversions, chimeras, and fusion
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T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
Figure 4. A) Domain structure of e-PHB depolymerase from Ralstonia pickettii T1 (PhaZRpiT1). (B) Schematic illustra‐
tion of the enzymatic degradation of PHA by e-PHB depolymerase.

to extra linker domains, and demonstrated that its SBD organization also influences the PHB
degradation but not water-soluble substrates. Doi and co-workers prepared fusion proteins of
SBDs of several PHB depolymerases with glutathione-S-transferase [77-81], and demonstrated
specific interactions based on molecular recognition between SBD and polyester surface.
3.2. Effects of chemical and solid-state structures and surface properties of PHAs on
enzymatic degradation
Chemical structures of PHAs have influence on their enzymatic hydrolysis by multi-domain
e-PHB depolymerases. Various types of PHAs including racemic PHA [82-89] and 3HA
oligomers [90, 91], PHAs with different main- and side-chain lengths (Kasuya et al., 1997) [77],
and random copolymers of (R)-3HB with various hydroxyalkanoate units [92-95] have been
synthesized to examine their enzymatic degradation by a variety of e-PHB depolymerases. For
instance, Abe et al. proposed a schematic model of the enzymatic cleavage of the PHA chain
by PhaZRpiT1 (Figure 5), in which its active site can recognize at least three neighboring
monomer units with a certain degree of difference in main-chain length [93]. Besides the
chemical structure, the solid-state structure and surface properties of PHAs also influence the
enzymatic hydrolysis. For example, the amorphous regions in PHA materials are preferentially
hydrolyzed, followed by the hydrolysis of crystalline regions as a rate-limiting step in the
enzymatic degradation process [96, 97]. Further, the enzymatic degradation rate of PHA
materials decreases with increasing crystallinity, crystal size, and regularity of the chain
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packing state. In addition, Abe and co-workers demonstrated using proteinase K that the
change in the surface properties of PLA film induced by end-capping with alkyl ester groups
(carbon numbers 12 to 14) leads to a decrease in their enzymatic degradation rates [98, 99].

T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
Figure 5. Schematic model of enzymatic cleavage of an ester bond in various sequences by PHB depolymerase.

To investigate the influence of the chemical structure or surface properties of polymer on
enzymatic adsorption at nano-level sensitivity, several studies using quartz crystal microba‐
lance (QCM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) have been performed. Yamashita et al.
investigated the PhaZRpiT1 adsorption to the film surface of several polymers including
polyethylene, polystyrene and PHA using the QCM technique, and found that the enzyme
showed adsorption specificity for PHA [100-102]. In addition, AFM analysis of PhaZRpiT1 on
polyester surface has revealed that small ridges are formed around the enzyme molecule due
to movement of some polyester chains at the adsorption area, suggesting that a strong chemical
interaction exists between the enzyme and the polyester chains [102, 103]. Furthermore, AFM
analysis of interaction between PHB single crystal and a hydrolytic-activity-disrupted
PhaZRpiT1 mutant has demonstrated that its SBD disturbs the molecular packing of PHB
polymer chains, resulting in fragmentation of the PHB single crystal [104]. Taking these
findings into consideration, the specific adsorption of PHB depolymerase to the PHB surface
probably involves both the adsorption of the enzyme to the surface and the non-hydrolytic
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disruption of the substrate to promote PHB degradation. Recently, we have developed the
AFM technique by using an AFM tip modified with SBD protein to evaluate the interaction
between the SBD molecule and the PHB surface at the molecular level. Through this, it has
been shown that the adsorption force of one SBD molecule to the PHB surface is approximately
100 pN [105, 106].
3.3. Analysis of polymer binding ability of e-PHB depolymerase using directed evolution
technique
The structural aspects of an enzyme generally provide crucial information about the interac‐
tion between the enzyme and its ligand. Some researchers have reported the tertiary structures
of polymer-degrading enzymes, such as glycoside hydrolases and single-domain e-PHB
depolymerases, and proposed an interaction model between the enzymes and the polymer
surfaces [68, 107-109]. However, because of the paucity of information about the 3D structures
of multi-domain e-PHB depolymerases, there are few insights into which and how amino acid
residues in their SBD are involved in the enzyme adsorption to PHB surface.
Directed evolution is a useful and powerful tool to explore, manipulate, and optimize the
properties of an enzyme as no information on the tertiary structure of the enzyme is required
and new and unexpected beneficial mutations can be discovered [110-112]. Random muta‐
genesis via error-prone PCR (epPCR) and DNA recombination are widely used approaches to
generate a large mutant pool and screen for the desired characteristics [113, 114]. Using those
approaches, many enzymes with improved substrate specificity, catalytic activity, thermosta‐
bility, or solubility were obtained [115]. Further, analysis of the effects of mutations could also
provide useful information for the improvement of enzyme function.
To improve e-PHB depolymerases, it is important to understand the mechanisms underlying
its adsorption and hydrolysis, such as which and how amino acid residues participate in the
catalytic process. To clarify this issue, we have investigated the interaction between
PhaZRpiT1 and PHB surface by a combination of PCR random mutagenesis targeted to only SBD
and an in vivo screening system as shown in Figure 6(A) [116]. In the analysis of recombinants
showing low PHB-degrading activity, Ser410, Tyr412, Val415, Tyr428, Ser432, Leu441, Tyr443,
Ser445, Ala448, Tyr455, and Val457 were replaced with other residues having hydropathy
indices opposite to theirs at high frequency (Figure 6(B)). The results suggested that
PhaZRpiT1 adsorbs to the PHB surface not only via the formation of hydrogen bonds between
hydroxyl groups of Ser at these positions of the enzyme and carbonyl groups in the PHB
polymer, but also via the hydrophobic interaction between hydrophobic residues at abovementioned positions and methyl groups in the PHB polymer.
Nevertheless, because only little knowledge was obtained on the biochemistry and kinetics of
the purified mutant enzymes, the roles of these amino acids (Ser410, Tyr412, Val415, Tyr428,
Ser432, Leu441, Tyr443, Ser445, Ala448, Tyr455, and Val457) and their contributions to the
enzymatic activity remain poorly understood, resulting in little information to develop e-PHB
depolymerases. Among these positions, Leu441, Tyr443, and Ser445 were predicted to form a
β-sheet structure to orient in the same direction as shown in Figure 6(B). As polymer-degrading
enzymes generally align their amino acid residues in a plane to interact with polymer surfaces,
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T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
Figure 6. A) In vivo assay system for assessment of mutational effects of the substrate-binding domain of PhaZRpiT1 on
PHB degradation. Schematic flow diagram of the system is illustrated. This system is composed of PCR-mediated ran‐
dom mutagenesis in the substrate-binding domain region of PhaZRpiT1 gene, preparation of mutant library, primary
plate assay of PHB degradation (clear-zone formation), nucleotide sequencing and PHB degrading and adsorbing as‐
says of partially purified mutant enzymes. (B) Positions and frequencies of PCR-mediated single mutations in the re‐
gion coding for SBD of PhaZRpiT1, together with its predicted secondary structure.

these three residues in PhaZRpiT1 may interact directly with the PHB surface. Since the hydro‐
pathy indices of such mutations as L441H (replacement of Leu441 with His), Y443H (replace‐
ment of Tyr443 with His), and S445C (replacement of Ser445 with Cys) dramatically changed
among the mutations at these positions, their PHB-binding and -degrading properties were
examined in detail [117]. Functional analyses of the purified L441H, Y443H, and S445C
enzymes indicated that these mutations had no influence on their structures and their ability
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to cleave the ester bond, while their PHB-degrading activity differed from that of the wild type.
Kinetic analysis of PHB degradation by the mutants suggested that the hydrophobic residues
at these positions are important for the enzyme adsorption to the PHB surface, and may more
effectively disrupt the PHB surface to enhance the hydrolysis of PHB polymer chains than the
wild-type enzyme. Further, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis revealed that these
substitutions mentioned above altered the association phase rather than the dissociation phase
in the enzyme adsorption to the polymer surface.
Recently, Hisano et al. determined the crystal structure of PhaZPfu and proposed that hydro‐
phobic residues, including Tyr, Leu, Ile, and Val, contribute to adsorption to the PHB surface,
and that hydrophilic residues (Ser and Asn) located around the mouth of the enzyme crevice
may also contribute to the affinity of the enzyme for PHB [68]. Jendrossek group determined
PhaZ7Ple crystal structure and demonstrated that the enzyme was enriched in hydrophobic
amino acids including eight tyrosine residues [108]. All tyrosine residues (Tyr103, Tyr105,
Tyr172, Tyr173, Tyr189, Tyr190, Tyr203, and Tyr204), which are located at the surface of
PhaZ7Ple but are far from the active site (Ser136), were changed to alanine or serine and the
substitution effects were examined [118]. It turned out that mutation of Tyr105, Tyr189 or
Tyr190 resulted in reduced PHB-degrading activity and in occurrence of a lag phase of the
depolymerase reaction, indicating that these residues are possibly involved in the enzyme
adsorption. Similar results have been obtained for the e-PHAMCL depolymerase of Pseudomonas
fluorescens GK13 by Jendrossek et al. [119]. They reported that several hydrophobic amino acids
(Leu15, Val20, Ile26, Phe50, Phe63, Tyr143 and Val198) were identified to be involved in
interaction between the enzyme and poly(3-hydroxyoctanoate) substrate surface. This finding
was supported with the recent study by Ihssen et al. (2009) [120].
3.4. Improvement in SBD function of PhaZRpiT1
The above-mentioned findings imply that PHB binding ability of PhaZRpiT1 can be improved
by substituting a hydrophilic residue with a hydrophobic one at the positions of 441, 443 and
445. Tyr at position 443 was targeted for substitution with a more highly hydrophobic amino
acid residue because its hydrophobicity shows medium to high degree compared to those of
general naturally occurring amino acid residues [121].
Table 2 shows the hydrophobicity, the potential for β-sheet formation, and the volume of 20
common amino acid residues [122-124]. In this table, the properties of the original amino acid
residue are colored blue and the desirable characteristics of the amino acid residues are colored
orange, respectively. In the design of a mutant enzyme with an amino acid substitution at this
position, the following factors were taken into consideration: (1) to achieve higher hydropho‐
bicity than the original residue, (2) to retain the β-sheet structure, and (3) to change as little as
possible the volume of the amino acid residue after the substitution. As a result, the substitution
of Tyr443 with Phe (Y443F) was considered to be appropriate. Analysis of the purified Y443F
enzyme indicated that the mutation had no influence on the structure and the ester bond
cleavage activity, while this mutant had higher PHB degradation activity than the wild type.
Thus, this finding supports our previous assumption and indicates the importance of highly
hydrophobic residues at these positions for PHB degradation.
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amino acid residue

hydrophobicitya

Pbb

volumec

Ile

4.5

1.60h

100.1

Val

4.2

1.70h

83.9

Leu

3.8

1.30h

100.1

Phe

2.8

1.38h

113.9

Cys

2.5

1.19h

65.1

Met

1.9

1.05h

97.7

Ala

1.8

0.83i

53.2

Gly

-0.4

0.75b

36.1

Thr

-0.7

1.19h

69.7

Ser

-0.8

0.75b

53.4

Trp

-0.9

1.37h

136.7

Tyr(wild type)

-1.3

1.47h

116.2

Pro

-1.6

0.55b

73.6

His

-3.2

0.87i

91.9

Asn

-3.5

0.89i

70.6

Gln

-3.5

1.10h

86.3

Asp

-3.5

0.54b

66.7

Glu

-3.5

0.37b

83.0

Lys

-3.9

0.74b

101.1

Arg

-4.5

0.93i

104.1

T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
a

J. Kyte and R. F. Doolittle, 1982 [122].

b

P. Y. Chou and G. D. Fasman, 1978 [123]. Pb: potential for β-sheet formation ; h: former ; i: indifferent ; b: breaker.

c

A. A. Zamyatnin, 1972 [124].

Table 2. Hydrophobicity, potential for β-sheet formation, and volume of amino acid residues

3.5. Cell surface display system for protein engineering of PhaZRpiT1
Cell surface display is a valuable technique for the expression of peptides or proteins on the
surface of bacteria and yeasts by fusion with the appropriate anchoring motifs [125]. Therefore,
the cell surface display of functional and useful peptides and proteins, such as enzymes,
receptors, and antigens, has become an increasingly used strategy in various applications,
including whole-cell biocatalysts and bioabsorbents, live vaccine development, antibody
production, and peptide library screening. In addition, this method is very useful for enzyme
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library screening because the displayed protein is accessible to the external environment and
thus, is able to interact with substrates easily, allowing the screening of large libraries [126].
A variety of surface anchoring motifs, including outer membrane proteins, lipoproteins,
autotransporters, subunits of surface appendages, and S-layer proteins, have been employed
to achieve the display systems [125, 127, 128]. We used the OprI anchoring motif for the
functional display of PhaZRpiT1 on Escherichia coli cell surface [129]. The displayed enzyme
retained its intrinsic characteristics, that is, hydrolytic activity for p-nitrophenyl butyrate
(pNPC4) and the ability to adsorb to and degrade PHB, indicating that the engineered E. coli
can be used in the form of a whole-cell biocatalyst by overcoming the uptake limitation of such
substrates as insoluble PHB. These findings also indicate that the whole-cell catalyst is a
promising and suitable tool to screen for mutant PhaZRpiT1 with enhanced catalytic activity.
3.6. Protein engineering of CD region of PhaZRpiT1 using cell surface display system
In contrast to SBD, there is little knowledge on the CD of PhaZRpiT1, such that which and how
amino acid residues in the CD contribute to the enzymatic activity remain poorly understood,
and this has resulted in the lack of information for the improvement of the CD function of
PhaZRpiT1. The CD of PhaZRpiT1 was targeted for the directed evolution, employing random
mutagenesis and DNA recombination to enhance its ester bond cleavage ability (Figure 7)
[130]. The mutant genes generated from these reactions were expressed as surface-displayed
enzymes, and the mutant enzymes were screened through a high-throughput system using
pNPC4, a water-soluble substrate. As a result, clones displaying mutant enzymes with a 4- to
8-fold increase in pNPC4 hydrolysis activity were obtained in comparison with those display‐
ing the wild type. This result was roughly consistent with the results of pNPC4 hydrolysis
using purified enzymes with the unfused and undisplayed forms, concluding that the current
screening system is feasible and effective for the search of improved enzymes.
As the aliphatic part in pNPC4 is similar to the monomer unit in PHB polymer chain and
pNPC4 is generally used as a model substrate, changes in pNPCn hydrolysis rates by the
purified mutant enzymes as a function of the chain length of the aliphatic part in p-nitrophenyl
esters (pNPCn, n=2 to 6) can provide the information regarding the substrate recognition of
the enzyme. The results of pNPCn hydrolysis by the mutants demonstrated that the elevation
on their pNPCn hydrolysis activity for each pNPCn substrate occurred. DNA sequencing
showed that eight improved mutant enzymes contained N285D or N285Y mutations. As
beneficial mutations are accumulated and deleterious mutations are simultaneously removed
from the improved mutants through DNA recombination procedures [131], the N285D and
N285Y mutations found here are probably beneficial for pNPCn hydrolysis. Kinetic studies
revealed that the increase in catalytic efficiency for pNPCn hydrolysis by the mutant enzymes
is attributed to the high Vmax values.
As opposed to pNPCn hydrolysis by the N285D and N285Y mutant enzymes, their PHB
degradation rates were slower than that of the wild-type enzyme, indicating that these
mutations are unfavorable for PHB degradation. The kinetics of PHB degradation demon‐
strated that the N285D and N285Y mutations lowered the hydrolysis activity for the PHB
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Figure 7. Directed evolution targeted at the catalytic domain (CD) of PhaZRpiT1 using the in vivo screening system in the
cell surface display system. A schematic diagram of the mutational effects analysis is illustrated. This system consists of
random mutagenesis by error-prone PCR in the CD of PhaZRpiT1, cell surface display of enzyme, high-throughput micro‐
plate screening via p-nitrophenyl butyrate (pNPC4) hydrolysis, staggered extension process (StEP), and nucleotide se‐
quencing.

polymer chain compared to the wild-type enzyme despite retention of the binding activity for
the PHB polymer surface.
3.7. Proposed models of the active site in e-PHB depolymerases
The correct orientation of a PHB polymer chain to the active site is necessary to realize effective
PHB degradation by e-PHB depolymerase. Hisano et al. have determined the crystal structures
of PhaZPfu-3HB trimer complex as well as PhaZPfu enzyme alone [68]. In the PhaZPfu-3HB trimer
complex, 3HB trimer binds to the crevice with its carbonyl terminus towards the catalytic
residues (Figure 8(A)). From the structural insight gained from PhaZPfu, they proposed the
mechanism of action of PhaZPfu. Figure 8(B) shows the location of the catalytic residues and
the interaction between PHB polymer chain and the residues in the subsite of the active site of
PhaZPfu. In their model, Ser39 participates in the nucleophilic attack of the carbonyl carbon of
a PHB chain, resulting in the formation of a covalent acyl-enzyme intermediate followed by
the hydrolysis by an activated water molecule. The nucleophilicity of the hydroxyl group of
Ser39 is enhanced by the His155-Asp121 hydrogen bonding system.
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T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
Figure 8. A) Molecular surface representation of PhaZPfu. 3HB trimer in the crevice is shown as a ball and stick model.
The positions of catalytic triad residues (S39A, D121, and H155) (cyan), as well as residue S170 (color-coded according
to molecular species) are indicated. (B) Proposed model of the active site in PhaZPfu by Hisano et al. (Hisano et al. 2006).

For PhaZRpiT1, Bachmann and Seebach proposed that this enzyme has four subsites (2, 1, -1, and
-2) in its active site, in which three of the subsites must be occupied by (R)-3-hydroxybutyrate
(3HB) units for cleavage to occur at the center of the active site [90]. Homology modeling of
PhaZRpiT1 using the SWISS-MODEL program based on the crystal structure of PhaZPfu (PDB
accession no. 2d81A) was performed to speculate the possible localization of Asn285 in the active
site. Figure 9(A) shows the homology modeling structure of PhaZRpiT1, in which the modeled
residue range was positioned from 124 to 294. The residue Asn285 (color-coded according to
molecular species) of PhaZRpiT1 is located at the mouth of the crevice and also located immediate‐
ly above His273, which corresponds to His155 in subsite -1 of PhaZPfu. However, Asn285 was
positioned as if to cover the subsite -1 and to inhibit the substrate access. Taking the homology
modeling results and the aforementioned information on the cleavage mechanism into
consideration, we propose a simple schematic model for PhaZRpiT1, as shown in Figure 9(B). In
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this model, Ser139 participates in the nucleophilic attack of the carbonyl carbon of a PHB chain,
and its nucleophilicity is enhanced by the His273-Asp121 hydrogen bonding system. The residue
Asn285 is positioned relatively close to His273 located in subsite -1 as if to cover the subsite. The
location of Asn285 in the subsite probably leads to the regulation of the recognition of sub‐
strate molecules, such as pNPCn and PHB polymer chain, possibly indirectly via conformation‐
al change. A similar situation has been described in lipases and PhaZ7Ple where activation via
conformational change is required to uncover the active site [108, 109].

T. Hiraishi and S. Taguchi
Figure 9. A) Molecular surface representation of the homology model of PhaZRpiT1. The positions of catalytic triad resi‐
dues (S139, D214, and H273) (cyan), as well as residue N285 (color-coded according to molecular species) are indicat‐
ed. (B) Newly proposed schematic model of the active site in the CD of PhaZRpiT1.
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4. Conclusion
This review describes the development of PHA synthases to synthesize the wide variety of
custom-made bioplastics as well as PHB depolymerase with higher activity for PHB adsorption
or pNPCn hydrolysis.
Bioplastics present a multitude of benefits as substitutes for conventional petroleum-based
plastics. Among them, PHAs are one of the desirable alternatives to petrochemical-derived
polymers because PHAs are produced directly from renewable resources completely by
biological process and can be renewed over a relatively-short time. However, three main issues
have hindered widespread use: the high production cost compared to petroleum-based
polymers with similar properties; the inability to produce high-performance PHA polymers
in substantial amounts; and the difficulty in controlling the life cycle of PHA polymers, i.e.,
the control of their biodegradability and their efficient recycling. Thus, with the development
in recombinant DNA technology and high-throughput screening techniques, protein engi‐
neering methods and applications on the improvement of processes of bioplastic production
as well as bioplastic degradation are becoming increasingly important and widespread.
The enzyme modification by protein engineering is an increasingly important scientific field.
The well-known methods of rational design and directed evolution as well as new techniques
including computational design, catalytic antibodies and mRNA display will be crucial for de
novo design of enzymes. With recent advances in recombinant DNA technology tools
including omics technologies and high-throughput screening facilities, improved methods for
protein engineering will be available for easy modification or improvement of more enzymes
for further specific applications.
Against such backgrounds, directed evolution of enzymes involved in PHA biosynthesis as
well as metabolic engineering approaches of bacterial hosts will become the driving force to
establish bioprocesses for the controlled production of PHAs with desired monomer compo‐
sitions. In addition, systems-level analysis of metabolic, signaling, and regulatory networks is
also making it possible to comprehensively understand global biological processes taking
place in PHA-accumulating strains. The resultant knowledge will provide new targets and
strategies for the improvement of PHA production, including tailor-made PHAs with desired
monomer compositions and molecular masses.
Furthermore, from the viewpoint of preserving the ecosystem, bioplastics are most beneficial
when they can be actually biodegraded. In order to achieve it, it is vital to elucidate the
biodegradation mechanism of bioplastics and engineer their depolymerases. By contrast to
PHA synthases, there have been very few protein engineering studies of PHA depolymerases
using directed evolutionally methods, resulting in the less information about the improvement
of PHA biodegradability as well as PHA depolymerases so far. In addition, as one of the recent
trends in green polymer chemistry, in vitro bioplastic synthesis using isolated bioplasticdegrading enzymes has been developed because of the close relationship between the substrate
specificities of the enzymes for polymer degradation and polymer synthesis. In vitro enzymatic
polymerization offers many advantages, including easier control of polymer structure and
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monomer reactivity than conventional chemical methods. Accordingly, novel bioplasticdegrading enzymes evolved by protein engineering are expected to become useful biocatalysts
for the bioplastic production in the future.
Here, we present the recent approaches of protein engineering with potential for a total recycle
system of bioplastics via combination of biological production with biological degradation. In
the future, custom-made prominent enzymes generated via evolutionary engineering will be
utilized extensively to create high-performance bioplastics from renewable resources in
various organisms and applied to effective and eco-friendly chemical recycling of bioplastics.
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1. Introduction
High Mobility Group B1 (HMGB1) is a 30 kDa protein widely expressed in mammalian
cells. HMGB1 has a high content of charged amino acids and has a bipolar structure
consisting of two highly positive amino terminal HMG-box domains and an acidic carboxy
terminal tail. HMGB1 has nuclear functions regulating chromatin structure and gene
expression and extracellular functions regulating immune response and cell motility.
Biochemical and cell biological studies have revealed that HMGB1 binds to various kinds
of biomolecules and these interactions are crucial for determining the in vivo functions of
HMGB1. Albeit several different biochemical methods have been used to detect HMGB1binding components, HMGB1-affinity column chromatography has rarely been applied in
such studies. Here, we describe an affinity chromatography method that we have ap‐
plied to isolation and identification of HMGB1-binding molecules from different cell types.
Biomolecules recovered with HMGB1-affinity chromatography include proinflammatory
bacterial DNA and glioblastoma cell histones H1 and H3 which all have previously been
reported as HMGB1-binding molecules by other methods. Furthermore, an entirely new
HMGB1-binding protein, Multimerin-1 containing complex, was identified from platelet
lysates by HMGB1-affinity chromatography. Endogenous Multimerin-1 and HMGB1 were
shown to associate on the surface of endothelial cells and activated platelets, and endoge‐
nous Multimerin-1 also regulated the release of HMGB1 from activated platelets. In
conclusion, HMGB1-affinity chromatography can be used to isolate and characterize novel
HMGB1-binding partners from a variety of cellular sources. Such new interactions reveal
further complexity in the multi-faceted biology of the HMGB1.
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2. HMGB1
2.1. HMGB1 (Amphoterin) as a heparin-binding protein
Extracellular form of HMGB1 was originally identified from the developing rat brain as an
adhesive neurite outgrowth promoting molecule. This finding was done in studies where brain
lysates were fractionated with heparin affinity chromatography and the activity of brain tissue
fractions to induce neurite outgrowth was monitored [1]. Since the isolated neurite outgrowth
promoting protein had a bi-polar structure it was named as “Amphoterin” [2]. Its structure
turned out to be identical with a previously characterised nuclear DNA-binding protein “High
Mobility Group -1 [3]. In current nomenclature this protein is called HMGB1 [4].
In addition to heparin-Sepharose affinity chromatography HMGB1 has been captured as a
ligand in other affinity column chromatographies. These studies have been performed using
chromatographies where proteins, nucleic acids, lipids or carbohydrates have been used as
baits coupled to solid matrices. Studies where HMGB1 has specifically been shown to bind to
novel ligands include the use of Receptor for Advanced Glycation End Products (RAGE) [5],
single stranded DNA [6], sulfatide [7] and carboxylated glycan [8] affinity columns.
2.2. HMGB1-column affinity chromatography
HMGB1 consists of three domains. Two of them, Box A and Box B, are DNA-binding domains,
while the third is an acidic carboxy terminal domain that binds histones H1 and H3 [reviewed
in 9 and 10]. The use of HMGB1 affinity column chromatographies in isolation of proteins has
been described in the literature. HMGB1-Sepharose column was used as a negative control in
a study where a specific Syndecan-3 binding partner was detected. Although Syndecan-3 has
highly sulphated glycosaminoglycan side chains, it did not bind to the HMGB1-Sepharose [11].
HMGB1-domain affinity column chromatography has also been used to study other HMGB1
interactions. Thus, Hox proteins were discovered as HMGB1-binding proteins using HMGBdomain coupled Sepharose column chromatography [12]. In addition, the HMGB1-binding
peptide of RAGE was determined using HMGB1-domain coupled -Sepharose chromatogra‐
phy [13].
2.3. HMGB1 as a modulator of innate immunity
Most of the HMGB1 studies performed during the last decade have been focused on its
functions as a modulator of inflammation. The role of HMGB1 in the immune system was
recognised more than a decade ago [14]. Since then additional studies have confirmed that
elevated tissue levels of HMGB1 can serve as a general marker of inflammation or tissue
damage [reviewed in 15,16 and 17].
In blood circulation, leukocytes [18], platelets [19] and endothelial cells [20] express
HMGB1. In unactivated nuclear cells, HMGB1 localises to the nucleus, and in resting
platelets, HMGB1 localises to the cytoplasm. After activation, HMGB1 localises towards
the periphery of the cell and it is released to the extracellular space via an unconvention‐
al secretion pathway [18, 21]. Recently, HMGB1 was also detected in platelet-derived
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microvesicles [22]. As a result, serum HMGB1-levels are elevated and the level of HMGB1
in the serum often correlates to the disease severity [23]. Further, the extent of the post
translational modifications (acetylation of lysines, proteolytic cleavage or oxidation of
cysteines) of HMGB1 correlates to various pathological states [24, 25, 26].
2.4. Platelets
Platelets mediate haemostasis when vessel wall is injured. During hemostasis, platelet
receptors work in sequence by slowing down platelets via glycoprotein (GP) Ib/von Wille‐
brand factor to bring them into contact with subendothelial matrix proteins e.g. collagen, then
activating them via GPVI to release the contents of various granules and to express integrins
in an active state. Thrombus forms when more platelets become incorporated via activated
integrin αIIbβ3, which is bridged by several adhesive RGD-containing proteins, but other
receptors also finetune the response. Incoming platelets are incorporated into the growing
thrombus, until eventually, this activity decreases limiting the size of the thrombus. Simulta‐
neously to the adhesive process, platelets engage in the procoagulant transformation and
thrombin generation by changes in the plasma membrane phospholipids and by liberating
coagulation factors, e.g. factor V/Va. Platelets also release microvesicles which may spread
activation-promoting molecules or recruit heterogenic cell interactions. The final result is that
the exposed subendothelium becomes protected by a non-thrombogenic platelet surface while
maintaining blood flow. Subsequently, events of tissue repair are initiated to restore the
vascular wall and finally to remove the thrombus. In contrast to normal hemostasis, patho‐
logical thrombosis manifests these events in an uncontrolled fashion yielding to cessation of
blood flow.
Platelets have also recently been discovered to play a role in immunity [27], development [28]
and neuroinflammation [29]. Therefore, various heterogenic cell interactions of platelets with
other cells such as leukocytes or endothelial cells are of current research interest. Platelets have
several interactive mechanisms ranging from the liberation of bioactive molecules to direct
membrane-borne cell-cell interactions (e.g. CD62P, CD40L, JAM-A, GPIb) [30].
Platelets contain and liberate bioactive molecules including proteins, lipids and even mRNA
and miRNA, which allow them to participate in and modulates diverse physiological func‐
tions, some of which at the first glance may seem to be contradictory e.g., pro-and anticoagulant
functions. A proteomic analysis of the releasate from TRAP-activated platelets showed that in
addition to the nearly 400 previously identified α-granule- or microvesicle-associated mole‐
cules, platelets liberated over 300 previously unrecognized molecules [31]. Many of these
proteins have interactions with each other which further modulate their biological functions.
Clearly, dynamics, mechanisms and selectivity of the different secretion processes must be
carefully controlled in the platelets. Versatility seems to be a key property of the platelet.
Platelets bind to HMGB1 but the cell surface receptor mediating this interaction is unknown.
Platelets express previously recognised HMGB1 receptors TLR2/4/9 [27], RAGE [32], trans‐
membrane proteoglycans [33] and anionic lipids [19]. Whether these structures mediate
HMGB1 binding to platelets has not been much studied. However, previously one study
showed that RAGE and TLR2 could mediate HMGB1 binding to platelets [34]. Inhibition of
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coagulation or platelet activation in vivo reduced serum HMGB1-levels in rat disease models
suggesting that platelets are an important source of circulating HMGB1 [35, 36]. Further,
circulating HMGB1 levels were shown to correlate with platelet activation markers in patients
with hematologic malignancy and disseminated intravascular coagulation [37].

3. Materials and methods
3.1. HMGB1-column affinity chromatographies
3.1.1. Binding of bacterial DNA to HMGB1 affinity column
Recombinant HMGB1 was coupled to activated Sepharose 1 ml High-Trap –column (GE
Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) according to manufactur´s protocols [38]. HMGB1-affinity
chromatography of bacterial lysates and the quantitative analysis of eluted DNA were
conducted as described [38].
3.1.2. Binding of histones H1 and H3 to HMGB1 affinity column
C6 glioblastoma cell [39] nuclear fraction was isolated as described [40] and analysed in
HMGB1-Sepharose affinity column (1 ml High-Trap column) chromatography using ÄKTA
Micro High-performance liquid chromatography station (GE Healthcare) with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) as a chromatography buffer. Flow rate in chromatography was 1 ml/min.
HMGB1 column bound proteins were eluted using linear NaCl-gradient (0.15-2 M NaCl, 20
min). 0.5 ml fractions were collected. The protein-containing fractions were analysed in a
histone ELISA. Briefly, MaxiSorp microwell plates (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark) were coated
with 2 µg/µl of anti-PAN-Histone antibody (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) in PBS
overnight at 4 oC, and wells were blocked with bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-Aldhrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA). HMGB1 column eluted C6 cell nuclear protein fractions were diluted
seven-fold with 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and samples were applied to the wells. After 1h incubation
at 37 °C, wells were washed with PBS and the bound histones H1 and H3 were detected with
1/1000 dilution of rabbit anti-Histone H1 antibody (Active Motif, Carlsbad, CA, USA) or rabbit
anti-Histone H3 antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), followed by
horseradish peroxidase -conjugated anti-Rabbit IgG (GE Healthcare) detection..
3.1.3. Isolation of HMGB1 binding component from platelets
Outdated platelet concentrates (Finnish Red Cross Blood Service, Helsinki, Finland) were lysed
in lysis buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 containing protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Basel,
Switzerland)] and centrifuged for 2 h at 20 000 g (4 oC). The pellet was extracted overnight at
4 oC with 50 mM octyl-glucoside (Sigma-Aldhrich) – PBS containing 10 µg/ml of aprotinin
(Sigma-Aldhrich) and 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (Sigma-Aldhrich). The homo‐
genate was centrifuged for 2 h at 20 000 g and the supernatant was diluted 10 times with PBS
and applied to diethylaminoethanol-Sepharose –column (GE Healthcare). The column was
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washed with 5 mM octyl-glucoside – PBS containing 10 µg/ml aprotinin and 0.1 mM phenyl‐
methylsulfonyl fluoride and bound proteins were eluted with 2 M NaCl 5 mM octyl-glucoside
– PBS containing 10 µg/ml aprotinin and 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. HMGB1binding fractions were identified by a microwell binding assay. Briefly, diluted fractions were
used to coat MaxiSorp plate wells and the HMGB1-binding capacity was measured by a
recombinant HMGB1 binding assay as described [38].
The molecular weight of the HMGB1-binding platelet protein was determined using gelfiltration chromatography. Diethylaminoethanol-Sepharose –column eluted fractions that
bound to HMGB1 were diluted five-fold with 5 mM octyl-glucoside in PBS and were applied
to Mono Q column (GE Healthcare), washed with 0.15 M NaCl 10 mM phosphate, 5 mM octylglucoside, pH 7.5 and eluted with 0.15 – 2 M NaCl in the same buffer (0-100% gradient, 10 min,
1 ml/min, 1 ml fractions were collected) using ÄKTA Prime chromatography station (GE
Healthcare). Absorbance at 280 nm and the relative conductivity of the eluate were monitored.
The eluted protein-containing fractions were concentrated and fractionated using the ÄKTA
Prime Superdex-75 gel filtration column chromatography. The mobile phase was 5 mM octylglucoside, 10 mM phosphate, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.5, at flow rate of 0.2 ml/min. 0.5 ml fractions
were collected and their HMGB1-binding capacity was measured as described above.
In addition, HMGB1-binding platelet membrane anionic proteins were analysed using a
HMGB1-affinity column chromatography and mass spectrometry. Anion exchange colum
eluted fractions of platelet membrane proteins were diluted five-fold with 5 mM octylglucoside in PBS and applied to HMGB1-Sepahrose column. The column was washed with
5 mM octyl-glucoside in PBS and bound proteins were eluted with 5 mM octyl-gluco‐
side, 2 M NaCl in PBS and analysed in SDS-PAGE. The gel was stained with silver. The
major high molecular weight band in the silver stained gel was analysed using mass
spectrometry in the Proteomics Unit of Institute of Biotechnology (University of Helsinki,
Finland). The eluted non-reduced protein fractions were also analysed in Western blot
assay using anti-MMRN1 mouse monoclonal antibody ab56890 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK)
as a primary antibody.
3.2. Proximity ligation assay
Proximity ligation assay was performed using Duolink II in situ PLA Protein Detection Kit
(Olink Bioscience, Uppsala, Sweden). Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVEC)
–cells were obtained from PromoCell (Heidelberg, Germany) and human platelets were
obtained from 3.8% citrate anticoagulated blood donated by healthy volunteers after an
informed consent had been obtained according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The
following antibodies were used: anti-MMRN1 mouse monoclonal antibody (Abcam), antiHMG1 rabbit IgG (Pharmingen Becton Dickinson Co, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), antiinfluenza hemagglutinin -probe (HA-probe) mouse monoclonal antibody (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and rabbit anti-trimethyl-Histone H3 (Lys27)
antibody (Millipore).
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3.3. Platelet adhesion assay
Static adhesion of washed thrombin-activated mouse platelets to a protein coated microwell
plate was measured as described [19, 41, 42].
3.4. Thrombin generation assay
Thrombin generation in solution was determined as described [43] using 80% phosphatidyl‐
choline / 20 % phosphatidylserine lipid vesicles prepared by sonication from 10 mg/ml of lipids
(Avanti, Alabaster, Alabama, USA) in 3 mM CaCl2-containing PBS –buffer. For the thrombin
generation assay, vesicles were diluted and preincubated for 3 min at 37 °C in buffer B (137
mM NaCl, 10 mM Hepes, 5 mM glucose, 2.7 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.05 % BSA, pH 7.4) with
3 mM CaCl2. Coagulation factor mix with 5 nM Bovine Factor X/Xa (FX and FXa, Enzyme
Research Labs Inc., Swansea, UK) and 10 nM Bovine Factor V/Va (FV and FVa, Enzyme
Research Labs Inc.) in buffer B with CaCl2 was added and preincubated for 1 min at 37˚C prior
to initiating the reaction with 10 µM bovine prothrombin (Enzyme Research Labs Inc.).
Thrombin formation was assessed by subsampling 40 µl aliquots at selected intervals.
Thrombin generation was terminated by the addition of 10 µl of stop buffer (120 mM NaCl,
50 mM Tris, 20 mM EDTA, 0.05 % BSA, pH 7.4). Thrombin activity was measured using a
chromogenic substrate S-2238 (Chromogenix, Mölndal, Sweden) and the color reaction was
stopped with acid and absorbance was measured at 405 nm. Recombinant HMGB1 was
preincubated at a concentration of 5-50 µg/ml with the coagulation factor mix on ice. Final
prothrombinase-activating conditions were 3 mM CaCl2, 1.0 nM factor V/Va, 0.5 nM factor X/
Xa and 1.0 µM prothrombin.
Thrombin generation on adherent platelets was determined as described [44]. Human platelets
were isolated from healthy volunteers who denied having any medication for the previous 10
days. Blood was collected into 1/6 volumes of ACD-buffer (39 mM citric acid, 75 mM sodium
citrate, 135 mM D-glucose, pH 4.5) and centrifuged at 200 g for 12 min. Platelet-rich plasma
(PRP) was supplemented with 1/10 vol of ACD-buffer and 1/1000 vol of 100 ng/ml prosta‐
glandin E1 (Sigma-Aldhrich) for 15 min. Platelets were centrifuged for 15 min at 650 g, washed
once and recentrifuged at 500 g for 15 min before their suspension into Tyrode’s buffer (137
mM NaCl, 11.9 mM NaHCO3, 2.7 mM KCl, 0.4 mM NaH2PO4, 1.1 MgCl2 mM, 5.6 mM Dglucose, pH 7.4) with 0.35 % BSA. Platelet concentration was measured spectrofotometrically
at 405 nm assuming A 0.025 to correspond to 1 x 106 cells/ml. Platelets were adhered at 100 x
106 cells/ml on collagen-coated (10 µg/ml, Kollagenreagens Horm, Hormon Chemie, Munich,
Germany) for 1 hr at room temperature and washed three times before adding 280 ml of buffer
B with 3 mM CaCl2 for 30 min at room temperature, and followed by the thrombin generation
assay as described above.
3.5. Release of HMGB1 from thrombin-activated washed mouse platelets
Blood was collected from anesthetised mice using cardiac puncture method and the blood was
anticoagulated with 10 mM EDTA and 2 µg/ml of prostaglandin E1. Blood was centrifuged at
120 g for 5 minutes and PRP was collected. Two hundred microliters of CFT-buffer (135 mM
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NaCl, 11.9 mM NaHCO3, 0.4 mM Na2HPO4, 2.7 mM KCl, 5.6 mM Dextrose, pH 7.4) and 100
µl of Tyrode’s buffer were added to rest of the blood and centrifuged again at 120 g for 5
minutes and PRP was collected. Again 200 µl of CFT-buffer and 100 µl of Tyrode’s buffer was
added to the rest of the blood. The blood was centrifuged at 120 g for 5 minutes and PRP was
collected. Finally the PRP-fractions were pooled and 2 µg/ml of prostaglandin E1 was added.
PRP was centrifuged at 2 000 g for 6 minutes and the cell pellet was washed twice with CFT Tyrode’s buffer containing prostaglandin E1. The washed platelet pellet was suspended to
Tyrode’s buffer containing 1 mM CaCl2 and absorbance at 405 nm was measured to determine
cell number as described above. Thrombin was added to cells (1 U/ml), cells were incubated
at room temperature for 10 minutes and centrifuged at 2 000 g for 6 minutes. The platelet free
supernatant was analysed with HMGB1 and mIL-6 ELISA Kits (IBL International GmbH,
Hamburg, Germany).

4. Results
4.1. Binding of bacterial DNA to HMGB1-affinity chromatography column
The function of HMGB1-affinity column was validated by evaluating the column´s ability to
bind bacterial DNA that is known to form proinflammatory complexes with HMGB1 [45].
Bacterial lysate was loaded to the column, the column was washed and the bound substances
were eluted from the column with an increasing salt concentration. DNA in the eluted fractions
was detected with a fluorescent DNA-dye. DNA bound strongly to the HMGB1-Sepharose
column and did not bind at all to the control Sepharose-column lacking HMGB1 (Figure 1
A). We concluded that HMGB1-Sepharose affinity column in this study functioned in a similar
way as the HMGB1-columns used in the previous studies [6, 46, 47].
4.2. Binding of histones H1 and H3 to HMGB1-affinity chromatography column
The function of HMGB1-affinity column was further validated by evaluating its ability to bind
histones H1 and H3, since histones H1 and H3 have previously been shown to bind to HMGB1
in biochemical assays other than affinity chromatography [48, 49].
For affinity chromatography, nuclear extracts of C6 glioblastoma cells were loaded to a
HMGB1-Sepharose column and the bound proteins were eluted with linear NaCl-gradient.
Histones in elution fractions were analysed with ELISA. As a result histones H1 and H3 were
detected among eluted proteins (Figure 1 B and C). In conclusion, it was shown that both
histone H1 and H3 interact with HMGB1 and also affinity chromatography can be used to
detect these interactions.
4.3. Identification of MMRN1-protein complex as a HMGB1-binding structure
Platelets are known to bind HMGB1, however, the cell surface receptors mediating the binding
are poorly characterised. Here, we analysed the platelet membrane HMGB1-binding compo‐
nents using chromatographic, enzymatic, immunological and cell biological methods.
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Figure 1. Binding of HMGB1 ligands to HMGB1-affinity chromatography column. A) Sepharose-coupled HMGB1 col‐
umn was loaded with bacterial lysate and the bound substances were eluted with an increasing salt concentration.
Eluted material contained DNA that was detected with a fluorescent DNA-dye. B) HMGB1-affinity column was loaded
with a glioblastoma cell nuclear lysate and the bound proteins were eluted with linear NaCl-gradient. Dark grey line
indicates salt gradient, light gray line indicates absorbance at 280 nm. C) Protein containing fractions from the chro‐
matography shown in figure 1 B were analysed with histone ELISA. Histones H1 and H3 were eluted from the column
with an increasing salt concentration. Histone H3 bound more strongly to the HMGB1-cloumn than did histone H1
(the fraction with the highest absorbance in each assay was determined as 1 and the relative values of other fractions
were calculated. N=3, mean values are shown).

Human platelet membrane proteins were isolated with anion exchange chromatography and
the isolated proteins were found to bind to recombinant HMGB1 in a microwell binding assay
(data not shown). HMGB1-binding proteins were further fractionated using gel filtration
chromatography and the binding of size-excluded proteins to recombinant HMGB1 was
determined. A high molecular weight protein fraction was found to bind to HMGB1 (Figure
2 A and B).
A similar high molecular weight protein fraction was found to contain endogenous HMGB1
from mouse platelets (Figure 5 A and B). When the anionic human platelet membrane protein
fraction was analysed in HMGB1-affinity chromatography, a high molecular weight protein
was found to be eluted from the column with high salt buffer (Figure 2 B). Mass spectrometric
analysis revealed that this protein had identical tryptic peptide sequences when compared to
Multimerin-1 (MMRN1) (Figure 2 C). Western blot analysis of the HMGB1-column eluted
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Figure 2. Isolation and identification of the HMGB1-binding component from platelets. A) Anionic platelet membrane
proteins were fractionated with size-exclusion chromatography and the binding of recombinant HMGB1 to micro‐
wells coated with the chromatography fractions was analysed. The strongest HMGB1-binding was detected in the
high molecular weight fraction. Black line in the chromatogram indicates absorbance at 490 nm in HMGB1-binding
assay. Blue and red lines indicate absorbance at 280 nm (mAu) and relative conductivity, respectively. Fractions are
indicated by short red vertical lines. B and C) Platelet membrane proteins were eluted from the HMGB1-affinity col‐
umn and analysed by SDS-PAGE followed by mass spectrometry. The high molecular weight protein band indicated by
the arrow was identified as Multimerin-1. D) A Western blotting analysis of platelet membrane proteins eluted with
high salt from HMGB1-affinity column. The arrow points to the high molecular weight band detected with an antiMultimerin-1 antibody.
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anionic platelet membrane proteins with anti-MMRN1 monoclonal antibody confirmed the
finding that MMRN1 bound to HMGB1-column (Figure 2 D).
Since both HMGB1 and MMRN1 are present on the surface of activated platelets and cultured
endothelial cells, we studied the association of HMGB1 and MMRN1 on the cell surface using
a proximity ligation assay. With the proximity ligation assay, it could be demonstrated that
HMGB1 and MMRN1 are in close proximity of each other on both the activated platelet and
the cultured endothelial cell surfaces (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Endogenous HMGB1 associates with MMRN1. Proxomity ligation assay with anti-HMGB1 and anti-MMRN1
antibodies revealed a close association of HMGB1 and Multimerin-1 on both the endothelial cell and the activated
platelet surfaces (arrows indicate positively stained platelets). Negative control stained cells with anti-trimethyl His‐
tone H3 and anti-MMRN1 antibodies or with anti-HA-probe and anti-HMGB1 antibodies did not yield significant sig‐
nals in the proxomity ligation assay.
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MMRN1 has been shown to enhance platelet adhesion to collagen. Next, we tested whether
MMRN1 mediates static adhesion of activated platelets to HMGB1. We used both platelets
derived from control C57BL/6JOlaHsd mice deficient in Multimerin-1 and α-synuclein genes
and platelets derived from C57BL/N6 mice expressing Multimerin-1 and α-synuclein [50]. We
could not observe any significant differences in platelet adhesion to HMGB1 between the two
different mouse strains (data not shown).

Figure 4. HMGB1 potentiates thrombin generation. Factor Va/Xa mediated thrombin generation was potentiated by
recombinant HMGB1 in a similar way on both phospholipid vesicles (A) and the activated platelet surfaces (B). Poten‐
tiation occurred in both cases at ≥25 μg/ml concentration of recombinant HMGB1. 0 = control with PBS as a vehicle. A
representative graph of three repetitions is shown.
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Both MMRN1 and HMGB1 bind to phosphatidylserine [19, 38, 51]. Previously, it has been
shown that HMGB1 enhances the effects of thrombin in vivo [52]. In contrast, MMRN1 has been
shown to inhibit thrombin generation in plasma in vitro [53]. Therefore, we tested whether
HMGB1 affects FXa- and FVa-catalysed thrombin generation on phosphatidylcholine/
phosphatidylserine vesicles and on activated human platelets. Addition of exogenous HMGB1
enhanced thrombin generation on both the vesicle and the activated platelet surfaces (Figure
4 A and B). The minimal concentration of HMGB1 needed for enhancement was 25 µg/ml on
both surfaces suggesting that the potentiation of thrombin generation by HMGB1 is mediated
by similar mechanism in both systems, ie. the potentiation requires a lipid surface, but it is
independent of other structures, including MMRN1 present on the activated platelet surface.
We further evaluated the possible role of MMRN1 on the biology of HMGB1. Gel filtration
assays of platelet protein lysates from mouse platelets lacking MMRN1 and α-synuclein genes
and from mouse platelets having MMRN1 and α-synuclein genes revealed that the sendoge‐
nous HMGB1 is mainly complexed with high molecular weight structures indicating a
MMRN1-independent high molecular weight HMGB1-complex formation (Figure 5 A and
B). Finally, the release of HMGB1 from thrombin-activated washed mouse platelets was
measured with an ELISA. The concentration of HMGB1 released from 1 U/ml of thrombinactivated washed C57BL/N6 mouse platelets was 5.7 ± 0.8 ng/ml (n=4). We observed a
significant difference in the concentrations of the 1 U/ml of thrombin-activated platelet
released HMGB1 between the mice lacking MMRN1 and α-synuclein and the mice having
MMRN1 and α-synuclein (Figure 5 C). Platelets from the mice lacking MMRN1 and αsynuclein genes released more HMGB1 than platelets from the mice having MMRN1 and αsynuclein genes. Platelets from mice lacking MMRN1 and α-synuclein genes released more
HMGB1 than platelets from mice having MMRN1 and α-synuclein genes (Figure 5 C). αSynyclein regulates vesicle release in many cell types. However, measurement of IL-6 release
did not show any difference between the two mouse strains, which is corroborated by the
finding that the activation of both types of mouse platelets with 1 U/ml of thrombin induced
similar release of P-selectin [54]. This suggests that the observed difference in HMGB1 release
may not be due to a differential release response to a high concentration of thrombin. HMGB1
has been described to bind to the filamentous pathological form of α-Synyclein but not to
monomers [55]. However, since α-synuclein occurs in a monomeric form in the platelets [56],
the lack of α-synuclein hardly affects the release of HMGB1.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we isolated a MMRN1-complex with HMGB1-affinity chromatography from
platelets. MMRN1 and HMGB1 were shown to exist at a close proximity of each other on both
the endothelial cell and the activated platelet surface, and the release of HMGB1 from activated
platelets from mice lacking MMRN1 and α-synuclein genes was increased. Further, HMGB1
potentiated FVa/FXa catalysed thrombin generation on both artificial anionic vesicles and the
activated platelet surface.
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Figure 5. Size-exclusion chromatography and the secretion analyses of HMGB1 using washed platelets derived either
from Mmrn1/Snca negative C57BL/6JOlaHsd mouse or C57BL/N6 mouse expressing MMRN1/SNCA. A) Gel filtration
of mouse platelet anionic proteins. Light grey line indicates platelet proteins from C57BL/6JOlaHsd mouse and dark
grey line indicates platelet proteins from C57BL/N6 mouse. B) Binding of anti-HMGB1 antibody to the microwells
coated with the gel filtration eluted fractions. Light grey bars indicate the fractions from C57BL/6JOlaHsd mouse pla‐
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telets and dark grey bars indicate the fractions from C57BL/N6 mouse platelets. C) Higher concentration of HMGB1 is
detected in platelet released material derived from 1 U/ml of thrombin-activated mouse platelets lacking MMRN1/
SNCA when compared to released material derived from 1 U/ml of thrombin-activated mouse platelets expressing
Mmrn1/Snca (n=6 C57BL/6JOlaHsd mice, n=8 C57BL/N6 mice; mean HMGB1 amount in C57BL/N6 derived samples
was determined as 1 and the relative values were calculated). HMGB1 levels were at the linear range of ELISA detec‐
tion. D) In contrast to HMGB1-release, there was no difference in interleukin-6 release from either type of platelets. E)
Absorbance at 405 nm was equal in washed platelet fractions derived from either strain indicating the existence of
equal number of cells (n=4). F) A hypothetical model of association of HMGB1 to the activated platelet surface and
matrix. Activated platelets express phosphatidylserine on their surface. The prothrombinase complex consisting of co‐
agulation factors FVa and FXa, MMRN1 and HMGB1 can all bind to phosphatidylserine. Phosphatidylserine surfaces
catalyse the formation of thrombin (FIIa) from prothrombin (FII). HMGB1 can potentiate thrombin generation. Activat‐
ed platelets release HMGB1 that can be found in the media either as a soluble molecule or bound to microvesicles. It
can also bind to the extracellular matrix and the cell surfaces. The release of HMGB1 from activated platelets was
found to be increased in the platelets derived from Mmrn1/Snca negative mice. Possible explanations for this phe‐
nomenon are that MMRN1 complex anchors HMGB1 to the cell surface or it interferes with HMGB1-ELISA detection
like some other HMGB1 binding components (60).

MMRN1 is a variably-sized homopolymer belonging to the disulphide–linked multimeric
proteins of the elastin microfibril interface located protein (EMILIN) family. Megakaryocytes,
platelets and endothelial cells carry MMRN1 in their secretory granules, α-granules or WeibelPalade bodies, respectively. MMRN1 size can range from trimers to large disulphide linked
polymers which can exceed millions of Daltons [57, 58]. The prepro-MMRN1 molecule
contains 1228 amino acids with a 19 amino acid signal peptide. MMRN1becomes only liberated
upon cell activation and has not been detected as a free plasma molecule. MMRN1 has
functions in both platelet adhesion and procoagulant activity. As an interesting link to
immunity, MMRN1 has also been shown to mediate neutrophil binding [59].
The adhesive function of MMRN1 is manifested in its several molecular features (for a review
see reference [60]). MMRN1 can assemble into fibrils and become associated to extracellular
matrix proteins such as collagens type I and type III [62]. MMRN1 contains the RGD-sequence
by which it can interact with e.g. integrins αIIbβ3 or αvβ3, but integrin-independent binding can
also occur via phosphatidyl serine [61]. MMRN1 has been shown to support platelet adhesion
even at high shear rates thus resembling the function of von Willebrand factor [62]. Additional‐
ly, MMRN1 has been shown to increase von Willebrand factor -dependent platelet adhesion to
collagen.
In addition to platelet adhesion, MMRN1 participates in procoagulant activity. Like FVa,
MMRN1 binds to phospholipids [51]. MMRN1-lipid binding was enhanced by increasing
phosphatidylserine content of phosphatidylserine:phosphatidylethanolamine membranes,
and by increasing phosphatidylethanolamine and cholesterol content of low phosphatidyl‐
serine membranes [60]. Additionally, MMRN1 binds both inactive and active factor V with
high affinity (Kd 2 and 7 nM), but surprisingly, its role in thrombin generation has been
suggested to be inhibitory [53]. Exogenous MMRN1 has been shown to delay and reduce
thrombin generation by plasma and platelets. In this capacity, MMRN1 could act as controller
of unlimited thrombin generation upon vascular injury. However, the effect of MMRN1 on
FVa function in vivo has not been explored.
MMRN1 gene and α-synuclein gene knockout mice were used to study Ferric chloride –
induced thrombus formation with intravital microscopy. In these mice, platelet adhesion and
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thrombus formation were impaired and the deficit could be corrected with exogenous MMRN1
[54].
No specific MMRN1 deficiency in humans or animals has been reported. MMRN1 deficiency
is not lethal since a deletion combining the major part of MMRN1 gene and a-synuclein in mice
renders them viable and without an obvious phenotype [50]. In humans, MMRN1 gene has
been linked to Parkinson´s disease and neurodevelopmental disorders [63, 64]. In addition, a
genetic multiplication of SNCA and MMRN1 locus in humans can lead to parkinsonism [65].
Whereas α-synuclein gene is highly expressed in the brain, the expression of MMRN1 gene
can be detected in neural stem cells [65, 66].
Our results show that endogenous HMGB1 associates to a high molecular weight MMRN1complex in human platelets. However, HMGB1 also associates to a high molecular weight
complex in mouse platelets lacking MMRN1, suggesting that MMRN1 itself does not mediate
the HMGB1-interactions within the complex. MMRN1 can instead mediate interactions of the
complex with the activated platelet surface leading to a decreased amount of platelet released
soluble HMGB1 (Figure 5). The mechanism of the HMGB1 induced potentiation of thrombin
formation observed in this study remains unknown. Both the prothrombinase complex and
HMGB1 bind to phosphatidylserine. However, whether HMGB1 is in direct contact with
coagulation factors requires further investigation.
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Given the centrality of protein to many biological process, this book makes a
significant contribution to the fields of healthcare and nutrition. Its chapters consider
topics such as protein-protein and protein-ligand docking, and the protein engineering
of enzymes involved in bioplastic metabolism. One contribution gives an overview
of the In Vitro Virus (IVV) analytic method, while another shows how cutting-edge
techniques in protein engineering advance our knowledge in the field of palaeontology.
The book also includes a review of classic and alternative strategies when using
yeasts in research, with a focus on Pichia pastoris as a host. Finally, there are two
contributions on chromatography: one on the method itself, and another on its use to
identify HMGB1-binding components.
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